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Message from the President of Thai Physics Society
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the Siam Physics
Congress (SPC) 2019 which is held during 6-7 June 2019 at Hansa JB
Hotel in Hat Yai, Songkhla, Thailand. We are very grateful to Thaksin
University for co-hosting the SPC 2019 with Thai Physics Society.
This is the 14th in the series of Siam Physics Congress organized by
Thai Physics Society. The theme of the Congress this year is “Physics
Beyond Disruption Society” which the disruptive technology would
bring a significant impact and major shift in the near-future business
and industrial operations.
It is also my great pleasure to announce that this year we have keynote speakers, invited
speakers, oral and poster presenters who will deliver interesting discussions regarding
Fundamental Physics, Applied Physics and Education in Physics which will reflect the impact
on Disruptive Technology in the present world. We do really appreciate on significant scientific
contribution given to this Congress.
After the 3rd industrial revolution in the year 1969, the Information Technology has taken
an important role in changing the way of livings of the humankind while technology has also
kept develop unceasingly. Until the 4th industrial revolution nowadays, various technologies
have been integrated which the information technology and various branches of science,
including Physics, becomes the main backbone. We call those new emerging technologies as a
“Disruptive Technology”.
As the world disruptive technology is developing in the unpredictable quick paces. It is
crucial that Thailand has also to adapt itself quickly in various aspects to keep up with this
change, not only science, technology and innovation developments, but also the adaptation on
Thailand basic and higher educations. To support the present technological disruption, the
education for our young generations need a basic skill in reading, mathematics and science for
school students and the revision of curriculum developments and teaching methods need to be
improved. For higher educations, universities need to work closely with professional and
research institutes, business sectors and industries for preparing students to achieve real
experiences and advanced skills for their future professions. Universities need also to prepare
short course trainings for live-long education to re-skill and up-skill Human Resources
It is a great opportunity that all physicists and scientists in related fields are gathering
today in the Siam Physics Congress 2019 to present new results and interesting ideas through
your research, technology and innovative works. We will discuss and exchange information to
bring out the best solutions which would be utilized to our disruptive technological society.
We do realize that now the “Disruptive Technology” would drastically impact to our
livings, professions and business. We have to think wisely how to use your hard skills and soft
skills to cope on this impact and consider the coming disruptive technology era as our
opportunity to propose Physics and related sciences as a national key strategy to bring Thailand
a status of a country with stability, prosperity, sustainability.

I would like to express my sincerely thanks to all staff of Thaksin University for
working tirelessly throughout the congress. I wish the Siam Physics Congress 2019 a
remarkable success.
Associate Professor Boonrucksar Soonthornthum,
President,
Thai Physics Society.
26 May 2019.

Massage from the President of Thaksin University
Dear All,
On behalf of Thaksin University (TSU) and our utmost pleasure to
co-host the 14th Siam Physics Congress (SPC 2019), I welcome you
to the SPC 2019. It is my great pleasure and honor to announce the
SPC 2019, as part of the Thai Physics Society (TPS) academic
achievements in more than 2 decades of its successful activities. SPC
2019 will be held on 6 - 7 June 2019 at Hansa JB Hotel, Hat Yai,
Songkhla, Thailand.
Thaksin University (TSU), named from the Sanskrit word 'Thaksin' meaning 'of the South',
is an autonomous university of the Royal Thai Government. An early adopted, TSU achieved
this independence of management while continuing to receive Government budget when
parliament passed the TSU Act, which became effective on September 1, 1996. It shares this
special status with a select number of other institutions that have embarked on a process to
become global institutions that operate with a degree of autonomy compared to those that
continue as effectively part of the public service model. Beginning life as the College of
Education in Songkhla on October 1, 1968, it became Srinakharinwirot University,
Songkhla Campus. Its initial fouryear degree programs have since expanded now include all
degree levels in most academic disciplines in established faculties across the two main
campuses of Songkhla and Phattalung. In 2010, the TSU Council approved an International
Ph.D. program based on research; the program is wholly managed through the university and
based on international standards and approaches with respected senior academic staff from a
range of developed nations. We are proud of our rich heritage and the positive, life-changing
impact we’ve had globally through the strength of our research, teaching, innovation and
cooperation for about 50 years. Hence, we would to take this opportunity to inform you that
the 14th Siam Physics Congress (SPC 2019) is one of our several events for celebrating the
50th TSU Anniversary. Please explore our history, learn more about our research and discover
how you can be part of our 50th anniversary celebrations. Thank you very much in advance.
The SPC 2019 theme is “Physics beyond Disruption Society”. As we know that, we live in a
period of staggering technological change. While society is being transformed by disruptive
innovation during this transition, it will be your own individual adaptability that will determine
if you are a winner or a loser. Physics, Engineering and Technology are reshaping and
permanently changing our world for the better. In our lifetime, we will see unimaginable
progress that will usher in a golden age of a socially-connected global economy, creating new
opportunities on a vast scale. Humankind will successfully emerge from this transition, as we
always have, and the winners will not be the strongest or even the smartest, but those
individuals most willing and able to adapt.
There are three main topics of the conference: Fundamental of Physics, Applied Physics,
Engineering and Industrial Physics and Physics Education. The organizing committee of this

conference is addressing all Physics, Engineering and Technology experts in various positions,
graduate students, researchers, specialists and professors from Thailand and outside of
Thailand to participate and present their latest scientific and technological research findings in
this gathering to make the conference as successful as the SPC conference of the past.
The continued growth of our conference is an indication of its high quality and impact. This
year, we received over 300 submissions. All the submitted full papers (>200) were subjected
to peer reviews by the main editor of Thai Physics Society (TPS) consisting of experts in all
areas of Physics. Special thanks go to, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Yongyut Laosiritaworn, Editor-in-Chief
of the TPS, all the editors and reviewers from several Institutions and Universities, all the staff
of the TPS, TSU and National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (Public
Organization) (NARIT) for their outstanding service and contributions toward making this
conference possible. I would also like to take this occasion to express my honest appreciation
to organizing team, sponsors, distinguished speakers, students and my academic fellows for
making the SPC2019 possible.
As Thaksin University president, it was my honor and pleasure to serve as co-host of the SPC
2019 “Physics beyond Disruption Society”. A big thank you to our co-host Assoc. Prof.
Boonrucksar Soonthornthum, the president of Thai Physics Society (TPS) exceptionally
talented true friend. Thank you to everyone for coming and sharing wonderful ideas and
experiences in the conference. Last but not least, I strongly hope that all of the distinguished
guests gathered here today will offer your generous support and encouragement for the
successful launching and continued growth of SPC conference in the future. Please enjoy, have
pleasant stay in Hat Yai, Songkhla province which is one of the attractive places in the south
of Thailand and have a safe trip back home. Once again, I am most grateful for your
participation and support. Thank you.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Wichai Chumni
President, Thaksin University
31 May 2019

Conference Overview
The Siam Physics Congress is an international conference being organized by the Thai Physics
Society. Its 14th in its series, SPC2019 will be held from 6 – 7 June, 2019 in Hadyai, Songkhla
province.
The congress is an annually event created to provide a platform for national and international
researchs, acdamic staffs, physics teachers, technologist, young scientist, student and those
who are interested in physics to share, discuss and exchange theirs researches related to
advances in several fields of Physics covering both fundamental and applied physics
Conference Theme
“Physics beyond disruption society”
Conference Topics
1. Fundamental Physics
 Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmology
 Atomic Physics, Quantum Physics, Molecular and Chemical Physics
 Optics, Non-linear Optics, Laser Physics, Ultrafast Phenomena
 Statistical and Theoretical Physics
 High–energy and Particle Physics
 Ion and Plasma Physics
 Condensed Matter Physics
 Atmospheric Physics
 Nuclear and Radiation Physics
2. Applied Physics, Engineering and Industrial Physics
 Accelerators and Synchrotron Radiations
 Biological Physics and Biomedical Engineering
 Environmental Physics, Geophysics and Renewable Energy
 Instrumentation, Metrology and Standards
 Materials Physics, Nanoscale Physics and Nanotechnology
 Magnetic and Semiconductor Devices
 Photonics and Optoelectronics
 Surface, Interface and Thin Films
3. Physics Education
 Physics Teaching (curriculum development, structures and methods in classroom,
teaching materials, teaching techniques, teacher training programmers and networks,
diagnostic tools and assessments, popularization of physics)
 Information and Communication Technologies in Teaching Physics (virtual
laboratories, e-learning resources, distance education)
Website: http://www.spc2019.tsu.ac.th
Language
The official language of the Congress is English.

Plenary Talks

Plenary Talks

Prof. Dr. Sukit Limpijumnong
Teachning Physics in 21 st century
Director,
The institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST)
924 Sukhumvit road, Phra Khanong Sub-district, Khlong Toei Distrcit, Bangkok 10110

Plenary Talks

Dr. Channarong Sorndit
Adaption to the challenge of DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY in the Electric industry
Expert engineer grade 13,
Planning and power system development deputy governor office.
Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA),
200 Ngam-wong-wan rd., Lad-Yao, Chatuchak, Bangkok, Thailand (10900)

Plenary Talks

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Thawatchai Onjun
Fusion Technology: Global Trend and National Development
Deputy Director at Thailand Institute of Nuclear Technology
Abstract
Fusion is the energy source of the Sun and stars. Under extremely severe conditions, hydrogen
nuclei collide, fuse into heavier helium atoms and release tremendous amounts of energy in the
process. To initiate and sustain fusion reactions on earth is a challenge issue for mankind. Many
approaches have been developed and resulted in a great advance of the field. Recently, a crucial
step to demonstrate the possibility of using fusion energy as an alternative energy source has
been taken by a construction of a new tokamak called “International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER).” The goal of ITER is to demonstrate the scientific and
technological feasibility of fusion energy for peaceful use. Furthermore, the China Fusion
Engineering Test Reactor (CFETR) is a proposed tokamak nuclear fusion reactor in China,
which is planned as a demonstration of the feasibility of large scale fusion power generation.
Recently, Thailand aims to setup the fusion program as part of the mainstream global fusion
research. The development plan and current activities in Thailand will be shown.

Plenary Talks

Prof. Paul Ho
First Image of a Black Hole
Director of James Clerk Maxwell telescope (JCMT)
East Asian Observatories (EAO) 660 N. A’ohōkū Place Hilo,
Hawaii 96720, USA
Abstract
The Event Horizon Telescope, a network of 8 radio telescopes, operating at millimeterwavelengths, and spanning the surface of the earth, has successfully produced the first picture
of a black hole. This Supermassive Black Hole, in the nucleus of the M8 7 galaxy, is the first
case where we can resolve the event horizon, where even light itself cannot escape from the
gravity of the black hole. This first picture also demonstrates directly Einstein’s General
Relativity on the distortion of space in the presence of strong gravity. In addition, we detect the
glow of material swirling around the black hole in the form of an accretion disk, where material
gather before falling inside the black hole. Asia has played a major role in this experiment.
More improvements are coming.

Invited Talks

Dr.Phrudth Jaroenjittichai
Progress of the 40m Thai National Radio Telescope and Early Science Aspects
National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT)
Chiang Mai, 50180, Thailand
Abstract
Marking the start of its 2ndstrategic development plan, 2016-2025, National Astronomical
Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT) initiated the project known as “Radio Astronomy
Network and Geodesy for Development” (RANGD) for human capacity building in the Era
towards Thailand 4.0. RANGD project phase I, 2017-2021. This includes the construction of
the Thai National Radio Observatory (TNRO), which hosts co-located 40m and 13m
VLBI2010 Geodetic Observing System (VGOS) radio telescopes, advanced laboratories and a
visitor centre. The 40m RT will be capable of up to 100 GHz observation, where L-band 1.01.8 GHz and K-band 18-26 GHz receivers will be installed as the first two astronomical
instruments. C/Q/W-band receivers are in study and preliminary design phase. The 40m and
13m telescopes will be completed at the end of 2019 and 2020, respectively. Together with the
2.4m Optical Thai National Telescope, TNRO enables excellent capabilities in
multiwavelength fast time response and intensive monitoring of astronomical sources, such as
pulsars and star forming regions. Its ideal geographical location also allows significant
contributions to Very Long Baseline Interferometry networks around the world.

Invited Talks

Dr. Christophe Buisset
The NARIT Optical laboratory: current projects, results and future developments overview

National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT)
Chiang Mai, 50180, Thailand
Abstract
The optical laboratory of the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand aims at
developing the facilities and human capabilities in optical design, development of imaging
systems and spectrographs for astronomical applications in Thailand. Our activities cover the
following areas: telescope design, spectrograph developments and high resolution imaging
systems. The first section of our talk will be dedicated to the telescope design activities that
comprise the design and development of wide-field cameras for the 2.4 Thai National
Telescope (TNT) and of medium size telescopes. In particular, we will present a status on the
development of two instruments: one focal reducer for the TNT and one 50 cm diameter
telescope equipped with one active optics and dedicated to solar planet imaging. The second
section will be focused on the design, manufacturing and testing of low and high resolution
spectrographs for the 2.4 m Thai National Telescope. First, we will present the recent results
obtained on-sky with the long slit Low Resolution Spectrograph mounted on the TNT. Then,
we will present the EXOhSPEC project that aims at developing high resolution spectrographs
for the detection of exoplanets with the TNT. Finally, we will present the status of the Fourier
Transform Spectrograph project dedicated to astronomical observations with adjustable
spectral resolution. The third section of our presentation will describe the Evanescent Wave
Coronagraph (EvWaCo) project. This project aims at developing and testing on-sky a new kind
of coronagraph for exoplanet detection and characterization. This, while observing through a
well-corrected and unobstructed elliptical sub-aperture of the TNT. First, we will describe the
prototype design that will include an adaptive optics. Then, we will present the last results we
have obtained in laboratory conditions and we will show that the performance of EvWaCo
coronagraphic mask in unpolarized light are in line with the requirements in the I and R bands.
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Saruta Benkortem
O01-ID139
Physical Properties Distribution of Galaxy Population in Abell 2142 Cluster
Kledsai Poopakun
O01-ID060
Orbit Determination of Satellite in Geostationary orbit above Thailand’s sky
Kanpatom Kasonsuwan

13:15-13:30

13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00
14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30
14:30-14:45

SPC2019

i

Room
Takuapa A
Session
VII
Chairperson Koichiro Sugiyama
Track

1 - Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmology

15:00-15:15

O01-ID094
Empirical Model of Magnetic Field Line Spreading in Isotropic Turbulence
with Zero Mean Field
Wirin Sonsrettee
O01-ID129
Recurrent Forbush Decreases of Galactic Cosmic Ray Intensity in Positive
and Negative Solar Magnetic Cycles
On-uma Kallaya : not registered
O01-ID294
Pitch Angle Diffusion Coefficients in Test Particle Simulations and
Estimation of the Particle Parallel Mean Free Path
Chanidaporn Pleumpreedaporn
O01-ID106
A Data-Driven Simulation Study of Magnetic Reconnection at the Leading
edge of an Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection on 2005 January 21
Pakkapawn Prapan
O01-ID241
Can single secondary particles from cosmic rays explain the high counter
multiplicity rate at the Princess Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor?
Hannarong Janthaloet
O01-ID240
Atmospheric water vapor correction to to cosmic ray spectrum
measurements from Princess Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor
Chanoknan Banglieng
O01-ID312
Galactic Cosmic-Ray Anisotropy During Forbush Decreases: A Case Study
of Six Forbush Decrease Events
Grace Ihongo

15:15-15:30

15:30-15:45

15:45-16:00

16:00-16:15

16:15-16:30

16:30-16:45

SPC2019

ii

Room
Takuapa B
Session
II
Chairperson Jatuporn Kaew - On
Panatcha Anusasananan
Patanapol Meena
Track

12 – Environmental Physics, Geophysics and
Renewable Energy

13:00-13:15

O12-ID014
An investigation of poleward expansion of the Hadley circulation using
cloud cover
Wanchalerm Chanalert
O12-ID093
The Comparison of Accuracy and Efficiency of Finite Difference Method,
Finite Element Method and Finite Volume method: 2-D Magnetotelluric
Modeling Case
Thanapon Khampichit
O12-ID134
Comparing performance of Multi-frequencies Occam’ s receiver function
inversion to standard linearized receiver function inversion
Sarun Trinakoon
O12-ID188
Characteristic of DBD Plasma Ozonation System and Its Application on
Health Agricultural Products
Puthita Rodsong
O12-ID198
Investigation of Effect of Central Gap’s Width and Length of Magnetic
Material on Heat Transfer and Pressure Loss of Water Flow using
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Jirattaya Thongjamroon
O12-ID210
The Study of the Flow Control Valve Effect on the Electricity Production
Efficiency of Pico Hydro Generator
Monchai Thiwaworachai
O12-ID225
Effect of Blade Number and Angle on the Characteristics of the Savonius
Type Wind Turbine
Tanate Chaichana
O12-ID233
Vehicular Traffic Simulation Using Cellular Automata Model for Traffic
Light Management in Intersection System
Napat Srichan
O12-ID249
Development of Combined Heat Sources for In-store Paddy Drying
Chitsanu Taveesuvun

13:15-13:30

13:30-13:45

13:45-14:00

14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00

15:00-15:15

SPC2019

iii

Room
Takuapa B
Session
VIII
Chairperson Jatuporn Kaew – On
Nares Chimres
Track

12 – Environmental Physics, Geophysics and
Renewable Energy

15:15-15:30

O12-ID269
Investigation of Fluid Dynamic of Vertical-Axis Wind Turbine Blade for
Low Wind Speed of Thailand by CFD
Thanaphat Akkarachaiphant
O12-ID311
Forward modeling of 2.5-dimensional controlled-source electromagnetic
survey
Kittipong Phueak-Im
O12-ID335
Crustal density structure across Thailand delineated from 2D density
modeling using gravity data and receiver function data
Nadprapa Nornin
O12-ID345
The spatio-temporal relation of seismic moment release of 2014 Chiang Rai
Earthquake and its aftershocks: an implication for secondary aftershocks
generating mechanism
Sutthipong Noisagool
O12-ID341
Wind Turbine Generators Parking Optimization over Complex Terrain in
Thailand
Pongsak Makhampom
O12-ID332
Design and Test of DC Motor Drive System For Agriculture Electric
Vehicle
Pornchai Pornharuthai
O12-ID327
Testing of WRF Atmospheric Modeling for Offshore Wind Resource
Assessment in the Gulf of Thailand
Chana Chancham
O12-ID318
High Resolution Wind Resource Mapping for Small-Scale Wind Turbine
Generator Integrated in the High-Rise Building in Bangkok, Thailand
Lattawan Niyomtham
O12-ID227
Characterization of Briquette from the mixture of Oil Palm Trunks (OPT),
Oil Palm Shell (OPS) and Oil Palm Decanter Cake (OPDC)
Jompob Waewsak

15:30-15:45

15:45-16:00

16:00-16:15

16:15-16:30

16:30-16:45

16:45-17:00

17:00-17:15

17:15-17:30

SPC2019

iv

Room
Songkhla room
Session
III
Chairperson Mudtorlep Nisoa
Nopparit Somboonkittichai
Track

05 – High – energy and Particle Physics

13:00-13:15

O05-ID080
Photon Signal from Non-Interacting Scalar Dark Matter Annihilation
Supalert Sukrakarn
O05-ID135
Quasinormal modes of Dirac field in dRGT massive gravity
Ratchaphat Nakarachinda
O05-ID146
Application of Adversarial Networks in search for four top quark
production in CMS
Vichayanun Wachirapusitanand
O05-ID166
Cosmic inflation in minimally modified gravity theories
Jakkrit Sangtawee
O05-ID193
Dark matter from the inert Higgs doublet model.
Wararat Treesukrat
O05-ID211
Quasinormal modes of spin-3/2 fields in general dimensional Schwarzschild
AdS black hole spacetimes
Chun-Hung Chen
O05-ID267
Pair Productions from Gauge bosons Collision
Worapon Phatcharasirinawakun

13:15-13:30
13:30-13:45

13:45-14:00
14:00-14:15
14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

SPC2019

v

Room
Songkhla room
Session
IX
Chairperson Prasong Kessaratikoon
Tosaporn Angsachon
Track

05 – High – energy and Particle Physics

15:00-15:15

O05-ID285
Spontaneous R-Symmetry Breaking in Broken Supersymmetric Vacuum
Sirapat Lookrak
O05-ID261
Upgrade of Eutelescope for the Characterization of Alpide Sensor
Jetnipit Kaewjai
O05-ID018
Azimuthal emission patterns of proton in 58Ni + 58Ni collision at
intermediate energy by using the quantum molecular dynamics model
Pitchayapak Kunkaew
O05-ID017
Elliptic flow of proton in 197Au + 197Au collision reaction at intermediate
energy by using quantum molecular dynamics model
Tanaporn Boonprasert
O05-ID021
The Effect of K+ Potential on Nuclear Equation of State for K+ Production
in Heavy ion Collision by using The Quantum Molecular Dynamics Model
Jenitsata Jeerakad

15:15-15:30
15:30-15:45

15:45-16:00

16:00-16:15

SPC2019

vi

Room
Thong-Ake
Session
IV
Chairperson Yongyut Laosiritaworn
Manit Klawtanong
Anusorn Tong-on
Track

4 – Statistical and Theoretical Physics

13:00-13:15

O04-ID232
A simplified phase coherence index to characterize intermittent fluctuations
David Ruffolo
O04-ID001
Simulation of phase-ordering dynamics of 2d Ising model under influence of
oscillatory shear
Srawut Sasom
O04-ID009
Shape transitions of rope coiling on a rotating plane
Sitichoke Amnuanpol
O04-ID165
Quantum random walk on a one- dimensional lattice with two entangled
particles
Ibrahim Yahaya Muhammad
O04-ID200
Macroscopic model for multi-anticipation self-driving cars
Takla Nateeboon
O04-ID265
The Knowledge Based Solving of Time Dependent Schrödinger Equation
Under Coulombic Interaction : The Deep Learning Analysis
Jayakrit Hirisajja
O04-ID281
Quantum commuting flows for discrete-time harmonic oscillator
Panus Sawetpiyakul
O04-ID287
Quantum Random Walks with Fluctuation in Coin Operator
Sujin Suwanna

13:15-13:30

13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00

14:00-14:15
14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45
14:45-15:00

SPC2019

vii

Room
Thong-Ake
Session
X
Chairperson Sampart Cheedket
Sitti Buathong
Track

4 – Statistical and Theoretical Physics
10 – Accelerators and Synchrotron Radiations

15:15-15:30

O04-ID373
Effect Structure in Physics and Hints to Economics Equation of State
Burin Gumjudpai
O04-ID349
Anomalous diffusion of particles in one dimension in the presence of
quantum correlation
Suranchana Suchanacha
O10-ID081
Investigation of Fe Oxidation States on Purple- and Yellow- Quartz
Natthapong Monarumit
O10-ID112
Present Status of 4- MeV Electron Beam Accelerator System for Natural
Rubber Irradiation
Sikharin Suphakul
O10-ID114
Simulation of Electron Beam Energy and Calibration of Alpha Magnet
Energy Slits
Kittipong Techakaew

15:30-15:45

15:45-16:00
16:00-16:15

16:15-16:30

SPC2019

viii

Room
Koh Yor A & B
Session
V
Chairperson Sorasak Danworaphong
Methee Promsawut
Kowit Lertwittanon
Track

14 – Materials Physics, Nanoscale Physics and Nanotechnology

13:00-13:15

O14-ID107
Near-Wall Molecular Ordering of Dilute Ionic Liquids
Monchai Jitvisate
O14-ID141
Characterizations of carbon nanotubes grown on clay
Supakporn Aodkeng
O14-ID142
Physical and chemical characterizations of Lopburi calcined clay
Phakin Chomyen
O14-ID155
L-Cysteine/Graphene Oxide for Electrochemical Determination of Ascorbic
Acid in the Presence of Dopamine and Uric Acid
Worapot Prongmanee
O14-ID187
Prediction of the bitterness of pharmaceutical drugs using a taste sensor
with representative group data by the center of mass
Sarika Pradhan
O14-ID228
Electronic structure of nontoxic-inorganic perovskites : CsMgBr3 for solar
cell application using DFT calculation
Chaiyawat Kaewmeechai
O14-ID254
Study of the relation between torsional shear stress and transverse torsion
angle of cable
Jatuporn Puntree
O14-ID257
Theoretical-based Simulation of Natural Rubber Vulcanization Using
Electron Beam Irradiation and Cross-linking Agents
Panat Nanthanasit
O14-ID340
Planar-structured single-walled carbon nanotube photodiodes using
asymmetrical work function of metal contacts
Mongkol Sapankaew

13:15-13:30
13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00

14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00

15:00-15:15

SPC2019

ix

Room
Session
Chairperson

Koh Yor A & B
XI
Kowit Lertwittanon
Methee Promsawut
Voranuch Thongpool

Track

14 – Materials Physics, Nanoscale Physics and Nanotechnology

15:15-15:30

O14-ID292
Effect of Polyaniline Content on the Capacitance of Polyaniline/Carbon
Powder Composite
Santi Rattanaveeranon
O14-ID302
Microstructure and Electrochemical Study of Equal Channel Angular
Pressed Al-Zn Alloys
Phakkhanan Khamnantha
O14-ID307
Thermal stability of Ultrafine-grained Al Alloys containing Sc and Zr
Jesada Punyafu
O14-ID066
Study of carbide composites processed by spark plasma sintering for Gen
IV reactors
Tanagorn Kwamman
O14-ID163
Influence of hydrothermal time on structural properties of ZnO nanorods
grown on spin-coated ZnO seeding layer
Hambalee Mahamu
O14-ID296
Thermochromic behaviors of polydiacetyleneindium or gallium doped zinc
oxide nanocomposites
Tin Htet Htet Lynn
O14-ID248
Fluorescence Carbon Material-Modified Electrode for Electrochemical
Determination of Tyrosine
Jongkon Kaeonin : Not registered

15:30-15:45

15:45-16:00
16:00-16:15

16:15-16:30

16:30-16:45

16:45-17:00

Room
Session
13:00-17:00

Pradtana
VI
Special Project competition

SPC2019

x

Oral Session
Friday, June 7, 2019
Room
Takuapa A
Session
XII
Chairperson Maneenate Wechakarma
Track

1 - Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmology

10:15-10:45

Invited talk I :
Progress of the 40m Thai National Radio Telescope and Early Science
Aspects
Phrudth Jaroenjittichai
O01-ID123
Long-term with short-intervals monitor of 6.7 GHz CH3OH masers using
Hitachi 32-m radio telescope to statistically research the periodic flux
variability around high-mass protostars
Koichiro Sugiyama
O01-ID118
Classifying maser features with Fortran and Shell script for proper motion
study of water masers in W49N
Montree Phetra
O01-ID120
Doubly excited helium : calculation and comparison to Diffuse Interstellar
Bands
Aekawit Kittiya
O01-ID077
CALLISTO spectrometer for solar radio bursts monitoring in Chiangmai
Nikom Prasert
O01-ID300
Light curve analysis of a transitional millisecond pulsar PSR J1023+0038
with Kepler K2 mission
Chaiyaphorn Nilarat

10:45-11:00

11:00-11:15

11:15-11:30

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00

Room
Session
13:0016:30

Takuapa A
XVIII, XXIV
TNAM2019

SPC2019

xi

Room
Takuapa B
Session
XIII
Chairperson Supakorn Harnsoongnoen
Nares Chimres
Track

13 – Instrumentation Metrology and Standards

10:15-10:45

O13-ID086
Measurements of tin-palladium catalyst concentration by an optical method
Chulanita Promsawang
O13-ID087
Concentration Measurements of chromium passivation solutions by an
optical method
Kwanruthai Sibsiri
O13-ID098
A development of a low- cost pyranometer for measuring broadband solar
radiation
Korntip Tohsing
O13-ID162
Preliminary results of 3D Cosmic-ray Muon Tomography using a Portable
Detector for Infrastructure Scale Object Investigation
Kullapha Chaiwongkhot
O13-ID191
Precision Temperature Measurement in Metrology Laboratory
Chayanit Thairat
O13-ID203
Analysis of adjacent track interference on perpendicular magnetic write
heads with a fully wrap around shield
Natthaphon Choprathumma

10:45-11:00

11:00-11:15

11:15-11:30

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00

SPC2019

xii

Room
Takuapa B
Session
XIX
Chairperson Jatuporn Keaw-On
Rakdiaw Muangma
Track

13 – Instrumentation Metrology and Standards

13:00-13:15

O13-ID219
DC Characterization of Tunneling Magnetoresistive Read Heads
Joradol Jansawang
O13-ID221
Radial Force and Equilibrium Position Numerical Study of Microscale
Spherical Particle under the Effect of Inertial Focusing in 2D Microchannel
Sirawut Natyanun
O13-ID256
The Cancellation of Human Sounds Using Synthesized Soundwaves
Chayanit Weerasakul
O13-ID289
LED Phase Sensitive Spectral Interference
Ekkarat Pongophas
O13-ID005
Determination of the Error of Contact Deformation Correction using a Digital
Force Gauge on Gauge Block Calibration
Samana Peingbangyang
O13-ID006
Establishment of Thailand’ s National Primary Vacuum Standard by a Static
Expansion Method
Jeerasak Pitakarnnop

13:15-13:30

13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00
14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

SPC2019

xiii

Room
Takuapa B
Session
XXV
Chairperson Nares Chimres
Panupat Chaiworn
Track

13 – Instrumentation Metrology and Standards

14:45-15:00

O13-ID036
The effects of the characteristics of hydraulic oil on
measurement/calibration of Hydraulic Pressure Balance
Chaveng Khamnounsak
O13-ID154
A Period-Based Measurement for Grounding Capacitance Meter with
Arduino Using a Relaxation Oscillator
Thitinun Gasosoth
O13-ID161
Thai Hom Mali rice purity test by using digital image analysis
Busara Pattanasr
O13-ID247
Uncertainty Estimation for Cylindricity Measurement by using Roundness
Measuring Instrument
Thammarat Somthong : Not registered
O13-ID252
Raspberry-Pi Control System of High Sensitive CCD Linear Image Sensor
for a Low-cost Homemade Spectrometer
Tipsuda Chaipiboonwong

15:15-15:30

15:30-15:45
15:45-16:00

16:00-16:15

SPC2019

xiv

Room
Songkhla room
Session
XIV
Chairperson Udom Tipparach
Singha Prasitpong
Suttida Rakkapao
Track

18 – Physics Teaching

10:15-10:30

O18-ID004
Development of Low-cost Experimental Package on Bernoulli’s Principle
of Fluid in the Pipe
Sumalee Tientongdee
O18-ID035
Hands- On Magnetic Field Projects for Classroom Demonstrations of
Magnetization and Magnetic Force
Aungtinee Kittiravechote
O18-ID110
A Causal Model of Factors Affecting Azimuth and Altitude Learning by
Smart Phone in Astronomy
Nuttavee Amphansiri
O18-ID111
Research and Development A Model of Solar System with Electric Motor
Rotation via Control System on Smartphone
Jittawisut Wimuttipanya
O18-ID224
Application of Free Surface Synthetic Schlieren Method in Determining
Surface Tension Force Acting on Floating Object
Chawapat Pathommapas
O18-ID291
The students’ basic conceptions of Buoyant force
Wachirawut Wongsuwan
O18-ID297
Reflection of student on active learning experiences through physics
classroom
Sukanlaya Tantiwisawaruij

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:00

11:00-11:15

11:15-11:30

11:30-11:45
11:45-12:00

SPC2019

xv

Room
Songkhla room
Session
XX
Chairperson Suwit Khongpakdee
Jintawat Tanamatayarat
Thanida Sujarittham
Track

18 – Physics Teaching
19 – Information and Communication Technologies in Teaching
Physics

13:00-13:15

O18-ID299
Physics as a core subject in project- based learning for engineering students:
A case of KMUTT (Ratchaburi)
Banyat Lekprasert
O18-ID337
Computational study of heat conduction in laboratory
Yaowapa Saengpayab
O18-ID353
A system displaying equipotential line from electrodes in real time
Chayanon Fongsuwan
O18-ID355
Worksheet analysis for revealing students understanding of simple DC
circuits
Tanatorn Kalaya
O18-ID152
Using mobile augmented reality to demonstrate physically-based rendering
concepts in 3D animation
Tiantada Hiranyachattada
O19-ID137
Games for Learning Earth and Stars in Astronomy Virtual Classroom via
Oculus Devices
Nadh Ditcharoen
O19-ID151
Using integrated learning and project-based learning for creating embedded
systems based on internet of things
Natawee Chaijum
O18-ID205
Experiment for charging and discharging of capacitor in RC circuits
Tepin Waeuma : Not regestered

13:15-13:30
13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00

14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00

Room
Session
10:15–
12:00

Thong-Ake
XV
Head of Physics Department meeting

SPC2019

xvi

Room
Thong-Ake
Session
XXI
Chairperson Siramas Komonjinda
Track

01 – Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmology

13:00-13:15

O01-ID298
Upper limits on dark matter annihilation with the teraelectronvolt cosmic ray
spectrum of electrons and positrons from DAMPE
Maneenate Wechakama
O01-ID149
Constraints on Dark Matter Annihilation with Electron Spectrum from
VERITAS
Brandon Khan Cantlay
O01-ID344
Dynamics of Background Universe with Degenerate Higher-Order Scalartensor Theories
Wittya Thipaksorn
O01-ID277
TNT Photometric Reverberation Mapping Analysis of High-redshift Quasars
Grittiya Pongsupa
O01-ID273
Luminosity Function of High-z Object Candidates at the Epoch of
Reionization (z ≳ 6) in Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) Field
Narenrit Thananusak
O01-ID183
Reverberation mapping of the disc wind in ultraluminous X-ray source
NGC5408 X-1
Surasak Loekkesee
O01-ID184
Thai National Telescope studies of ultraluminous X-ray source
Kewalin Thongpoyai
O01-ID048
A Search for Multiply-gravitationally-lensed Images of Distant Star-forming
Galaxies behind Massive Galaxy Clusters at 4-8 GHz
Karnchana Aroonrueang
O01-ID251
Observations of the Earth’s Gamma-ray Emission in Geographical
Coordinates by Fermi LAT
Suttiwat Madlee
O01-ID343
Timing noise of 133 pulsars in the southern hemisphere
Nakornping Namkham
O01-ID058
Observation and light curve analysis of a polar cataclysmic variable V2301
Oph
Pornisara Nuchvanichakul

13:15-13:30

13:30-13:45

13:45-14:00
14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45
14:45-15:00

15:00-15:15

15:15-15:30
15:30-15:45

SPC2019

xvii

Room
Koh Yor A
Session
XVI
Chairperson Prasong Kessaratikoon
Suriya Phankosol
Track

02 – Atomic Physics, Quantum Physics, Molecular
and Chemical Physics
09 – Nuclear and Radiation Physics

10:15-10:30

O02-ID049
Entangled photons source for experimental quantum teleportation
Werapong Rojpattanakul
O02-ID092
A simple technique for measuring the spatial correlation of photon pairs for
complete interference in the Michelson interferometer
Kitisak Boonkham
O02-ID317
Mechanical and electronic properties of ZnX (X=O, S, and Se) monolayer
under biaxial stress
Bhuri Jearanaitanakij
O02-ID189
The FTIR Spectroscopy for Analysis of Briquette based on Oil Palm Waste
Products
Krit Koyvanich
O02-ID357
Half-Length Reduction of the Spectral Method's Sampling Period
Nontaphat Sinsunthithet
O09-ID068
Effect of Impurity Radiation on Plasma Performance, Pedestal width and
Pedestal height
Jintana Pakdeewanich
O09-ID356
SOBP Generating Functions for the Depth-Dose Distribution Based on the
Monte Carlo Simulation Using PHITS
Warisara Charuchinda

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:00

11:00-11:15

11:15-11:30
11:30-11:45

11:45-12:00

SPC2019

xviii

Room
Koh Yor A
Session
XXII
Chairperson Mudtorlep Nisoa
Rattachai Pinchaipat
Track

06 – Ion and Plasma Physics
17 – Surface, Interface and Thin Films

13:00-13:15

O06-ID047
Comparison of Electron Temperature in DC glow discharge and AC glow
discharge plasma
Dusit Ngamrungroj
O06-ID192
Ion cyclotron wave propagation and power absorption in tokamak plasmas
Suphachok Buaruk
O06-ID220
Dependence of electron temperature on breakdown voltage and gas flow
rate in atmospheric argon plasma jet
Kasidapa Polprasarn
O06-ID283
Roles of Driven Current Locations on ETB and ITB based on Three- Field
Bifurcation Concept
Apisit Dang-iad
O06-ID358
Optimization of TPF-I electrode based on pinch temperature and pinch
duration
Rattacha Boonchoo
O06-ID280
Simulation Studies of Pellet Injection in Toroidal Rotation and Radial
Electric Field in Tokamaks
Rattakorn Karnchanah
O17-ID124
Effects of Multiple Reflections and Interference in Photoluminescence of
135-CIGS/112-CIGS and 112-CIGS/135-CIGS Bi-layer Thin Films
Boonyaluk Namnuan
O17-ID136
Preliminary Testing for Reduction of Insertion Torque of Orthodontic Miniscrew Implant using Diamond-like Carbon Films
Chavin Jongwannasiri

13:15-13:30
13:30-13:45

13:45-14:00

14:00-14:15

14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00

SPC2019

xix

Room
Koh Yor B
Session
XVII
Chairperson Ronald Macatangay
Tatnatchai Suwannasit
Track

07 – Condensed Matter Physics
08 – Atmospheric Physics

10:15-10:30

O07-ID007
Effect of Innertia on Locally Favoured Structure in Supercooled Hard
sphere
Rattachai Pinchaipat
O07-ID169
Effect of Formamidinium Cation on Electronic Structure of Formamidinium
Lead Iodide
Wiwittawin Sukmas
O08-ID037
Estimation of hourly near infrared radiation using artificial neural network
Noppamas Pratummasoot
O08-ID038
Estimation of Global Solar Radiation from Meteorological Parameters
under Clear Sky Condition at Lopburi Province using Artificial Neural
Network
Pranomkorn Choosri
O08-ID100
Analyzing Tropical Storm Pabuk (2019)
Ronald Macatangay
O08-ID101
Potential Air Pollution Source Locations during the HALO-EMeRGE Asia
Southeast Asian Transfer and Manila Mission Flights
Thiranan Sonkaew
O08-ID320
Assessment of Direct Normal Irradiance Potential in Thailand for
Concentrating Solar Power Plant
Nattakorn Suwanno
O08-ID164
Initial Atmospheric LiDAR Data Analysis over Songkhla, Southern
Thailand
Raman Solanki

10:30-10:45

10:45-11:00
11:00-11:15

11:15-11:30
11:30-11:45

11:45-12:00

12:00-12:15

SPC2019

xx

Room
Koh Yor B
Session
XXIII
Chairperson Sorasak Danworaphong
Meechai Thepnurat
Tipsuda Chaibiboonwong
Track

03 – Optics, Non-linear Optics, Laser Physics and Ultrafast
Phenomena
11 - Biological Physics and Biomedical Engineering

13:00-13:30

Invited Speaker II
The NARIT Optical laboratory: current projects, results and future
developments overview
Christophe Buisset
O03-ID324
Optical spectra of dielectric surface with hexagonal periodic pattern of halfnanosphere hole evaluated by finite-different time-domain
Nonthanan Sitpathom
O03-ID372
Cleaning Contactor Pins by Laser
Pisit Topisit
O03-ID175
Matter-wave interferometry from near-field to far-field diffraction
Wipawee Temnuch
O03-ID351
Topological Charge Counting from a Diffraction Pattern of an Incident
Optical Vortex on an Oblique Vortex Grating
Watcharakiart Insri
O11-ID237
Impedance Measurement System Simulation for Trapped Cell Model in
Various Microwell Geometries
Sorawit Sanin
O11-ID381
Electromagnetic fields enhance successful grafting of para-rubber trees
Raymond J. Ritchie
O11-ID097
Optical DNA-based sensor for cysteine detection
Sirirat Ouiganon

13:30-13:45

13:45-14:00
14:00-14:15
14:15-14:30

14:30-14:45

14:45-15:00
15:00-15:15

SPC2019

xxi

Poster Session
Thursday, June 6, 2019
Session
Track 1

Poster Presentation A
16:30 – 17:30
Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmology

P01-ID116

Slow-rolled Inflation in Brans-Dicke Cosmology
Pipitton Sanseeha
P01-ID176 Photometric study of the short-period contact binary CW Canis Minoris
Patapong Panpiboon
P01-ID201 Analysis of Physical Properties and Evolution of Binary System RW PsA
Sarawut Chulok
P01-ID209 The Evolution of Stellar and Dark Matter Density in EAGLE Brightest Cluster
Galaxies
Parinya Tangpakonsab
P01-ID238 Searching for the electron/ positron pair halo of the blazar H1426+ 428 using
XMM-Newton
Atchara Kueathan
P01-ID364 Measurement of Atmospheric Extinction at the Thai National Observatory
(TNO) Using 0.5 meter Telescope
Prorawit Thaimai and Phanphaka Surophan
P01-ID369 Light Curve Study and Physical Properties of the Planetary System HAT- P12 with AstroImageJ
Tharadol Chukaew
P01-ID171 patial Extension of the [ OII] λ3727 Emission Line as an Indicator for a Gas
Outflow
Pannapat Viriyachanchai
P01-ID059 Optical Morphology of the Ejected Shell of V339 Del (Nova Del 2013)
Suphitcha Sutham and Juthatip Sobbong
P01-ID056* The Mass Distribution and the Rotation Curve of the Milky Way Galaxy Using
NARIT 4.5m Small Radio Telescope and the 2.3m Onsala Radio Telescope
Yasumin Mingmuang
P01-ID070* Initial pointing model of the 40m Thai National Radio Telescope with an 8inch optical telescope
Attasit Phakam
P01-ID079 GADGET-2 Simulation for Active Galactic Nuclei Feedback in Galaxy NGC
5252
Manus Boonmalai
P01-ID104 A Sky Survey of Neutral Hydrogen at 21 cm Using NARIT 4.5m Small Radio
Telescope
Kwanjira Tisawech
P01-ID339 Benchmarking of GPU- based Pulsar Processing Pipeline of 40- m Thai
National Radio Telescope
Tinn Thongmeearkom
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P01-ID365

P01-ID304

P01-ID282
P01-ID133

P01-ID065

P01-ID046

P01-ID030

P01-ID159
P01-ID338

Measurement of Atmospheric Extinction at the Thai National Observatory
(TNO) Using the 2.4 meter Telescope
Jansawang Panomprai and Sauwaporn Pongpaisirikul
Pre- Cloud Condensation Nuclei Cluster Formation by Ion- Mediated
Nucleation from Solar Energetic Particles: Example of the 2005 January 20
Ground Level Enhancement
Vichawan Sakulsupich
Transmission spectroscopy analysis of the hot super-Neptune WASP-127b
Tanagodchaporn Inyanya
SYM/ H and AE indices in corresponding with the variation of OI- 5577Å
emission spectrum
Paparin Jamlongkul
Acceleration of Relativistic Electrons at Geosynchronous Orbit during HighIntensity, Long- Duration, Continuous AE Activity ( HILDCAA) in 2015 2017
Thana Yeeram : Not regsitered
Water Vapor Correction to Cosmic Ray Flux Measurements with Neutron
Counters at Doi Inthanon
Yanee Tangjai
Finding the response function of neutron monitor through FLUKA
simulations: A case study of the Changvan neutron monitor
Audcharaporn Pagwhan
Kaluza-Klein
Nutthapat Loonrasri
Atmospheric Study of KELT-3b
Sutthawee Yodmongkol

Track 2

Atomic, Quantum Physics, Molecular and Chemical Physics

P02-ID130

Experimental apparatus and methods for synthesizing 1D single-atom array
Kritsana Srakaew
Effects of Time Delay in No-Knowledge Quantum Feedback Control
Jirawat Saiphet
Charged fermion in two- dimensional curved spaces of constant Gaussian
curvature with constant magnetic flux
Trithos Rojjanason
Study on electron and hole energies state in tilted quantum wells structure
Worachet Bukaew
Effect of quantum well width on the electron hole states In different single
quantum well structures
Natthakan Rueangnetr
Gibbs Energy Additivity Approaches of Isentropic Compressibility of pure
FAEEs and Biodiesels
Suriya Phankosol
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P02-ID368

P02-ID168
P02-ID173

P02-ID319
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P02-ID195

Van der Waals Parameters of Inert, Polar and non-Polar Gas Molecules
Obtained From Atomistic Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Akarachai Saeteaw

Track 4

Statistical and Theoretical Physics

P04-ID051

Effects of Surface Diffusion Length on Steady-State Persistence Probabilities
Rangsima Chanphana
Phase transitions in the frustrated antiferromagnetic XY model on the
triangular lattice
Manit Klawtanong
Two Conserved Angular Momentums in the Schwarzschild Spacetime
Geodesics
Suphot Musiri

P04-ID263

P04-ID377

Track 9

Nuclear and Radiation Physics

P09-ID031

Measurement and Analysis of Specific Activities 40K, 226Ra and 232Th in
Beach Sand Samples from Pamai beach of Mai Kaen district in Pattani
province (Thailand) using Gamma Ray Spectrometry
Murnee Daoh
The Measurement of Neutron Flux and the Calculation of Gamma Dose Rate
in Self-Shielded Medical Cyclotron Vault
Tanapol Dachviriyakij
Effects of hydrogen peroxide on 304 SS in high temperature water
Kotchaphan Kanjana
Radiological Hazard Assessment and Excess Lifetime Cancer Risk
Evaluation in Surface Soil Samples Collected from Ban Chang and Nikhom
Phatthana Districts in Rayong Province, Thailand
Prasong Kessaratikoon
Determination of Radiation Attenuation Coefficients of Polyvinyl Chloride
and Polystyrene Containing Barite for X-ray Shielding
Sarawut Jaiyen
Evaluation of energy deposition in digital thyroid phantom for proton
therapy using FLUKA and PHITS Monte Carlo simulations
Chalermpon Mutuwong
Study on gamma-ray shielding properties of lead tellurite glasses using
PHITS
Chahkrit Sriwunkum
Study of Natural Radioactivity (226Ra, 232Th and 40K) in Soil Samples
from Thai Jasmine Rice 105 Cultivation Plot Grown Using Organic and
Inorganic Fertilizers
Chonlada Raikham
Elemental quantification of airborne particulate matter at Nong kung tao,
Thasongkhorn Sub-ditrict, Muang district, Mahasarakham Province, by x-ray
fluorescence technique
Piriya Praneekit : Not registered
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P09-ID290
P09-ID181

P09-ID158
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Track 10

Accelerators and Synchrotron Radiation

P10-ID180

Photoemission Spectroscopy of bcc Nickel on GaAs(001)
Wiwat Wongkokua
Investigation on Current Transformers for Measuring of Electron Beam
Pulse Current
Sakhorn Rimjaem
Design of Radiation Shielding for the 4-MeV RF Linac Using the Monte
Carlo Simulation Program
Phanthip Jaikaew
Simulation and Measurement of Square-frame Dipole Coils for Steering of
Electron Beam
Kanlayaporn Kongmali
Simulation and Measurement of Electromagnetic Undulator Prototype for
THz Radiation Production
Pitchayapak Kitisri
Current Status and Performance of the SLRI Beam Test Facility
Kritsada Kittimanapun : Not registered

P10-ID321
P10-ID328
P10-ID329
P10-ID167
P10-ID069
Track 11

Biological Physics and Biomedical Engineering

P11-ID040

Radiolabeling efficiency and stability study on Lutetium- 177 labeled
bombesin peptide
Boon-Uma Jowanaridhi
Aromatherapy Automatic Control System using Brain Computer Interface
Jakgarin Hongfongfah
Coupled nonlinear oscillators as a model for amplitude variations of
intermodulation distortions in the auditory system
Ekkanat Prawanta
Influences of Magnetic Flux on the Growth and Direction of Plant Roots
Meechai Thepnurat
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy: an alternative approach to detect
Malaria stains (3D7 and CS2) spectra in different conditions
Gunganist Kongklad
Plasma separation by microfluidic device
Manomai Thaweerat
Development of a highly sensitive label- free DNA based fluorescent sensor
for cisplatin detection
Anuson Niammusik
Low- energy heavy- ion beam induced high- yield mutation breeding of Thai
jasmine rice (Oryza sativa L. cv. KDML 105)
Liangdeng Yu
Development of Penicillin Allergy Diagnosis Using Lateral Flow
Immunochromatographic Assay
Natchira Dachoponchai

P11-ID052
P11-ID055

P11-ID064
P11-ID091

P11-ID125
P11-ID140

P11-ID150

P11-ID160
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P11-ID194

P11-ID218

P11-ID270

P11-ID306

P11-ID334

P11-ID109
P11-ID376

Electrostatic Effects on Partition Coefficient of Spherical Colloids into Porous
Membranes
Pongpitch Panyura
Low Dose Gamma Radiation Effects on Seed Germination and Seedling
Growth of Cucumber and Okra
Naruethai Jaipo
The Effects of Atmospheric Plasma jet Treatment on the Germination and
Enhancement Growth of Sunflower Seeds
Jirapat Nantapan
The Effects of Dielectric Barrier Atmospheric Plasma Treatment to the
Germination and Enhancement Growth of Sunflower Seeds
Sireetone Yawirach
The Effect of Low-Pressure Plasma Treatment on Sunflower Seed
Germination and Sprouts Growth Rate
Rodjana Lonlua
Effect of Static Magnetic Field on the Ripening of Bananas
Narissara Mahathaninwong
Cellular localization and RNA expression profile of 17alphamethyltestosterone delivered through Tilapia eggs by electrical pulse
inductions
Sakshin Bunthawin : Not registered

Track 14

Material Physics, Nanoscale Physics and Nanotechnology

P14-ID002

Microstructure and Hardness of SKD11 Steel after Austempering
Pichaya Pitsuwan
Photovoltaic Performance of DSSCs Prepared by Ce doped ZnO Hollow
Microspheres Photoanode
Nititorn Kenyota
Tarnish Resistance of Silver by Gold Microplates Coating
Pimthong Thongnopkun
Linear aggregation of spherical nanogolds in carbon nanotube suspension
under influence of AC electric field
Rung Muangkhong
Enhanced visible- light driven photocatalytic property of g- C3N4/ ZnAl2O4
nanocomposites
Wararat Somraksa
Electrocaloric Properties of Ferroelectric P(VDF-HFP)/PU Composites
Kunthisa Jehlaeh
Improvement of Electrocaloric Properties of P(VDF-HFP)/GNPs Composites
for Refrigerator Cooling
Ardian Agus Permana
Electronic transport property in two dimensional of graphene at low phonon
energy on SiO2
Anucha Pratumma

P14-ID011

P14-ID012
P14-ID019

P14-ID041

P14-ID071
P14-ID073

P14-ID074
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P14-ID113
P14-ID128

P14-ID145

P14-ID186

P14-ID202

P14-ID204
P14-ID206

P14-ID208

P14-ID212

P14-ID239

P14-ID243
P14-ID255

P14-ID264
P14-ID275

P14-ID316

P14-ID003

Photoluminescence of ZnO Nanorods Prepared Hydrothermal Method
Voranuch Thongpool
The Study of Acoustic Absorption Properties of Natural FibrogranularPolyvinyl Acetate Composites
Purintorn Chanlert
Mechanical and Physical properties of Particleboard made with Scirpus
grossus and Coconut Fiber
Pongsathorn Kongkaew
The Characterization of N-doped activated carbon materials derived from
coffee grounded wasted
Tanissara Pinijmontree
Preparation of Nafion/SiO2 electrospun membranes for proton exchange
membrane fuel cell
Apirak Choonlasri
Development of antimicrobial nano spray for clothing
Kamonchanok Parnkham
Investigation of Nafion®/metal organic frameworks composite membranes
for polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells application
Teerapat Kotpatjim
Mechanical and Thermal Properties of High-Density Polyethylene
Composite Materials Reinforced with Borassus Fruit Fiber
Pitchpilai Khoonphunnarai
Modeling and Simulation of a LaTiCoO3 Nanofibers / CNT Asymmetric
Supercapacitor
Pornchai Chinnasa
Smart phone applications in color classification of fine-paste ware from 13th
-14th centuries
Thanida Charoensuk
Fabrication and properties of flexible CaCl2/P(VDF-HFP) composite films
Jureeporn Yuennan
Simple Improvement in Latent Fingerprint Detection with Ninhydrin/ water
glue on Thermal Paper
Gedsirin Eksinitkun
Scintillation Response of CdWO4 Scintillator for Gamma-ray Detection
Akapong Phunpueok
Investigations of physical and structural properties of calcium alumino
silicate glasses doped with Sm2O3
Natthawut Suebsing
Effect of the Activated Carbon deposited on TiO2 nanotubes for
photocatalytic water splitting
Watchareeya Chaiyarat
Nanostructures of tin oxide by a simple chemical route: synthesis and
characterization
Akekapol Winyayong
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P14-ID076

P14-ID170

P14-ID331

P14-ID034

P14-ID078
P14-ID085

P14-ID266

Synthesis and characterization of Fe-doped TiO2 hollow nanospheres
prepared by carbon sphere as hard template
Nattakan Kanjana
A Study on the Molecular Mechanisms of Natural Rubber Reinforcement by
Molecular Simulations
Thipjula Yolong
Activated carbon derived from biomass-banana parts synthesized by K2CO3
activation for supercapacitor application
Porntip Poomying
Fabrication of Activated Carbon Electrode for Supercapacitor Synthesized
from a Sacred Lotus Leaf Natural Material
Tanachai Ponken
Physical Properties and Thermal Conductivity of Soil Geopolymer Block
Pongsak Jittabut
Nano-silica aerogels prepared by a facile method from bagasse ash under
ambient pressure drying
Paphapin Teannava
Free-Standing Graphene Oxide Films: Effect of Thermal Reduction on
Structural and Electrical Properties
Kanokwan Buapan, Kamonrat Chiawchan

Track 15

Magnetic and Semiconductor Devices

P15-ID286

The Geometric Effects of One-dimensional Magnetocaloric Beds to the
Efficiency of an Active Magnetic Regenerator: A Numerical Study
Sila Yaemphutchong

Track 16

Photonics and Optoelectronics

P16-ID043

High birefringence hollow core with nested anti-resonance nodeless fibers for
terahertz guidance
Natthawat Phanchat
Design of a Metamaterial Absorber in the terahertz regime
Natsima Sakda
Photon flux density compensation of LED lighting system for plant tissue
culture
Sirichai Sartpan
The Effects of Layer Thickness and Charge Mobility on Performance of
FAIMABrPbI2PbBr2 Perovskite Solar Cells: GPVDM Simulation Approach
Maythawee Sittirak
Test and Calibration of Pyroelectric Infrared Detector Using Light Bulb as a
Black Body Radiation
Siriwan Pakluea

P16-ID090
P16-ID293

P16-ID301
P16-ID325
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Track 3

Optic, Non-linear Optics, Laser Physics, Ultrafast Phenomena

P03-ID108

Extracting Overlapping 2D-Images by Central-Derivatives-Based Algorithm
Hataiwat Palasak
Effects of Few Optical Cycles Approximation to Spectral Broadening
Generated in Two-Zero Dispersion Wavelengths Fibers
Phunsakorn Louicharoen
Simulation study of non-divergent Bessel-Gauss beam produced by an
axicon doublet for km-range collimated laser
Sirawit Boonsit
Demonstration of Raman Random Lasing from Multiple Scattering Structure
Pumped by Nanosecond-Pulsed Laser
Panuwat Srisamran
Progress on Quasi-Optical design for simultaneous K, Q, W-band receivers
for NARIT 40-meter Thai National Radio Telescope (TNRT)
Dan Singwong

P03-ID119
P03-ID174
P03-ID190
P03-ID122

Track 5

High – energy and Particle Physics

P05-ID185

Free solution of the Dirac equation in R-spacetime
Tosaporn Angsachon
Thermodynamics of rotating black string in dRGT massive gravity theory
Pitayuth Wongjun

P05-ID231
Track 6

Ion and Plasma Physics

P06-ID115

Experimental studies of dielectric barrier discharges
Pitchasak Chankuson
Motion of charged particles around the region of magnetic reconnection : a
test charge approach
Suthipong Ngamkhum
Dust Transport from Main Poloidal Limiter of HT-6M
Nopparit Somboonkittichai
0D Numerical Characterization of a He/O2 BIOPlasma Jet
Nattawut Palee
Absolute ozone density and gas temperature investigations of an atmospheric
pressure plasma using two-beam UV-LED absorption spectroscopy
Waraporn Siriworakunchai
The Breakdown Voltage of Gas Discharge (Air, Argon) for Plasma Jet in
Different Pressure to Generate Plasma Activated Water
Chayaphon Boonchot

P06-ID253
P06-ID260
P06-ID271
P06-ID278
P06-ID305
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Track 7

Condensed Matter Physics

P07-ID095

Review of Magnetic Characteristic of Y2Cu2O5 Powder Sample
Chinnatip Harnmanasvate
Josephson current in silicene-based SBS Josephson junction: Effect of
perpendicular electric field
Tatnatchai Suwannasit
A first-principles study of the electronic structure of CsPb(XxY1-x)3
perovskites
Atchara Punya Jaroenjittichai
Fabrication of twisted bilayer graphene superlattice
Phongthep Wongsiri
A new method to calculate the stability diagram of a serial-island systems
Pipat Harata

P07-ID215
P07-ID236
P07-ID370
P07-ID075
Track 8

Atmospheric Physics

P08-ID359

Gaseous Air Pollutant Concentrations during the HALO-EMeRGe Aircraft
Campaign Transfer Flights
Pussaya Mankhong and Antika Maneewan
Particulate Matter Concentrations during the HALO-EMeRGe Aircraft
Campaign Transfer Flights
Tidarat Lamool and Phuttapong Chai-on

P08-ID360

Track 12

Environmental Physics, Geophysics and Renewable Energy

P12-ID023

Development and validation of portable X-ray fluoresce spectrometry for
routine measurement of elemental in soil samples
Sasikarn Nuchdang
An empirical equation for the latent heat of vaporization of moisture in
Dialium indum Linn. during its isothermal drying
Marina Mani
Crustal body-wave velocity beneath Thailand from teleseismic analysis
Phayao Yongsiriwit
Wavelet spectrum analysis of PM10 data at Bangkok, Thailand
Panatcha Anusasananan
Measuring groundwater radon in Kamphaeng-Saen distric, Nakhon Pathom
province and Ban-Pong district, Ratchaburi province
Santi Raksawong
Efficiency of solar tree based on golden ratio
Saksun Srisai
Drying Anchovy into Ready-to-eat Products
Samruay Puban
Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Dye Adsorption by Fe3O4 Magnetic
Nanoparticles
Suwaphit Phoemphoonthanyakit
Heat Transfer Rate of Close-loop Oscillating Heat Pipe with Check Valve
using NiO on Working Fluid
Pattanapol Meena

P12-ID026
P12-ID028
P12-ID032
P12-ID039
P12-ID053
P12-ID062
P12-ID096
P12-ID126
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P12-ID234
P12-ID295
P12-ID314
P12-ID330
P12-ID347
P12-ID352

P12-ID371
P12-ID015
P12-ID153

Design and Development of Rotary Magnetic Refrigeration Prototype with
Active Magnetic Regeneration System
Vichagorn Lupponglung
The Relationship between Raining and GPS – Precipitable Water Vapor
Nithiwatthn Choosakul
Improvement the Quality of Rice Berry Products by Community Enterprises
in the Maha Sarakham province
Watthanawong Kusol
Gibbs Energy Additivity Approaches in Estimation of Densities of n-Alkane1-ol
Natakron Sirimongkolgal
Stable isotopes relationship between precipitation and surface water,
Phitsanulok
Wutthikrai Kulsawat
Comparative paralytic shellfish poisoning toxins accumulation in
bivalves,Oyster (Crassostrea iredalei) and Green mussel (Perna viridis) in the
Gulf of Thailand
Phatchada Nochit
Study of making corn silk tea powder by microwave oven
Salinee Acharry
Basic Automatics Weather Instrument
Supagorn katathikarnkul
Development of the greenhouse solar dryer for dried germinated parboiled
Thunya-Sirin glutinous rice
Mali Sarobol

Track 13

Instrumentation, Metrology and Standards

P13-ID022

A low-cost Arduino-based NMR console
Klitsadee Yubonmhat
An Experimental Study: Mixing Rate of Granular Materials under Vertical
Vibration
Panupat Chaiworn
Determination of Critical Micelle Concentration of Surfactant by Contact
Angle Measurement Method
Charin Seesomdee
Non-contact active microwave sensor for glucose concentration sensing
Kisana Suwanna
Real-time and versatile laser-power stabilization with arbitrary amplitude
modulation
Jindaratsamee Phrompao
Non-invasive microwave sensor for the detection of the cell culture medium
residues
Supakorn Harnsoongnoen
Tree Tomography with Ultrasonic Wave
Sitthichok Samutchaiyakit
Fall Detection System with 3-Axis Accelerometer
Deaw Aphairaj

P13-ID029
P13-ID042
P13-ID054
P13-ID072
P13-ID117
P13-ID131
P13-ID132
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P13-ID138
P13-ID177
P13-ID178
P13-ID222

P13-ID268
P13-ID288
P13-ID262
P13-ID245
P13-ID063
P13-ID061
P13-ID044
P13-ID008

Chemical agent monitor simulator (CAMSIM): Prototype
Pisutti Dararutana
The Analysis of the Perforation of the Bullet 11 mm. on the Metal Sheet
Noparat Phungyimnoi
Development of DAS for prototype of Brinell-macro-hardness tester using
triplex of force-resistive-sensors manipulated by raspberry pi 3 model B
Rakdiaw Muangma
An effect of finite reservoir size on pressure gradient generation in a pinched
injected sample plug generation in cross design electroosmotic microfluidic
device
Pongsaran Chimsiri
3D printing of interdigital sensor based conductive ABS for salt and sucrose
concentration sensing
Wuttigorn Ponan
Development of a low-cost miniaturized potentiostat for using in
electrochemical analysis
Watcharin permwong
A study of long term drift of an Electronic Thermo-Hygrometer at high
temperatures
Photjanat Phimnom
Beam Characterization for Neutron Imaging after Installation of the External
Collimator at TRR-1/M1
Thawatchart Chulapakorn
Prototype of Salinity meter for semi-solid food
Sarin Udomphonchaicharoen : Not registered
Technical Report of NARIT 4.5m Small Radio Telescope (SRT)
Kitiyanee Asanok : Not registered
A study of Air Kerma measurement for Cs-137 gamma ray using graphite
cavity chamber primary standard
Pongphanot Rindhatayathon
Application of magnetic field for improvement of longitudinal coherence of
an electron beam and optimization of the experimental design
Thanarwut Photia

Track 17

Surface, Interface and Thin Films

P17-ID067

Effect of Treatment Time in PSF Membrane Surface Modification by Using
Near Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet
Chaiporn Kaew-on
Effects of anti-solvent in the two-step fabrication of absorber layer in
perovskite solar cells
Kwanruthai Butsriruk
High Transparent Titanium Aluminum Nitride (TiAlN) Films Deposited
from DC Reactive Magnetron Co-Sputtering
Sayan Pudwat

P17-ID099
P17-ID375
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Track 18

Physics Teaching

P18-ID025

Examination of Thai Freshmen’s Understanding on Vectors Using
a Model Analysis Technique
Michael Gavriel Reyes
Development of the Ballistic Pendulum experiment with Gyro sensor and
Arduino
Kanitta Supawan
Training the Science Teachers on How to Promote the Experimental Design
Skill in Laboratories towards a Guided Inquiry Based Learning Strategy
Thanida Sujarittham
The Effects of Formative Tests on Achievement of Students in Science for
Daily Use Faculty of Science and Technology Rajamangala University of
Technology Thanyaburi
Janthanee Authisin
Effect of thermally conductive energy propagated into uniaxial media of
sirloin meat interpreted by Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and investigated using
5Es with active-based learning
Sirirat Kanthisa
DIY small scale resonance tube for measuring the speed of sound in air
Pakawarunyu Wijitwongwan
An Arduino board with ultrasonic sensor investigation of simple harmonic
motion
Akapong Buachoom
A Case Study of a Teaching and Learning Sequence for Newton’s Third Law
of Motion Designed by a Pre-Service Teacher
Jintawat Tanamatayarat
The projectile tube experiment for improving high-school physics conceptual
understanding
Sakchai Rachniyom
The effectiveness of students self-construct projectile motion experiment
AR-SI DRAMAE
Motion Blitz : A New Card Game for Assessing Students’ Thinking Level
about Physics
Thittima Thunyaniti
Buoyancy activity with the learning process Interactive Lecture
Demonstrations (ILDs)
Chokchai Jaewijarn
Testing of Car Speed Approximation Equation from Yaw Mark Using Radio
Control Car Simulator
Araya Pengyot
Development of the Van de Graaff Experiment Set
Suwit Khongpakdee
Play dough circuits: a tangible and friendly medium for understanding
physics
Sura Wuttiprom

P18-ID143
P18-ID147
P18-ID156

P18-ID179

P18-ID197
P18-ID199
P18-ID214
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Track 19

Information and Communication Technologies in Teaching Physics

P19-ID082

New technique for Planck’s constant determination using the Arduino with
LabVIEW
Anusorn Tong-on
The study of RCs circuit via Arduino with LabVIEW interface
Parinya Saphet
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Siam Physics Congress SPC 2019
“Physics beyond disruption society”, 6 – 7 June 2019
Track 01

O01-ID229
Confronting Galactic model and microlensing data with MaBulS
Supachai Awiphan

National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand, Chiang Mai, 50180, Thailand
* Corresponding author. E-mail address: supachai@narit.or.th

Abstract
The microlensing surveys on the Galactic bulge have provided useful information in the search for
exoplanets and for the study of Galactic structure. The first interactive multi-wavelength microlensing simulation
called MaBulS (Manchester-Besancon microlensing Simulato, http://www.mabuls.net) was developed (Awiphan
et al. 2016). Recently, the OGLE survey published statistical data of 2,617 microlensing events (Mroz et al. 2017).
In this work, we use MaBulS to simulate microlensing event rates of OGLE-IV fields and compare the event rates
with the published OGLE-IV event rates. The field-by-field comparison between the Besancon model and OGLEIV data are shown with the updated Galactic bulge parameters from MCMC fitting.
Keywords: exoplanet, microlensing, galactic bulge

1

Siam Physics Congress SPC 2019
“Physics beyond disruption society”, 6 – 7 June 2019
Track 01

O01-ID144

Effects of Moon Presence on the Transitting Exoplanet Light Curves: Theory and Empirical Relations
Pongpichit Chuanraksasat
National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand, Chiang Mai, 50180, Thailand
* Pongpichit Chuanraksasat. E-mail address: pongpichit@narit.or.th

Abstract
This work provides an update to the last-year study of exomoon transit effects on TTV and TDV signals,
whose focus is on using deviations from the signals’ regular sinusoidal shape and 90-degree phase difference of
the TTV and TDV signals to detect exomoons. First, we derive analytical expressions describing positions of
moon transit features on orbit. From generated light curves, a fitting software JKTEBOP is used in extracting
average mid-transit time, transit duration and transit depth of transit light curves with moon. Power laws of the
three time-varying signals as a function of mass, radius and orbital separation of the planet and moon are
determined. Limitations due to the system’s geometry and resolutions are also discussed.
Keywords: Exoplanet, Exomoon, Transit Timing Variations, Transit Duration Variations

2

Siam Physics Congress SPC 2019
“Physics beyond disruption society”, 6 – 7 June 2019
Track 01

O01-ID196
Circumbinary Planet Study around NSVS14256825
P.Sappankum.1,2*, S.Komonjinda.2, S.Awiphan1, S.Suphapolthaworn3

1

Master's degree in Astronomy, Department of Physics and Materials, Faculty of Science, Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, 50200, Thailand
National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (Public Organization), 260 Moo 4, T. Donkaew, A. Maerim, Chiangmai, 50180, Thailand
3
Department of Physics School of Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Hokkaido, 060-0808, Japan.
* Corresponding author. E-mail address: pranita.sappankum@gmail.com
2

Abstract
The period variability of (O-C) diagram of an eclipsing binary, NSVS 14256825, which is composed of a
hot subdwarf type OB star (sdOB) and a main-sequence low-mass type M star (dM) in close orbit with period P=
0.110374 days, previously showed sinusoidal signal cause by the light travel time effects. This signal can be
caused by the presence of third bodies. We re-examined (O-C) diagram of the system. We combined eclipse
timings from published data and the data taken from ULTRASPECS at 2.4 m at Thai National Telescope on
November 2018. From the fitting model, the parameters of the third body in NSVS 14256825 system are obtained.
Keywords: eclipsing binary, Circumbinary planets, O-C diagram, star: individual NSVS14256825

3

Siam Physics Congress SPC 2019
“Physics beyond disruption society”, 6 – 7 June 2019
Track 01

O01-ID045
A Study on the Physical Properties of Exoplanet HAT-P-43 b
P. Cherdwongsung1, P. Kittara1, S. Awiphan2

1
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Abstract
HAT-P-43b is a Jupiter-size exoplanet orbiting at a very close distance to its parent star. It is closer to the
host star than the distance from Mercury to the Sun. HAT-P-43b has a mass of 0.6 of Jupiter mass and a radius of
1.3 of Jupiter radius. This exoplanet has only one previous study which found that the planetary radius was
significantly larger than the predicted radii by many models. In this work, we investigated physical properties of
HAT-P-43b using the transit method in various filters. We obtained seven light curves from four Thai telescopes:
0.5m telescope at regional observatory for the public Chachoengsao, Thailand, 0.7m Thai Robotic Telescope
network at Gao Mei Gu Observatory, China and Sierra Remote Observatory, USA, and 2.4m Thai National
Telescope at Thai National Observatory, Thailand. We compared our data with the published and found that radius
of HAT-P-43b has differed slightly in each filter. The result might indicate an atmosphere on this exoplanet.
Keywords: exoplanet, HAT-P-43b, transit method
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Physical Properties of RR Lyrae Variables in Galactic Globular Clusters and Dwarf Spheroidal Galaxies
Saruta Benkortem1, Nahathai Tanakul2*, Chutipong Suwannajak2,
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Abstract
We propose a tool to distinguish between Galactic globular clusters (GCs) and dwarf galaxies based on
physical properties of RR Lyrae (RRL) variables in the systems. Normally, these two systems show various
distinctive properties; for instance, mass, size, and luminosity. Nevertheless, these properties overlap each other
in recently discovered systems. The subsequent classification between GCs and dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxy
is ambiguous. An RRL variable is a pulsating variable star with a short period of 0.2-1 days. It is relatively easy
to observe the complete period of its light curve. The age of RRL stars is typically more than 10 Gyr; therefore,
they can provide information of the host system at its early stage. In this study, we provide an extensive data
collection of RRLs in 96 GCs, 23 dSphs, and 10 dwarf irregular (dIrr) galaxies. Based on public catalogs, we
analyze various RRL properties such as Oosterhoff dichotomy, fraction of high amplitude short period (HASP)
variables, metallicity, and specific frequency of RRLs (SRR). We examine correlations among all properties in an
attempt to distinguish between GCs and dSphs.
Keywords: RR Lyrae variable, dwarf spheroidal galaxy, globular cluster, stellar population
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Physical Properties Distribution of Galaxy Population in Abell 2142 Cluster
Kledsai Poopakun1,2,* and Wichean Kriwattanawong2
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Abstract
In this work, we investigate the physical properties of galaxies in Abell 2142 using photometric and
spectroscopic data from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). The sample was selected by two criteria: redshift
of 0.0781 ≤ z ≤ 0.1038 and the location within a radius of 100 arcminutes from the cluster centre. We found that
the sample distributes into 2 groups, a foreground filament galaxies with z ≤ 0.085 and the cluster members with
z > 0.085. The relation between apparent magnitude in g filter band and u-z color suggests that we can use the uz equals 3.2 as a criterion to separate galaxies into blue (u- z ≤ 3.2) and red (u- z > 3.2) sequence galaxies.
Moreover, blue sequence galaxies have higher value of equivalent width of hydrogen alpha corresponding to
higher star forming activity than red sequence galaxies. The nearby filament contains higher fraction of star
forming galaxies (65%) than the cluster Abell 2142 galaxy members (46%). This could be due to difference of
the environmental effect.
Keywords: galaxies: general – galaxies: clusters: individual (Abell 2142)
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Orbit Determination of Satellite in Geostationary orbit above Thailand’s sky
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Abstract
The geostationary orbit (GEO) is valuable orbit for both educational and commercial purposes because the
orbit’s special characteristic of staying at the same spot over the sky at all the time. This is a result of the
synchronous velocity between satellite’s orbiting velocity and the earth rotation speed. Thus, satellites which are
used for full time coverage over a certain area, for example telecommunication satellite and some science resource
satellite, are in this orbit. The observations of these satellites took place at the top of Inthanon mountain, Chiang
Mai, Thailand with 0.7-meters and 0.5-meters optical telescopes by scanning and imaging with CCD camera along
GEO belt. This work will show the position analysis of satellites in GEO orbit. In addition, the orbit determination
procedure for the satellite’s orbital elements will be presented. The calculations were done numerically with
Python programing.
Keyword: orbit determination, GEO orbit, orbital element, satellite
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Empirical Model of Magnetic Field Line Spreading in Isotropic Turbulence with Zero Mean Field
Wirin Sonsrettee*
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Abstract
In many cases, the random walk of magnetic field line in isotropic turbulence with zero mean field is appropriate
to describe the transport of energetic particles in the interstellar medium of our Galaxy. To understand the
transport, our previous work determined the asymptotic field line diffusion coefficient by using Corrsin’s
hypothesis and presumed models of field line spreading. Two of those models of field line spreading are the
diffusive decorrelation (DD) model and the random ballistic decorrelation (RBD) model. The variances of the
field line displacement in, say, the 𝑥 direction for the DD and RBD models are assumed as 𝜎 = 2𝐷|∆𝜏| =
2(𝜆/√3)𝑏|∆𝜏| and 𝜎 = (1/3)𝑏 |∆𝜏| , respectively. 𝜏 is the field line displacement parameter defined as 𝑑𝜏 =
𝑑𝑠/𝐵, where 𝑠 is the arc length along the field line and 𝐵 is the magnitude of the total magnetic field. 𝐷 is the
asymptotic diffusion coefficient, 𝑏 is the rms magnetic fluctuation and 𝜆 is the ultrascale. Comparing with
simulation results, the DD and RBD models predict the 𝐷 values with ≤ 15% error and ≤ 21% error,
respectively. To improve the theoretical model empirically, in this work, we assume that the proper model of the
variance is 𝜎 = 𝛽(𝑏|∆𝜏|) , where 𝛽 is a proportional constant and 𝛼 is an exponent. We extrapolate 𝛽 with the
proportional constants of DD and RBD models. Comparing with the simulation result of Kolmogorov turbulence,
we obtain 𝛼 = 0.8694. To test the validity, we compare the theoretical results of 𝜎 = 𝛽(𝑏|∆𝜏|) .
model,
which is formulated from Kolmogorov turbulence, with simulation results of two other turbulences: Iroshnikov–
Kraichnan turbulence and weak turbulence. The theoretical results of the empirical model match the computer
simulation results very well (with ≤ 0.9% error). This research is supported by grant RTA5980003 from the
Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: diffusion, interstellar medium, magnetic fields, turbulence
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Abstract
The transport of energetic charged particles in turbulent magnetic fields is a topic of interest in various
astrophysical contexts. In order to estimate the mean free path of a particle in the direction parallel to the mean
magnetic field, one can use theoretical expressions that employ pitch angle diffusion coefficients. In this work we
review some of the methods used in estimating pitch angle diffusion coefficients from test particle computer
simulations. We examine if these methods and theoretical approaches are able to provide consistent estimates of
the parallel mean free path, that can also be obtained directly from computer simulations. We perform test particle
simulations for synthetic turbulence models over a range of turbulence parameters and particle energies. From the
trajectories of test particles, pitch angle distribution functions and statistics of pitch angle displacements are
obtained, which are then used to estimate the pitch angle diffusion coefficients. We find that a method using the
pitch angle flux and derivative of the pitch angle distribution is able to provide accurate values for the parallel
mean free path over the range of parameters considered. Other methods considered are accurate only for a limited
range of the turbulent fluctuation strength, or must be evaluated at a specific time to provide a reasonable estimate.
Supported by grant RTA5980003 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: diffusion, magnetic fields, turbulence
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A Data-Driven Simulation Study of Magnetic Reconnection at the Leading Edge of an
Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejection on 2005 January 21
P Prapan, K Malakit and D Ruffolo
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* Corresponding author. E-mail address: pakkapawn.prp@student.mahidol.ac.th

Abstract
Magnetic Reconnection is a magnetic field rearrangement that causes the system to achieve the lower
energy state through transferring the energy retained in the magnetic field into kinetic and thermal energy of the
plasma. There is some interesting observational evidence of magnetic reconnection that was observed in the
interplanetary region between the Sun and the Earth’s magnetosphere by Chian and Mu𝑛oz (2011). On 2005
January 21, four Cluster spacecraft detected asymmetric reconnection at the leading edge of an interplanetary
coronal mass ejection (ICME). In this work we model asymmetric reconnection in that event. We perform a datadriven simulation using a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) model, which treats both ions and electrons as non-interacting
particles. Finally, we compared our results with observational data. This research is supported by grant
RTA5980003 and grant MRG6180176 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: magnetic reconnection, asymmetric reconnection, particle-in-cell
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Can single secondary particles from cosmic rays explain the high counter multiplicity rate at the Princess
Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor?
H. Janthaloet*,1 ,D. Ruffolo1 , P.-S. Mangeard2 and A.Sáiz1
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Abstract
Primary cosmic rays (PPs) are high energy particles including protons and heavier nuclei, many
of which originated outside our solar system. When PPs interact with Earth’s atmosphere, they can
generate more particles, for example, electrons, neutrons, pions, etc. We call these secondary cosmic
ray particles (SPs). A neutron monitor (NM) is a ground based detector that mostly detects secondary
neutrons from PPs. We can study time variation of the PP flux or spectrum by using NMs. When SPs
hit the lead inside the detector, they can produce more neutrons that can be detected by proportional
counters (containing BF gas). In Thailand, the Princess Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor station (PSNM)
is located at Doi Inthanon, Thailand’s highest mountain, which has the highest geomagnetic cutoff of
any NM station in the world. In this work, we want to explain results from a recent experiment regarding
high counter multiplicity, in which most of the counter tubes registered counts within a short time
window. We simulate SP detection at PSNM and address this question: Can single secondary particles
from cosmic rays explain the high counter multiplicity rate measured at the Princess Siridhorn Neutron
Monitor? To answer this, we performed state of the art Monte Carlo simulations with the FLUKA
program, extending NM modeling capabilities. Supported by grant RTA5980003 from the Thailand
Research Fund.
Keywords: cosmic rays, neutron, multiplicity, computer simulation
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Abstract
Since 2007, the count rate of the Princess Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor (PSNM) at the summit of Doi
Inthanon, Thailand has been used for measuring the flux of galactic cosmic rays above the geomagnetic cutoff
rigidity (~17 GV). PSNM has also collected time-delay histograms for estimating the leader fraction L of neutron
monitor counts that did not follow other counts, which can be used to track variation of cosmic ray spectrum by
using data from a single neutron monitor station. The neutron monitor count rates from all stations have been
corrected for the variation of atmospheric pressure. In previous work, we also found a very strong variation of L
due to variations in water vapor pressure, especially at the tropical location of Doi Inthanon. The atmospheric
pressure at PSNM has been measured directly by two Digiquartz barometers but water vapor pressure has been
inferred indirectly from the Global Atmospheric Data Assimilation (GDAS) database. In this work, we developed
a new correction by using a smoothed time series of the precipitable water vapor (PWV) to provide a model for
the water vapor effect on L. We will compare the results from smoothed PWV evaluated from GDAS and the
Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2), as well as PWV
inferred from direct GPS measurement at Doi Inthanon. Partially supported by Grant RTA5980003 from the
Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: cosmic rays, neutron monitors, water vapor pressure
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Abstract
Galactic cosmic ray anisotropy inferred from ground observations of galactic cosmic rays during Forbush
decrease events can provide very useful information on local plasma and magnetic field structures such as the
magnetic field structures of an interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME), because the galactic cosmic ray
distribution allows remote sensing of distant conditions. Here, we employed an improved technique initially
developed by Tortempun et al. (2018), to study galactic cosmic ray anisotropy during 6 Forbush decrease events
and found that the anisotropy parallel to the magnetic field vector (B) anticorrelates with the anisotropy
perpendicular to the magnetic field vector (B). For example, our results showed spikes of high perpendicular
anisotropy and weak parallel anisotropy during period of interplanetary shock-sheath interactions, while a high
parallel anisotropy is seen during the period of magnetic cloud passage.
The authors acknowledge support from Grant RTA5980003 from the Thailand Research fund.
Keywords: cosmic rays, anisotropy, distributions
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Long-term with short-intervals monitor of 6.7 GHz CH3OH masers using Hitachi 32-m radio telescope to
statistically research the periodic flux variability around high-mass protostars
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Abstract
We initiated a long-term with short-intervals monitoring project toward 442 CH3OH masers at 6.7 GHz
(Dec > -30 deg) using Hitachi 32-m radio telescope of Japan in Dec 2012. Our observations have been carried out
daily, monitoring a spectrum of each source with intervals of 9-10 days. In Sep 2015, the number of the targets
sources and intervals were redesigned into 143 and 4-5 days to detect periodic variations with periods shorter than
30 days. We have so far obtained new detections of periodic flux variations in 31 CH3OH sources with periods of
22-409 days. These periodic flux variability with timescale between a few months and a few years must be a
unique tool to study high-mass protostars themselves and their circumstellar structures on a tiny spatial scale of
0.1-1 au (~1.5 x 107-8 km). We will also present the future prospect via monitoring of OH and H2O masers in these
periodic sources using 40-m Thai National Radio Telescope that is under construction by NARIT.
Keywords: masers, stars: massive, stars: formation, stars: variables: periodic
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Classifying maser features with Fortran and Shell script for proper motion study of water masers in
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Abstract
The 22-GHz water masers in the W49N star-forming region are one of the richest and most luminous
sources in our Galaxy, at the distance of 11.11 kpc. Very Long Baseline Interferometric (VLBI) observations
allow us to study both physics of these masers and the star formation process. However, observational results
often show numerous (up to several thousand) maser spots, making manual data analysis time-consuming.
Therefore, we have developed a new software with simple computer codes to classify maser features in this source
observed with KaVA(a) by Asanok et al. Fortran computer language and bash shell script are developed and tested
by applying to 3 epochs of data sets. The peak flux and relative position of maser spots are measured using AIPS(b)
software. The analysis procedures are as follows: (1) the data are extracted to the package in table format (peak
flux and x-y relative positions), (2) maser spots are counted under specified rules, (3) the maser feature is
calculated by using flux-weighted mean method, and (4) the output results are compared with those obtained from
the conventional method. Preliminary results show that these newly developed codes are able to automatically
identify up to 30% of those maser features found by the conventional method in a consistent manner. Therefore,
further improvement and development are needed for future application.
Notes:
(a)

KaVA (KVN and VERA Array) is a combined VLBI array with KVN (Korean VLBI Network) and
VERA (VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry), Japan.

(b)

The Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS) is developed by National Radio Astronomy
Observatory (NRAO), USA.

Keywords: water masers, stars formation, VLBI, KaVA, AIPS
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Diffuse Interstellar Bands
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Abstract
Energy levels of doubly excited helium were calculated through Schrödinger equation in hyperspherical
coordinate, defined by

R  r12  r22 and   arctan r2 / r2 , by diagonalizing Hamiltonian by parts on finite

bases. We attempted to improve accuracy by retaining sharp avoided crossing, a.k.a. pseudo-crossing. The spectral
lines was generated via dipole transition with total angular momentum L '  L  1 . The results were compared
to observational data of Hobbs et al. ( 2008, 2009) and found neither perfect simultaneous match nor systematic
shift. Furthermore, we generated random lines in range of the DIBs, then compared shift patterns of calculationvs-observation to random-vs-observation. Both shift patterns were different implying that our calculation was not
significantly affected by random error. Finally, we compared our result to each DIB family classified by Cami et
al. (1997) and did not find any acceptable family match.
Keywords : doubly excited helium, hyperspherical coordinate, diffuse interstellar bands
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CALLISTO spectrometer for solar radio bursts monitoring in Chiangmai
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Abstract
Solar radio bursts are important phenomena for studying solar activities such as flares and coronal mass
ejection (CME). A worldwide network is ≃90 stations, known as, e-CALLISTO, has been developed such
purpose. This CALLISTO spectrometer was installed at Princess Sirindhorn AstroPark, National Astronomical
Research Institute of Thailand, Chiangmai, in January 2019. The instrument has been designed for monitoring
and collecting the data of solar radio activities at the frequency range between 45 and 870 MHz. In this paper, we
report the installation and preliminary measurements of the CALLISTO. The data collected will be stored in Radio
Astronomy Center of NARIT and transferred to the ETHZ data archive.
Keywords: e-CALLISTO, solar radio bursts, spectrometer
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Abstract
PSR J1023+0038 has been known as a transitional pulsar-low-mass-X-ray binary (LMXB) system, which
provides crucial information in understanding the evolution of pulsars in binary systems. We report analysis of
80-days continuous optical light curve of PSR J1023+0038 with the Kepler observations during K2 mission. The
light curve was observed from May to August 2017, where the system appeared to be in its LMXB state. At ∼30
minutes time resolution, the data were fitted with a gaussian window function, which generated a smoothed light
curve with 100,000 from 3545 raw data input. The time at the maxima and minima of the light curve was measured
and compared with the orbit ephemeris predicted from a quadratic polynomial function published by Papittoetal
et al., 2018. We found that at MJD ∼57935 there appeared to be a constant delay of ∼1.06 hr added to the orbit,
which then gradually recovered to the expected period at MJD ∼57965. Possible causes have been proposed to
explain such delay includes a third body involvement or hot spots on the star.
Keywords: pulsars: individual (PSR J1023+0038), stars: neutron, X-rays: binaries
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Upper Limits on Dark Matter Annihilation with the Teraelectronvolt Cosmic Ray Spectrum of Electrons and
Positrons from DAMPE
Maneenate Wechakama, Brandon Khan Cantlay*
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*Corresponding author. E-mail address: mwechakama@gmail.com, brandon.cantlay@outlook.com

Abstract
We have used teraelectronvolt cosmic ray spectrum of electrons and positrons data from DArk Matter
Particle Explorer (DAMPE) to estimate the upper limits on dark matter annihilation. We have created modeled
spectrum of electrons and positrons by considering dark matter annihilation into electrons and positrons with
different channels. After the production, electrons and positrons can lose their energy by interstellar medium and
interstellar radiation field. We have considered loss processes such as inverse Compton scattering, synchrotron
radiation and ionization. The upper limits on dark matter annihilation cross-section have been investigated by
comparing the model spectrum and observational spectrum. The stringent constraints is from electron-positron
channel.
Keywords: dark matter annihilation, electrons and positron, DAMPE
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Constraints on Dark Matter Annihilation with Electron Spectrum from VERITAS
Brandon Khan Cantlay1, Maneenate Wechakama2*
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Abstract
Cosmic-ray electrons (and positrons) can be used to probe self-annihilation or decay of dark matter
particles. We have used spectrum of high energy cosmic-ray electrons between 300 GeV and 5 TeV measured by
Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System (VERITAS) to constrain dark matter annihilation
cross-section in the solar neighbourhood. Diffusion-loss equation with a canonical model has been used as a
spectrum model function, assuming a NFW profile for the Milky Way halo. We have considered cosmic-ray
electrons as products of annihilation of heavy dark matter particles (GeV - TeV). During the propagation through
interstellar medium, the cosmic-ray electrons lose their energy due to synchrotron radiation, inverse-Compton
scattering and ionization processes.
Keywords: dark matter, annihilation cross-section, cosmic-ray electrons
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Abstract
Late-time dynamics of background universe in the case where physics of gravity obeys degenerate higherorder scalar-tensor theories are studied. The forms of coefficients in theories are chosen in the manner that the
propagation speed of gravitational wave can vary with time. Using dynamical analysis method, we study whether
the propagation speed of gravitational wave can vary from any values in the early epoch of the universe towards
unity at late time which satisfies constraints from gravitational wave detection. We have found that there are fixed
points which correspond to the case where propagation speed is equal to unity at late time and these fixed points
can be stable for some values of coefficients in the theories.
Keywords: scalar-tensor theories, gravitational wave, dynamical analysis method
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Abstract
Supermassive black hole (SMBH) mass determination is essential for understanding the galaxy-SMBH coevolution. Photometric reverberation mapping (PRM) has been proposed as an alternative to the traditional
method, spectroscopic reverberation mapping (SRM), which has limitation to only relatively low redshift, z, and
bright objects. However, the most common and important sample of high-z active galaxies known as quasar or
QSO have its populations peak at around z ≈ 2-3 thus out of reach for the SRM. We carried out a proof-of-concept
campaign of quasar PRM using the 2.4-m Thai National Telescope (TNT) between 2015 – 2018. Such a study is
important to inform a future wide-field high-cadence survey such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST).
Our main sample contains 10 quasars at redshift z ≈ 0.7 – 1.2 with rSDSS =19.7 – 20.7 mag, selected from the SDSS
data release 10. The processed data and light curves were analysed using the discrete cross-correlation function
(DCF). We used Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to model the noise characteristics and non-uniform coverage of
our data as well as to verify robustness of the DCF results. Our analyses show a significant detection of lag time
between continuum and broad-line emission bands of the quasar SDSS J081506.93+254124.7 (z=1.18, rSDSS=20.5
mag). The estimated broad line region (BLR) distance is 125±20 light-day which equate to the estimated SMBH
mass of (4.3±2.0)108 solar mass.
Keywords: agn, smbh, quasar, galaxy evolution
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Abstract
At redshift (𝑧) ≈ 6, the neutral hydrogen atoms in the universe gradually become ionized by UV photons
emitted from the first-generation stars or quasars. This epoch is called the Epoch of Reionization (EoR). The
investigation of the luminosity functions (LFs) at this epoch is crucial for placing stronger constraints on the
contribution of different ionizing photon sources. In this study, we aim to estimate the luminosity functions of
𝑧 ≳ 6 candidates. The candidates’ selection technique is photometric redshift approximation (photo-𝑧) with the
data catalogue obtained from “Hyper Suprime-Cam Strategic Program” (HSC-SSP) ultra-deep survey data
released 1 and “the ultra-deep Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy” (UltraVISTA) data released
4 in optical (𝑟, 𝑖 and 𝑧) and near-infrared (𝑌, 𝐽, 𝐻 and 𝐾 ) photometry filters, respectively. We focus the deep
survey on “Cosmic Evolution Survey” (COSMOS), centered at ~ 10: 00: 28 DEC ~ 02: 12: 30. The photo- 𝑧
estimations are obtained for all, which are then used to calculate the LFs. Accordingly, we then compare the 𝑧 ≳
6 LFs with other works that focus on the high-𝑧 objects at similar 𝑧-range.
Keywords: first-generation stars, reionization, quasars, high-redshift, photometric redshift, luminosity function
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Abstract
Ultraluminous X-ray source (ULX) is an extragalactic, non-nuclear object with X-ray luminosity ≳ 10
erg s-1. The majority of ULXs are thought to be stellar mass black holes which are accreting material above
Eddington rate. It is theoretically suggested that ULXs might release the exceeding luminosity by launching the
outflowing wind and changing the geometry to slim disc. Although there have been observational evidences
recently emerging to support the theory, the exact structure of the disc is still unclear. In this work, we analyse the
X-ray time lag of the ULX NGC5408 X-1 using reverberation mapping technique, in order to determine the
geometry of the outflowing wind and the accretion disc. The XMM-Newton observations of the ULX obtained
from the data archive are binned into three groups based on their instrument count rates, i.e. low, medium and
high count rates; the time lag curves are then extracted from each group. Assuming a simple model of ULX disc
geometry, the simple response functions are simulated in order to predict the total amount of X-ray flux reflected
off from the wind as a function of time. In the presentation, we will show how well this reverberation model fits
to the observational time lag data. Based on the fitting results, the geometry of the ULX accretion disc and the
outflowing wind will be discussed. We will also discuss how the ULX geometry evolves as accretion rate
increases.
Keywords: ultraluminous X-ray source, NGC5408 X-1, X-ray time lag, accretion, reverberation mapping
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Abstract
Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) are an extra-galactic, non-nuclear source with X-ray luminosity in excess
of 1039 erg s-1, exceeding the Eddington limit for a 10 solar mass black hole. It is generally agreed that majority
population of ULXs are powered by accreting black holes. However, due to their high observed luminosity, the
mass of black holes powering ULXs are still the topic of active research at the moment. Actually, most ULX
studies focus on X-ray waveband since the ULX emission dominates in this regime. However, some ULXs are
also visible in the optical waveband, providing another window for studying the ULXs. In this work, we study
the sample of ULX optical counterparts using 2.4-m Thai National Telescope. The presentation will demonstrate
that, out of all observed sample ULXs, three sources - Holmberg IX X-1, NGC 4935 ULX1 and M101 ULX-1 show a significant variability of ~ > 0.4 mag in the SDSS g' band on the timescales of hours and days, implying
that the observed optical properties might be intrinsic to the ULX accretion disc, rather than the donor star. We
will also discuss how the variability is originated.
Keywords: ultraluminous X-ray source, black hole, super-Eddington accretion, optical counterpart
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A Search for Multiply-gravitationally-lensed Images of Distant Star-forming Galaxies behind Massive
Galaxy Clusters at 4-8 GHz
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Abstract
We report a search for multiply-imaged gravitationally-lensed distant galaxies behind 11 galaxy clusters
from 4-8 GHz radio observations using the Jansky Very Large Array. Our radio observations probe synchrotron
continuum emission, which can penetrate the strong dust extinction typical of star-forming galaxies in their
formative period. These serendipitous multiple images can help constrain the lens model, as well as to identify
sources with exceptionally high magnifications that can serve as laboratories to study high-resolution details of
distant galaxies otherwise beyond the capability of today’s observing facilities. Since gravitational lensing is
achromatic (i.e., all wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation are lensed in the same manner), we search for
sources with similar flux ratios, which is a rudimentary indication of similar spectral energy distributions, to
identify images of the same background source. In this talk, we will describe the methodology, present the first
multiple-image candidates from the application of this technique, and discuss the strategy to confirm these
candidates.
Keywords: Gravitational lens, galaxy evolution, radio astronomy, infrared astronomy
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Abstract
Interactions between cosmic rays (CRs), high-energy particles in space, and the Earth’s atmosphere
produce showers of secondary particles including gamma rays, which dominate Earth’s gamma-ray emission. In
this study, we analyze Earth’s gamma-ray photons between 0.2 and 20 GeV as detected by the Large Area
Telescope (LAT) onboard the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope, which was launched in 2008 to orbit the Earth
at roughly 550-km altitude. We present preliminary results of an analysis of the Earth’s gamma-ray emission in
the geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) using 9 years of the latest version of the LAT event selection
(Pass 8). We show that the gamma-ray intensity from a given geographic location is inversely related to the
geomagnetic cutoff rigidity (where rigidity is the particle momentum per charge, and the geomagnetic cutoff
rigidity is the threshold rigidity needed to for a CR to penetrate Earth's magnetic field and enter the atmosphere),
taking into account the direction from which the CR arrived. We also measure the yield function of gamma rays
over 0.2 GeV produced per CR proton as a function of the CR rigidity. This work will enhance our understanding
about the geomagnetic field and CRs. This research project is supported by Grant RTA5980003 from the Thailand
Research Fund.
Keywords: Earth’s gamma-ray emission, cosmic rays
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Abstract
Pulsars are small, dense stars which rotate up to 1500 times per second and emit radio waves in a directed
beam along their magnetic axis. Pulsars are remarkably stable rotators, and by measuring the arrival times of the
radio beam the pulsar can be used as a clock in space. Applications of pulsar timing have led to the first exoplanet
system, stringent tests of theories of gravity and have the potential to detect gravitational waves. Yet, the pulsar’s
spin is not perfect, and understanding the imperfections (timing noise) is important to the aforementioned
applications. Here, we present the analyses of timing noise of 133 pulsars observed with the Parkes radio telescope
in Australia over the period of 4 years. The results show that as consistent with pulsar toy model equations the
measured breaking index, representing the magnitude of timing noise, has an anti-correlation with the spin-down
rate, spin-down energy and characteristics magnetic fields, and it also has a positive correlation with the
characteristics age. The error in the slope values of those relationships are in the order of 9 percent, which may
imply imperfections of the pulsar toy model.
Keywords: pulsars
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Abstract
In this research, we aim to study an AM Her-type cataclysmic variable (CV) system, V2301 Oph. This
eclipsing system has an orbital period of 1.8hrs and it is known to have a white dwarf with the weakest magnetic
field ever detected in AM Her systems. The observations of V2301 Oph were obtained with the 2.4-meter
reflecting telescope with an alt-azimuth drive system at the Thai National Observatory. The photometric data
were collected in g’, r’, and KG5 filters using the ULTRASPEC instrument and the data are then analyzed using
the ULTRACAM pipeline. In the current work, we will present the light curves obtained from 2014-2018 where
we focused on the primary eclipses of this system. Our goal is to verify the existence of circumbinary planets
through accurate analysis of the ingress and the egress of the white dwarf during the eclipse. In addition, we also
use published data of the eclipse timings from several authors to complement our photometric data. Our result
show there is an increasing trend in the O-C diagram of V2301 Oph over period of 24 years. However, we note
that there is a long 10 year gap between these published data and our TNO observation. Therefore, finding further
complimentary data of V2301 Oph is vital to get a complete O-C diagram which will help us to probe the origin
of the O-C variation in V2301 Oph.
Keywords: an AM Her-type cataclysmic variable (CV) system, the ULTRASPEC instrument
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Abstract
Quantum entanglement is an important action in quantum mechanics. Basically, quantum entanglement of
correlated photon pairs can be produced by spontaneous down-conversion process inside the two birefringence
crystals. This work aims to create a pair of photons, i.e. signal and idler, that are entangled and to assay the relation
between these photons by using polarization-entangled photon pairs to demonstrate quantum nonlocality by
comparing with the Malus’s law. From the experiments, the coincidence counts as a function of relative angle (α
- β) between transmission axis of the polarizer and analyzer was obtained and the polarization entanglement curve
was demonstrated. This result corresponding with polarization entanglement prediction term of ½ cos2(α - β)
which confirmed the entanglement of photons.
Keywords: quantum entanglement, spontaneous down-conversion process, polarization-entangled photon pairs,
quantum nonlocality
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Abstract
In this research, a simple technique for measuring the spatial correlation or angular correlation of photon
pairs was developed. The system consisted of two aluminium rails which had the same pivot at the position of a
nonlinear crystal. The rails were manually moved to find the position of the correlated photon pairs. At this
position, the photon pairs were collected by the collimators attached at the end of the rails. The pairs were
produced by type І spontaneous parametric down-conversion process using a 405 nm diode laser and a BBO
crystal. The crystal was specifically cut for emitting the photon pairs at an angle of 3º with respect to the direction
of the pump laser. These pairing photons were correlated and interfered in the Michelson interferometer, then, the
correlated photons were demonstrated. It was found that the visibilities in the case of perfect alignment, near
perfect alignment and misalignment were V = 1.0000 ± 0.0004, 0.591 ± 0.002 and 0.168 ± 0.002, respectively.
Keywords: spatial correlation, correlated photon pairs, type І spontaneous parametric down-conversion process,
quantum interference
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Abstract
Compounds between zinc (Zn) and 6 A group elements including of oxygen (O), sulfur (S) and selenium
(Se) are wide-bandgap semiconductors. It results in usage of these materials to make electronic devices, for
example; UV lasers, transistors and gas sensors. Furthermore, calculation by Density Functional Theory (DFT)
found that ZnO monolayer has wider bandgap than that of bulk ZnO. Under applying mechanical stresses, it found
that ZnO monolayer has higher elasticity and responsibility than these of bulk ZnO as well. Therefore, it can be
used to detect a small signal of forces. ZnO monolayer has been synthesized as a graphene-like monolayer.
However, there have been not enough the knowledge in effects of external stresses on the physical properties of
ZnX monolayers. In this project, we have investigated the effects of applied biaxial stress on mechanical and
electronic properties of ZnX monolayers by using DFT. The monolayers have been constructed to be the graphenelike structure. The compression and tensile biaxial stress have been applied by constraining some lattice
parameters and then optimizing atomic positions into the stable structures. Based on the calculations, we found
that the linearly elastic limits of these monolayers under tensile stress approach to 2 0 % which are in good
agreement with the previous studies. All of these monolayers have wider band gap than those of bulk structures
about 18.6-50.7%. It is found that the tendencies of band gaps of the monolayers decrease with increasing both
compressive and tensile biaxial stresses. These tendencies could be demonstrated by the variations of valence
band maximum and conduction band minimum levels which are mainly dominated by O-2p (or S-3p or Se-4p)
state and Zn-4s state, respectively. The changes of mechanical and electronic properties under applied stress of
these monolayers are thoroughly discussed based on the effects on electronic band structures and partial density
of states.
Keywords: Zinc chalcogenides monolayer, biaxial stress, band gap, DFT
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to study the chemical characteristics of briquette based on oil palm residues
by using the FTIR technique. The briquette consisted of a mixture of oil palm trunks (OPT), oil palm shells (OPS),
and oil palm cake decanter (OPCD) with different ratios. The mixture of biomass residues was transformed into
a hexagonal and rod shape coal briquette by using the cold-extrusion method. The FTIR quantitative analysis of
the briquette with the various ingredients presented the typical characteristics of absorption bands for each
functional group. The FTIR results showed that the briquette consisted of cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, a
volatile substance, and other substrates such as moisture and nitrogen. The excellent characteristic of the biofuel
cell was HHV. Property could identified by the structure of the symmetrical and unsymmetrical ratios of the
functional methane groups.
Keywords: FTIR, oil palm tree, briquette, cellulose
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Abstract
The uncertainty limit of the energy accuracy from a spectral method calculation normally depends on the
length of a sampling period, which is proportional to the amount of the computational resource used. In this work,
we alter the temporal series of the ground state energies, leading to the reduction of the sampling length by half.
Keywords: uncertainty limit, spectral method, ground state energy, sampling length reduction
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Abstract
A hexagonal periodic pattern of nanosphere normally can be fabricated by several techniques including
convective deposition. A reverse structure with half nanosphere hole can be formed by coating dielectric thin film
on top of the hexagonal pattern and then remove the nanosphere particles. In this work, optical transmission
through dielectric slab with hexagonal periodic pattern of half-sphere hole was evaluated by finite-different timedomain (FDTD) method. In simulation process, the short gaussian pulse of electromagnetic wave was generated
and propagated from one side through the dielectric patterned slab and the near-field diffraction from the structure
was collected as a function of time. By Fourier transformation, the optical spectra of the structure can be evaluated.
The far-field diffraction was also investigated by evaluating the analytical Green’s function at given points.
Several quality parameters of the optical response including full width at half maximum and relative intensities
of high order diffraction peaks were examine for various structure size. The examined structures composed of
hexagonal periodic pattern of half nanosphere hole with the radius of 290 nm. In addition, the optical response
effect from shape deformation of half sphere hole was studied with the elliptical deformation up to 10%. Our
calculations enable us to identify parameter schemes where the third order diffraction exceeds second order
diffraction efficiency from gratings.
Keywords: finite-different time-domain, nanosphere, elliptical deformation, near-field and far-field diffraction
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Abstract
In semiconductor final electrical testing manufacturing, the contactor pin is very important component as
to make a contact between leads of devices to test hardware circuits. The contactor pins are made from metal alloy
material which provide a good electrical conductive. In daily test manufacturing, the contactor pins may be up to
several thousand contacting insertion, which will collect of many dust at their tips of contactor pins. The classic
traditional cleaning of the contactor pins typically use mechanical touching with some chemical, such as brushing
with alcohol. In this research, we present the use of laser application to clean the contactor pins with Laser cleaning
machine IMT model 600MV with Nd:YAG laser type. The optimized parameter setting up on the laser cleaning
machine are studied with varies of number of pulse shot between 2-4 pulses, distance between the tip of contactor
between 2-4 inches and power of the Laser between 150mJ-250mJ. The cantilever contact pin type of majority used
in one of IC Test manufacturing have been put into the evaluation. The testing of the cleaning effects is performed
by optical power scope and scanning electron microscopy, including the analysis of metallic pin surface impacted
was done by the EDX analyses. The parameters for cleaning effectiveness and safe cleaning of pins corrosion in
metallic surface were determined.
Keywords:Laser, Laser cleaning machine, Contactor pins
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Abstract
A simplified explanation of near-field and far-field diffraction with matter-wave is described using the path
integral formulation. Our approach is demonstrated with cold Rb atoms in single-, double-, and multiple-slit
configurations. With the use of an initial wave for the particle beam that corresponds to the slit opening and the
number of slits, the transition from near-field to far-field diffraction can also be explored. Identifying the boundary
between near-field and far-field diffraction is the first priority for implementing matter-wave diffraction
experiments.
Keywords: near-field diffraction, matter-wave, cold Rb atoms
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Abstract
Counting a topological charge in an optical vortex is one of the crucial process in both classical and
quantum optical communication. In this work, we numerically calculate and study the diffraction pattern of an
incident vortex beams on an oblique vortex grating. We find that the diffraction pattern produces multiple
diffraction order with different topological charges, each with an index equal to a combination of the difference
in the grating’s charge, the original optical vortex charge and the diffraction order. The finding is useful in
automated charge counting from an arbitrary optical vortex.
Keywords: optical vortex, a topological charge
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Abstract
Intermittency refers to fluctuations with a non-Gaussian distribution of increments. For example, turbulent
fluctuations in a fluid or plasma typically have a finite spatial correlation scale λ, and increments (differences) in
the fluctuating quantity at locations separated by d have a Gaussian distribution for d >> λ but a leptokurtic
distribution (with enhanced tails) for d << λ. Physically, this implies that in turbulence, relatively large jumps in
physical quantities over small scales are unusually frequent, indicating coherent structures with enhanced vorticity
or electric current where energy dissipation is enhanced. Among other measures, a phase coherence index (PCI)
has been widely used to characterize intermittency. The original definition of the PCI requires transforming an
original data set into surrogate data sets, the phase coherent surrogate and phase randomized surrogate, usually by
means of a Fourier transform, manipulation of the Fourier phases, and an inverse Fourier transform. We point
out that this definition can depend on the sample size. In the limit of a large sample, the phase coherent surrogate
plays no role, and the phase randomized surrogate simply has a Gaussian distribution for the same variance. We
therefore propose a simplified phase coherence index (SPCI) in which these properties are assumed without
requiring preparation of the surrogate data sets, greatly decreasing the computation time. We also point out that
this SPCI is directly related to the mean increment magnitude of the original data set in comparison with a
Gaussian distribution of the same variance. This implies that it is a direct measure of leptokurticity and not an
independent measure as some previous work has implied. We discuss generalization of this SPCI to
multidimensions and higher-order moments. Supported by grant RTA5980003 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: phase coherence index, intermittency, turbulence, distributions
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Abstract
In this paper, we study phase-ordering dynamics of 2D Ising model under influence of oscillatory shear by
computer simulation. We focus on the time evolution of the equal-time correlation functions to test the dynamical
scaling hypothesis and to determine the governing growth laws. We find that at late times the system has two
different behaviours which are a non-shear behaviour and a uniformly sheared behaviour. Initial phases and
frequencies of oscillatory shear determine the behaviour of the system. On the one hand, if the frequency is finite,
the system will behave as if it is not under shear. On the other hand, if the frequency is approached zero, the
behaviour of the system will be determined by the initial phase of oscillatory shear. If initial phase is equal to 90
degrees (or 270 degrees), the system will also behave as if it is not under shear. Otherwise, the system will behave
as if it is under uniform shear (Oscillatory shear is in the form of cosine function).
Keywords: phase-ordering dynamics, Ising model, oscillatory shear, equal-time correlation functions, growth laws
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Abstract
Rope coiling is a prototypical system for studying the buckling instability. The rope, fed from a height with
uniform velocity, coils steadily and circularly on a static plane. Rotation of plane breaks the rotational symmetry
of a circle. At the sufficiently fast feeding velocities, the shape forms sequentially as a hypotrochoid, an
epitrochoid, and a circle, as the frequency of plane rotation increases. The hypotrochoid-to-epitrochoid transition
is associated with a reversal of the direction of angular momentum. Motivated by the trajectory of a charged
particle in a Penning trap being an epitrochoid, we extend the Penning trap model to give a hypotrochoid by
applying the electric potential whose equipotential surface is an ellipsoid, unlike a hyperboloidal equipotential
surface of an epitrochoid. The Penning trap analogue provides a unified way to rationalize the coiling frequencies
and the angular momenta of both a hypotrochoid and an epitrochoid.
Keywords: buckling instability, hypotrochoid, epitrochoid, Penning trap
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Abstract
We study the evolution of a two-particle system on a one-dimensional lattice, subjected to quantum random
walk. The quantum random walk of these two particles may contain spatial entanglement, thus offering a resources
for quantum information and quantum communication purposes. The degree of spatial entanglement depends on
the initial states of both particles and coins. Then we set out to investigate the behavior of the entanglement
through the discrete evolution in various scenarios of the initial condition. The result of the study shows that most
of the cases the spatial entanglement exhibits damped oscillating behavior throughout the walk causing from the
configuration of the particle’s state and size of the lattice at nth step. In the asymptotic limit, the degree of the
spatial entanglement will approach to a certain value as a result of vanishing battle between loss and gain of the
entanglement in the walking process.
Keywords: quantum random walk, spatial entanglement
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Abstract
Self-driving cars technology and vehicle connectivity enable self-driving cars to precisely receive
information of many cars leading them. By multi-anticipation, a flow of self-driving car is proved to be more
stable than without multi-anticipation. The instability of traffic flow can cause a traffic jam as a little velocity
fluctuation is amplified. In this work, we discuss the macroscopic effect of parameters in the microscopic model
for a self-driving car. Those parameters are the number of the vehicle the car anticipate (field size) and weight for
anticipation with the leadings (strength factor). The macroscopic model is derived from the microscopic model.
We obtained a partial derivative equation that describe how the velocity fluctuation change through time.
According to our model, these two variables play a crucial role in the traffic flow harmonization. Comparison
between each model was carried out and discussed.
Keywords: self-driving cars, traffic flow modeling, multi-anticipation vehicles, traffic flow fluctuation
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Abstract
Deep learning is a form of Neural Network with large number of perceptron layers. It is a trainable
problem-solving model which has recently gained considered attraction from many research fields. Many
researchers have used deep-learning as a black-box approximation to make a prediction upon existing data to
establish relationship among parameters. In Physics, as many complicated problems are associated to non-linear
partial differential equation (PDE) with many coupled parameters, the deep learning has been expected to be a
proficient tool to yield reliable answer to the problems when other analytical and computational techniques fail to
function. Recently, a concept of solving non-linear PDE using two neural networks to predict solutions of two
independent parameters has shown very promising results. Therefore, in this work, we have extended the
utilization of the deep learning to more realistic case by working on hyper-dimensional space of the input
parameters. Specifically, we proposed the modified version of present deep learning model by adding more
dimensions in both spatial and temporal spaces to solve the three-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger
equation under the presence of Coulomb potential. From our results, the predicted solution ―the probability
density of finding particles in spatial space as function of energy― agrees very well with the analytic solution.
However, our purposed model requires much simpler mathematic setup and less input data sampling from the
analytic solution than other conventional computing techniques. Consequently, it takes much less computational
cost. Then, with high accuracy obtained and a smaller number of inputs required, our model has somewhat great
advantages for further solving more complicated potential-field in Quantum or related topics. This work then
reveals the deep learning as a potential alternative tool for physicist for solving the complex system with reliable
accuracy, whereas only a small set of labeled-data is required.
Keywords: deep learning, non-linear partial differential equation, schrödinger equation
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Abstract
In this work, we present some preliminary results on the integrable structure of the discrete-time harmonic
oscillator. Indeed, we find that the quantum system possesses the commutativity between two discrete-time
evolutions on the Hilbert space. A question on what the topology of this Hilbert space for discrete-time harmonic
oscillator is still open.
Keywords: dscrete-time, commutativity, integrability
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Abstract
Quantum random walks are constructed similar to classical random walks except that the coin operator at
each step can produce an outcome that is a superposition of head or tail, rather than either head or tail exclusively.
While the classical random walks produce Gaussian-like distributions, the quantum random walks yield
distributions with peaks away from the center. We investigate the quantum random walks where the coin operator
inherits fluctuation, which can destroy its symmetry when the disorder strength is sufficient large. Our simulation
results show a quantum-to-classical transition, when the disorder strength is large, similar to Anderson
localization. The critical disorder for the transition point depends on the number of steps and initial state of the
coin operator, which can be an indicator of fault-tolerance for the number of operations for algorithms based on
quantum random walks.
Keywords: quantum random walks, fluctuation, localization
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Abstract
Physics is expressed with mathematical equations. We point out that within major equations in physics,
i.e. the equations of motion and equations of state, there is a structure of cause and effect, to dub here, the effect
structure. The structure is noticed from both phenomenological and postulate points of view. In this work, we
consider effect structure in some equations of state in thermodynamics of which the effect structure is noticed
phenomenologically. Effect of one variable to the other variables can be expressed as a directed graph. Identifying
natural characters of intensive, extensive variables and temperature shades light to the way of construction of
equation of state of an economic system with economic variables considered within the effect structure concept.
Keywords: equation of state, econophysics, effect structure
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Abstract
The second law of thermodynamics states that the total entropy of an isolated system can never decrease
over time in average. However, if a system is not truly isolated, i.e. there exists some correlation between the
system of interest and another, there is some chances that the entropy of the system of interest may decrease. In
this project, we study the diffusion of particles initially uniformly-distributed over a certain range in one
dimension. By assuming that the motion of the particles can either be classical or quantum random walk, we
compare the final distribution of the particles between the two cases. The results show that only quantum random
walk can change the final distribution of the particles such that they do not distribute uniformly in the end, which
seems the be the violation of the second law. However, we show that the second law still holds since quantum
random walk requires a quantum correlation between the system and another system, i.e. the quantum coin.
Keywords: second law of thermodynamics, quantum random walk, correlation
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Abstract
One proposal of Dark Matter search can be done by looking for photon signal which has origin from the
DM annihilation. This is usually referred to as indirect detection experiment. In the case of Non-Interacting Scalar
Dark Matter, there are no electromagnetic, strong, and weak interactions. The DM thus only interacts
gravitationally. In our model, we determine the NISDM annihilation into a virtual graviton which subsequently
creates a pair of Higgs bosons. The Higgs boson then suddenly decays into two photons. The line of sight integral
considered as a significant effect of the DM halos density profile. The total cross-section, thermally averaged
cross-section and photon signal are finally calculated and illustrated.
Keywords: dark matter annihilation, graviton, higgs boson decay
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Abstract
The quasinormal modes of massless Dirac field in the de Rham-Gabadadze-Tolley (dRGT) massive gravity
theory with de Sitter asymptotic spacetime are investigated by using Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)
approximation. The effective potential for the massless Dirac field due to the dRGT black holes is derived. It is
found that the shape of the potential crucially depends on the structure of the graviton mass and then the behaviour
of the quasinormal modes is controlled by the graviton mass parameters. We found that the higher potential gives
the stronger damping of the quasinormal modes. Moreover, the effects of the existence of the negative value of
the potential on the accuracy of computation are discussed.
Keywords: quasinormal, black hole, massive gravity
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Abstract
One burden of High Energy Physics data analysis is uncertainty within the measurement, both
systematically and statistically. Even with sophisticated neural network techniques that are used to assist in High
Energy Physics measurement, the resulting measurement still suffers from both types of uncertainties. Fortunately,
most types of systematic uncertainties are based on knowledge from information such as theoretical assumptions,
for which the range and behaviour is known. It has been proposed to mitigate such systematic uncertainties by
using a new type of neural network called adversarial neural network (ANN), but this has not been shown to work
in a real-life LHC analysis. This work investigates ANNs using the search for the production of four top quarks,
an extremely rare physics process at the LHC and one of the important processes that can prove or disprove the
Standard Model, for which the analysis is sensitive to systematic uncertainties. The expected cross section upper
limit for four top quark production is calculated using traditional neural networks and adversarial neural networks
based on simulated proton-proton collisions within CMS detector. The expected improvement and further
considerations to the search for rare processes at the LHC will be discussed.
Keywords: adversarial neural network, four top quark production, standard model, particle physics, LHC,
Compact Muon Solenoid
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Abstract
Background dynamics of inflationary models which are constructed from minimally modified gravity
theories are investigated using dynamical analysis method. Using the inflaton potential in exponential form, we
have found that the universe evolves to fixed points corresponding to the accelerating expansion of the universe.
Depending on the slope of the inflaton potential, those fixed points can be attractors or saddle fixed points.
However, in case of positive inflaton potential the occurred fixed points can only be attractors. Moreover, the
existence of graceful exit in studied inflationary models is discussed.
Keywords: inflation, minimally modified gravity theory
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Abstract
Dark matter (DM) is a clear evidence of new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). In this work, we
consider the inert Higgs doublet model where DM is a member of a new Higgs doublet. In this scenario, DM
properties can be calculated. We then test model predictions against experimental results such as the LHC Higgs
data, the electroweak precision measurements and dedicated DM searches. In addition, we subject the model to
theoretical constraints: perturbativity, vacuum stability and unitarity. Finally, we identify the viable parameter
space of the model.
Keywords: dark matter, inert higgs, higgs doublet
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Abstract
In this work we consider spin-3/2 fields in general dimensional Schwarzschild (A)dS black hole
spacetimes. Different from the Ricci-flat spacetime cases, it is necessary to modify the covariant derivative to the
supercovariant derivative in order to maintain the gauge symmetry by including terms related to the cosmological
constant. Together with the eigenmodes for spin-3/2 fields on sphere, which allow us to derive the master radial
equation. In our case, the effective potential in the master radial equation will be complex and energy dependance
in general. It is however that in the Schwarzschild AdS case, the effective potential will not present an explicitly
imaginary part, we can study this more straightforwardly. Lastly, we introduce the Holowitz and Hubeny method
to study the spin-3/2 quasinormal moodes in four and higher dimensional Schwarzschild AdS Black Hole
spacetimes numerically.
Kewords : the Ricci-flat spacetime, the Holowitz and Hubeny method, schwarzschild AdS black hole
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Abstract
Pair production is a process of creating a particle and its antiparticle from the same interaction of two gauge
bosons collision. However, we suppose the pair production can occur under two different types of gauge bosons.
In this work, we focused on the electron-positron pair production cross section between a graviton from veilbein
field and a photon from electromagnetic field collision in the minimal coupling scheme and compared the results
to those of the same type creations at the energy 0.71 MeV. We found the total cross section of graviton-photon
is less than that of photon-photon about 1041 times but it is greater than that of graviton-graviton about 1042 times.
Keywords: electron-positron pair creation, gauge bosons collision, total cross section.
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Abstract
In this work R-symmetry which is defined in Wess-Zumino model is determined to be broken
spontaneously within broken supersymmetric vacuum according to O’Raifeartaigh potential containing scalar
fields of R-charges of 0 or 2. The analysis is done on Coleman-Weinberg effective potential at one-loop level. We
find that in the flat direction X field, the metastable vacuum will be formed when 𝑚 < 0 and scalar field with
R-charge other than 0 or 2 is required. Runaway of flat direction are also determined.
Keywords: metastable vacuum, r-symmetry breaking, runaway of flat direction
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ABSTRACT
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is an experiment station at CERN that detects quark-gluon
plasma, a state of matter thought to have formed just after the big bang. In 2020, the ALICE experiment proposed
a plan to upgrade the detector in the Inner Tracking System (ITS) that is a particle tracking part. In the upgrade
project, new silicon sensor technology was used to replace ITS, Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor (MAPS). The
new sensor is called ALICE PIxel DEtector (ALPIDE). This project is focusing on the Characterization of
ALPIDE sensors with the new version of pixel sensor telescope using the 1.2 GeV electron beam at the
Synchrotron Light Research Institute Beam Test Facility (SLRI-BTF). For the test, seven ALPIDE sensors were
lined up as a stacked sensor (Telescope) that is prepared to do the test by electron beam at SLRI-BTF. The current
telescope was used to characterize the middle area of the sensor, but the new sensor telescope was used to
characterize edges and corners of the sensor. This advantage gives us a complete view of the detection efficiency
in all sections of the ALPIDE sensor. The detection efficiency of the sensor was investigated and analyzed by EU
Telescope software. Moreover the ITS upgrade project requires the detection efficiency for tracking particles, that
is higher than 99%.
Keyword: inner tracking system, ALPIDE sensor, detection efficiency
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Abstract
The direct flow of proton in the 2858 Ni  2858 Ni system at incident energy 1.93 A GeV was computed by using
the quantum molecular dynamics model. The direct flow of proton as a function transverse momentum and at
incident energy 1.93 A GeV and impact parameter (b) less than 2.5 fm was investigated by taking into account
the nuclear equation of state (hard and soft EoS). Furthermore, the mean transverse momentum projected on the
reaction plane  p x / m p  as a function normalized rapidity ( Y(0) ) for protons from 2858 Ni  2858 Ni collisions with b <
4 fm and ( pt / m p ) > 0.5 was studied. The theoretical results were compared with KaoS and BUU experiments.
The results show that the soft EoS is consistent with the experimental data. Consequently, the behavior of matter
at high density and high temperature were described by soft nuclear equation of state.
Keywords : direct flow, azimuthal, quantum molecular dynamics model, heavy ion collision,
nuclear equation of state
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Abstract

In this work concentrated on the elliptic flow (v2) of proton in 197Au + 197Au collision reaction at
intermediate energy by using quantum molecular dynamics model. The elliptic flow of proton in 197Au + 197Au
collision reaction at the incident energy 0.09, 0.12, 0.15 and 0.25 A GeV is studied in impact parameter from 0.25
to 0.45 (0.25 < b0 < 0.45) by using quantum molecular dynamics model (QMD). The calculation of the nuclear
equation of state (EoS) with soft equation of state (Soft EoS) and hard equation of state (Hard EoS) is computed
and compared with the FOPI experiment. It was found that the Soft EoS is in good agreement with FOPI
experiment data. The elliptic flow as a function of the centrality transverse component of 4-velocity (ut0) depends
on the EoS. Therefore, the behavior of matter at high density and high temperature is explained by the soft equation
of state (Soft EoS).
Keywords: elliptic flow, heavy ion collision, nuclear equation of state, quantum molecular dynamics model,
incident energy
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Abstract

In this research the effect of K+ potential on the nuclear equation of state (soft and hard EoS) for K+
production in heavy ion collision by using the quantum molecular dynamics model (QMD) was investigated.
Production cross section of K+ mesons in Au + Au collision at incident energy 0.78, 0.96, 1.1 and 1.46 A GeV
respectively and impact parameter from 4.14 to 12.41 fm was studied. The production cross section as a function
of the laboratory momentum (plab) is computed and compared with KaoS experiments. The calculation was
performed with and without Brown-Rho parameter (K+N) and with a soft and hard equation of state. The result
displayed the theoretical calculation with the soft EoS similar to the hard EoS. The theoretical calculated with soft
and hard EoS when including K+N potential tends to be consistent with the KaoS experiments. This can describe
the behavior of matter in high density and high temperature.
Keywords: heavy-ion collision, equation of state (EOS), kaon, quantum molecular dynamics model,
kaon in-medium potential.
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Abstract.
Knowing electron temperature and electron density is important for any plasma related applications. In this
research, the electron temperature and electron density of argon plasma generated by low frequency AC power
supply and a high voltage DC power supply were investigated. The measurements were compared, both
experimentally and theoretically. For the experiment, a long glass cylindrical tube was used as a chamber where
the electrodes were placed at 37.5 cm apart. A high voltage function generator power supply was operated at
various frequencies and it was also used for DC operation. The electron temperatures were measured by Optical
Emission Spectroscopy (OES) technique for different operating pressures of 0.1 mbar, 0.6 mbar and 1.1 mbar.
For the simulation, both plasma theory and finite element method were used to simulate dynamics of the plasma
in the cylindrical setup. From the experiment, the range of breakdown voltage was found to be between 0.80 to
2.3 kV. The length of DC glow discharge dark regions of the plasma decreases due to increasing in both operating
pressure and voltage. AC glow discharge shows positive charge and negative charge swing. From the DC
discharge, the maximum value of electron temperature was found to be 0.810 eV and the minimum value was
0.610 eV under the operating pressure 0.1 and 0.6 mbar respectively. From AC glow discharge plasma, the
maximum electron temperature was 0.907 eV and the minimum was 0.540 eV under operating pressure 0.1 and
1.1 mbar respectively.Collision loss between ions and electrons causes this variation in the results.
Keywords: dc glow discharge, ac glow discharge, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) technique
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Abstract
In medium/large cases of torus tokamak devices, the fast wave is used, because the slow wave is not
propagated in high plasma density, as Ion Cyclotron wave cannot be absorbed in a single ion species plasma case.
For a two-ion plasma cases, the frequency is set on cyclotron frequency of minority ion, so-called minority ion
heating. The absorption region can be positioned simply by matching the wave frequency to the known toroidal
field. The wave propagation and power absorption of Ion Cyclotron frequency range can be simulated using a
TASK/WM code which can solve Maxwell’s equation. In this work, the design of the reactor is based on
parameters of simple torus case with 3 T of toroidal magnetic field, central electron density of about 1×1020 m-3
and hydrogen minority ion heating in deuterium plasma. In order to investigate the wave propagation and power
absorption, the frequency of ICRH and the ratio of minority ion, 𝜂 = 𝑛 ⁄ 𝑛
+𝑛
, are varied. The cold
and hot plasma models with different dielectric permittivity are used for comparison in this calculation. It is found
that the heating regimes and absorption layer are found to be sensitive to ICRH frequency. The maximum value
of power absorption occurs near plasma core with resonance frequency equal to 45.6 MHz. This is close to the
gyro-frequency of minority ion species.
Keywords: tokamaks, ICRH, gyro-frequency
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Abstract
Plasma diagnostic techniques are very essential for determination of fundamental plasma parameters, such
as electron temperature. All chemical processes occurred inside the plasmas controlled by the electron
temperature. The temperatures will be monitored to optimize desirable chemical processes. In this study, the
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is used to determine the electron temperature of Ar Plasma jet under
atmospheric pressure which is generated by the floating electrode made from tungsten rod and inserted into the
Pyrex glass tube. The power source is produced by AC power supply of frequency in range 100-200 kHz. The
system is capable of generating Ar Plasma jet between tip of electrode and water surface under glass tube. Ocean
Optic USB 2000 device is used to measure the characteristics of Plasma. The electron temperature is obtained by
line-ratio method of Ar intensity (695 and 705 nm) above various gas flow rate and breakdown voltages in the
range 1 to 10 lpm and 3 to 9 kV respectively. Electron temperature was decreased when gas pressure was
increased. On the other hand, when increasing breakdown voltage, electron temperature was increased.
Keywords: plasma diagnostic technique, electron temperature, optical emission spectroscopy, line-ratio method
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Abstract
This work investigates the roles of external current source on the formation and effectiveness of an internal
transport barrier (ITB) and an edge transport barrier (ETB) in fusion plasma using bifurcation approach. Thermal,
particle and toroidal momentum transport equations are solved simultaneously for the spatiotemporal profiles of
plasma pressure, density and toroidal velocity. The transport effects include neoclassical and turbulent terms with
constant coefficients assumption. The turbulent suppression, leading to intrinsic formation of transport barriers,
is driven by the magnetic shear and the flow shear. Residual stress effect is included in this work. Thermal, particle
and torques sources are locally provided based on Gaussian shape distribution at plasma center, plasma edge and
plasma center, respectively. The effects of off-axis driven current locations on ITB and ETB formations are
investigated. In particular, width and height of edge pedestal for ETB and core pedestal for ITB are shown to be
affected by the source. It is found that off-axis of driven current can increase plasma temperature, density and
toroidal velocity at its core because ITB pedestal is expanded from reverse magnetic shear. However, size of ETB
pedestal is independent to the location of driven current. When the location of driven current is changed from r/a
= 0.0 to 0.6, ITB width changes from r/a = 0.015 to 0.04 of plasma density and its formation location changes
from r/a = 0.3 to 0.7.
Keywords: bifurcation, fusion plasma, edge transport barrier, internal transport barrier
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Abstract
Plasma focus device is designed for high temperature and density plasma generation by using plasma
compression technique. It emits electrons, ion beams, gamma rays and X-rays as products. In this work, Lee code
is used for simulating plasma condition in Thailand Plasma Focus I (TPF-I) in order to calculate parameters, which
it concerned operating such as voltage (V0), inductance (L0), capacitance (C0), pressure and electrode geometry,
and to optimize electrode length (z). It is found that the suitable anode radius (a) in TPF-I is 2.00 cm from the
crossing point of pinch temperature and pinch duration while the value of cathode radius (b) is 2.25 cm. These
radii are proper for calculation of the optimized electrode length which equals to 3.30 cm. This value is determined
at the location where pinch current (Ipinch) and peak current have the same values in profile plot of current versus
time. The optimized electrode length is used to predict other plasma parameters in TPF-I such as 99.80 kA,
0.45x106 K and 47.27 ns for pinch current, pinch temperature, pinch duration, respectively. Note that this
electrode is investigated by using argon gas as a working gas under 2 torr of pressure.
Keywords : plasma focus, pinch current, plasma compression technique
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Abstract

Pellet injection is one of the main methods for refueling in tokamaks and it also affects the
toroidal and radial electric field of the plasma. In this work, the effects of the pellet injection on both
toroidal rotation and radial electric field are numerically studied by using TASK/TR integrated
predictive modelling code. The toroidal rotation model is computed using the intrinsic torque from
neoclassical toroidal viscosity theory and the plasma transport is based Multi-Mode anomalous
transport model. The pellet ablation in plasma is described using the neutral gas shielding (NGS) model
with the ∇⃗𝐵 drift effects included. The effects of pellet injection on the toroidal velocity and radial
electric in are investigated for tokamak plasma in ITER. It is found that, during pellet operation, the
toroidal velocity in the region of the peaked density induced by pellet significantly decreases depending
on the strength of pellets. From a radial force balance analysis, such toroidal velocity directly and
strongly affects the behavior of radial electric field in that region. This is caused by a reduction of
toroidal velocity component, where the other components remain almost the same.
Keywords : tokamaks, pellet injection
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Abstract
Molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out to investigate the effect of inertia on both dynamics
and locally favoured structures (LFS) of a supercooled liquid toward glass transition. In this work, the equimolar
supercooled liquid binary mixture of hard spheres with the same diameters but different masses were studied. The
mass ratio of the binary system is 2:1. The simulation was performed and sampled by using the microcanonical
ensemble. Both dynamics and structure analysis were analysed in details. A cluster structure analysis was detected
by classifying clusters, which are the results of local free energy minimisation of topological cluster classification
(TCC) algorithm. The slowing down dynamics were found to be related to cluster structure changing in both the
binary mass hard sphere and hard sphere. The inertia affected increasing dynamical heterogeneity also had some
effects on favouring some local structures before they get crystallisation.
Keywords : locally favoured structures, crystallisation
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Abstract
The emergence of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) have attracted considerable attention due
to their electronic and optical properties leading to potential applications, especially photovoltaics technology.
The effects of the Formamidinium cation (HC(CH2)2+) or FA cation on cubic/α-Formamidinium lead iodide
(HC(CH2)2PbI3) or α-FAPI were thoroughly and systematically investigated. We calculated the electronic band
structures and the density of states of FAPI and FAPI without the FA cation including spin-orbit coupling
interactions based on the state-of-the-art density functional theory (DFT). The results suggest that, according to
the band structures, the FA cation exhibits a couple of nearly non-dispersive bands, whereas it is revealed that the
organic cation weakly interacts with the inorganic framework of PbI3 octahedral cage.
Keywords: hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites, formamidinium cation, electronic band structures
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Abstract
In this research, a method for estimating near infrared radiation (NIR: 0.695–2.8 micron) at Silpakorn
University, Nakhon Pathom Province (13.82 N, 100.04 E) has been developed using artificial neural network
(ANN). This ANN has three layers which consist of one input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. The
input layer composed of aerosol optical depth (AOD) and precipitable water (W) measured by a Sunphotometer,
and clearness index (kt) obtained from ratio of incident solar radiation to extraterrestrial solar radiation, For the
output layer, it is hourly global near infrared radiation. The ANN was trained using the data collected at Nakhon
Pathom station for the period of 2009-2015. Then, it was tested and validated against the data at the same station
during a two-year-period (2016-2017). The validation results show that the near infrared radiation obtained from
the ANN and that from the measurement are in reasonable agreement, with root mean square differences (RMSD)
of 6.08% and mean bias differences (MBD) of 4.91 %.
Keywords: near infrared radiation, artificial neural network, Nakhon Pathom
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Abstract
In this work, global solar radiation on hourly basis at Lopburi province (14.83°N, 100.62°E) and its relation
with meteorological parameters were investigated. The result shows that the maximum and minimum radiation
during noon time are 3. 46 MJ/ m2 in April and 2. 40 MJ/ m2 in January, and there are some meteorological
parameters influencing on the radiation. Therefore, a model for estimation of hourly global solar radiation under
clear sky condition at this site was proposed based on the artificial neural network ( ANN) . This ANN has one
input layer, two hidden layers and one output layer. The input layer consists of some meteorological parameters
that are solar zenith angle, visibility, air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and air pressure, and the output
layer is global solar radiation under clear sky condition. The ANN was trained using the input and output data
collected at Lopburi meteorological station during the year: 2012- 2014. It was then validated against an
independent data at the site for the period of three years ( 2015- 2017) . The validation result indicates that the
estimated solar radiation under clear sky condition obtained from ANN are in good agreement with that from the
measurement, with Root Mean Square Difference (RMSD) of 8.52% and Mean Bias Difference (MBD) of 1.22%.
Keywords: solar radiation, meteorological parameter, artificial neural network
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Abstract
Tropical cyclones (TCs) are of immediate concern due to their effect to society and due to uncertainties in
their properties (formation mechanisms, path, frequency, strength) in the context of a changing climate. Last
December 28, 2018, a tropical disturbance formed over South China Sea, taking up what was left from another
tropical disturbance (tropical depression 35W) by December 30, 2018. It then intensified into tropical storm Pabuk
by January 1, 2019 with a path heading for southern Thailand making it the first land falling tropical storm since
Linda in 1997. In this work we use the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (version 3.7.1) to analyze
the evolution of tropical storm Pabuk. Initial and boundary conditions were utilized from the NCEP GDAS/FNL
0.25 Degree Global Tropospheric Analyses and Forecast Grids dataset. We also used Kain-Fritsch cumulus
parameterization scheme and spectral nudging in the simulations. Results showed that initially, tropical storm
Pabuk had difficulty intensifying due a high vertical wind shear environment. However, by January 3, 2019, as it
entered the Gulf of Thailand, the vertical wind shear was weaker making the tropical storm more intense even
trying to form an eye. It made landfall on January 4, 2019 over the province of Nakhon Si Thammarat, southern
Thailand, where interactions with the topography weakened it into a tropical low. It exited the southern Thailand
peninsula then re-curved towards Myanmar. Analyzing individual tropical cyclones, such as tropical storm Pabuk,
allows us to enhance our knowledge of tropical cyclone formation and intensification. It also gives us a chance
to add-on to our database of tropical cyclone characteristics and behaviour that can be used in forecasting future
storms.
Keywords : tropical cyclones, tropical cyclone characteristics
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Abstract
Population continues to increase, particularly in Asia, where numerous major population centers (MPCs)
are swelling. With this population increase comes issues related to air pollution, health and climate. The transport
and transformation of air pollutants from MPCs has garnered a lot of awareness, however, detailed knowledge on
their processes is currently not enough and quite restricted. In this work, we aim to find out potential air pollution
source locations during the High Altitude and Long Range (HALO) - Effect of Megacities on the transport and
transformation of pollutants on the Regional and Global scales (EMeRGe) Asian aircraft campaign last MarchApril 2018. We focus on a total of four flights (two transfer and two mission flights) encompassing the regions
around Bangkok, Manila and Tainan. Using 72-hour backtrajectories from the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian
Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model, two-dimensional histograms of these backtrajectories were calculated and
contoured to reveal potential air pollution source locations during the campaign. Results show that on the initial
leg of the first Southeast Asian transfer flight (March 12, 2018), the air pollutant concentrations measured on
HALO were most likely coming from the coast of Cambodia and along the Gulf of Thailand. Upon approaching
Manila, the air pollutants were most likely coming from the outflow from Manila. Reaching Tainan, plumes are
most likely coming from the southwestern portion of Taiwan. During the first Manila mission flight (March 20,
2018), air pollutants measured were most likely coming from around the city of Manila and along the West
Philippine Sea. This was almost similar for the second Manila mission flight (March 28, 2018), however, with the
wind field influenced by a nearby tropical cyclone. Approaching Taiwan on the same day, the air pollutants
measured were most likely coming from the western portion of the island nation. A similar pattern was observed
for the second Southeast Asian transfer flight (April 7, 2018) over Taiwan. Upon approaching Bangkok, again,
air pollutants measured were most likely coming from Cambodia and the Gulf of Thailand plus along the industrial
zone east of Bangkok. We used 72-hour backtrajectories from HYSPLIT and two-dimensional histograms to infer
potential air pollution source locations during four flights in the campaign.
Keywords :
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to assess the potential of direct normal irradiance (DNI) for concentrating solar
power plant development in Thailand using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric modeling
along with the NCEP climatic database. Two nested grids with resolution of 27 km and 9 km under the combined
schemes of RRTM, CAM, RRTMG, New Goddard, and FLG are set up and tested. Results showed that the area
that received the highest average annual DNI is the Northeastern part of Thailand. It covered some area of Nakhon
Ratchasima, Surin, Roi Et, Maha Sarakham, Kalasin, Ubon Ratchathani and Udon Thani and parts of the central
province of Suphan Buri, Chai Nat, Sing Buri and Lop Buri with the average DNI of 11.01 to 12.00 MJ/m2-day.
The predicted DNI was compared to the measured one and found that the error was less than ±60% over the
66.67%. The average of the ratios between the measurement and prediction of all measuring stations equal to 1.03.
The percent relative error was 37.15%. The average of the difference between the predicted and the measured
values from all measuring stations was 3.60 MJ/m2-day. The average of the difference between the actual values
and the values estimated from a model of the entire measurement station was 4.20 MJ /m2-day. Obviously the
predicted DNI values were close to the observed ones. Finally, Nakhon Ratchasima province is the most suitable
area for the development of CSP power plant.
Keywords: direct Normal Irradiance, atmospheric model, solar energy, csp power plant
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Abstract
Atmospheric Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a ground-based remote sensing technique of clouds
and atmospheric aerosols. In this measurement technique, a pulsed polarized laser having a wavelength of 532
nm is shot into the atmosphere. When the laser encounters an aerosol or cloud particle, the electromagnetic
radiation is backscattered and the number of backscattered photons is detected by the receiving system. The
number of photons received is proportional to the aerosol concentration in the atmosphere. Depending on the
sphericity of the aerosol, the backscattered signal can be depolarized. The more spherical the aerosols are (e.g.
water clouds), the less the depolarization. The less spherical the aerosols are (e.g. ice and dust), the more the
depolarization. From the depolarization information, we can qualitatively identify aerosol types. In this work, we
present initial results from the atmospheric LiDAR at the Songkhla Regional Observatory which was deployed
from the end of July 2018. Results show that for the month of August 2018, a wavelike structure on the temporal
evolution of cirrus clouds was observed indicative of the passage of equatorial waves. High depolarization was
also observed near the surface indicative of either dust or sea-salt transport. September 2018 showed more
aerosol-cloud interactions while October, November and the first half of December 2018 showed more instances
of rain. The second half of December 2018 showed more surface aerosols building up. January 2019 showed the
detection of the cirrus outflow from tropical storm Pabuk as it passed near the LiDAR site. Atmospheric LiDAR
observations at the Songkhla Regional Observatory provided insights on equatorial and convective atmospheric
processes which are essential to society in a changing climate.
Keywords : the Songkhla Regional Observatory, atmospheric light detection
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Abstract
The effect of impurity radiation on L-H transition and H-mode relevant in tokamak plasma is
investigated by using coupled two-field transport equations based on bifurcation concept. The thermal and
particle transport equations are solved simultaneously by partial differential equation solver based on finite
difference method. The transport equations include both neoclassical and turbulent effects. This work
assumes that the cause of turbulent suppression are flow shear and magnetic shear which affects on only
turbulent channel, leading to high pressure and density in plasma profiles. The impurity radiation is applied
in thermal transport equation as sink source. Its calculation is based on radiation loss equation The difference
of impurity concentrations are varied at the same heat input which is localized at plasma center. It appears
that the plasma performance, pedestal width and height at edge transport barrier (ETB) in pressure and
density profiles are related to the impurity level. The results show that the impurity radiation decreases
central pressure and slightly decreases central density of plasma. Moreover, the impurity radiation also plays
role in change of pedestal height but not in pedestal width in pressure and density profiles.
Keywords: L-H transition, radiation loss, pedestal width, pedestal height
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Abstract
The advantages of proton therapy are that it can provide precise doses at the target and reduce side effects
on surrounding healthy tissues. These advantages result from special characteristic depth dose distribution of the
proton beam which grows rapidly and peaks near the end of its path. In this study, the effect of initial energy on
dose and range are determined using Monte Carlo simulation called PHITS. The results show that the dose is a
decreasing power function of initial energy while the depth at percentage of maximum dose is an increasing power
function of initial energy. To extend a uniform high-dose region covering the target, mono-energetic proton beams
can be modulated. The modulated peak is called spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP). To obtain the SOBP from various
beams, the beam energies dependence depth dose distribution mentioned previously is used to calculate the depth
dose distribution of beams instead of using PHITS. Initial energies and weighted intensities for 10 beams will be
determined to satisfy the uniform dose over water target located at 10 -15 cm. The energy range for generating
this SOBP is between 117.30 – 147.90 MeV and the weighted intensity increases when the beam energy increases
between 0.035 and 0.362.
Keywords : proton therapy, monte carlo simulation, SOBP generating functions
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Abstract
Quartz is a variety of gemstone consisting of SiO2. The various colors of quartz are caused by Fe as a trace
element. This study focused on the investigation of Fe oxidation states affecting to colorations of purple- and
yellow-quartz by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy. The amethyst (purple
quartz), citrine (yellow quartz) and ametrine (a half-combination zone of purple- and yellow- quartz) were collected
as the samples. As the XAS results, there were different proportions between Fe2+ and Fe3+ oxidation states on
purple- and yellow-quartz using Linear Combination Fitting compared to the Fe-oxide chemical standards i.e., FeO
and Fe2O3. The purple quartz showed not only more Fe2+ but also less Fe3+ than the yellow quartz. Moreover, the
UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra of the purple- and yellow- quartz were different absorption peak positions relating
to a variable energy state of the samples. Therefore, it could be concluded that the cause of purple- and yellow
coloration of quartz were based on the different proportions of Fe oxidation states as well as absorption energy
states. It is possible to apply this knowledge for gemstone enhancement and/or changing the colors between purpleand yellow-quartz.
Keywords: quartz, Fe oxidation state, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy
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Abstract
Electron beam accelerator system for natural rubber irradiation is under developing at the Plasma
and Beam Physics (PBP) Research Facility, Chiang Mai University (CMU). The system aims to
improve the natural rubber latex properties by using energetic electrons to induce cross-linking between
polymer chain or called vulcanization process. Due to no chemical added as a conventional way (usually
sulphur), the rubber product produced by this method has good mechanical properties with lower
toxicity that is suitable for many applications. The system consists of a DC thermionic cathode electron
gun, a 5-cell radio-frequency (RF) linear accelerator (linac), a focusing quadrupole magnet, a RF
modulator, an adjustable speed conveyer and a control system. The expected electron beam energy from
the simulation is in the range from 0.5 to 4 MeV with a maximum pulse current of 100 mA and a pulse
repetition rate is adjustable from 20 to 400 Hz. This beam condition provide an calculated average
absorbed dose between 160 and 640 Gy. The system has been complete assembled and the RF
modulator has been tested. The RF processing has been performed and some of electron beam properties
has been measured. The present status of development and the results are reported in this contribution.
Keywords : natural rubber irradiation, electron beam accelerator system
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Abstract
At the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory, high-brightness electron beams are produced from the radiofrequency (RF) linear accelerator (linac) system that consists of a thermionic RF electron gun, an alpha magnet,
a traveling-wave linac structure quadrupole magnets, and steering coils. Several diagnostic devices are installed
in the accelerator system to characterize electron beam properties. In this work, we study on measurement of
electron beam energy downstream the RF gun using the alpha magnet equipped with energy slits in the vacuum
chamber and a current transformer. Calibration of the energy slits’ positions for various stepper motor encoder
numbers was conducted before installing the slits in the magnet’s vacuum chamber. The calibration result was
imported into the energy calculation program that links to the stepper motor encoder and the energy value will
then be automatically calculated. Moreover, dynamic simulations using a program ASTRA were performed to
investigate electron’s trajectories in the alpha magnet’s field with different initial electron positions and angles.
The results from this study will be used to estimate the result and accuracy of energy measurement using the alpha
magnet. It was found that, for different initial horizontal and vertical positions at the alpha magnet entrance, the
energy of electron will be measured to be lower than its actual energy by around 0.5% and the measured energy
will decrease when the initial position is moving away from the middle point. In case of horizontal particle's angle,
the error of energy measurement increases up to 1% at the angle of 3o before the beam hitting the alpha magnet
chamber. For the vertical particle's angle, the electron that has the initial angle less than or larger than 1.5o will hit
the vacuum chamber.
Keywords: energy measurement, alpha magnet, ASTRA
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Abstract
Single cell analysis is a measurement or detection of individual cell properties and responses. This method
is of significance due to stimulated responses of any individual cell are different depending on their morphology
and functionality. Therefore, detected properties from a group of cells cannot be used to represent that of the
individual cell. Since cells can move freely in a microfluidic system, a trap must be added to the system to fix a
cell position at the detection region for long period observation and assay. One of the most popular used cell trap
in biomedical field is a microwell array. A sensitive technique for measuring single cell properties is an impedance
measurement, in which small change is electrical properties of cell and surrounding medium between excitation
and pick-up electrodes is recorded. However, microwell placed between two electrodes acts as an electrical
insulator in reducing the signal passing through the system. This paper focuses on effect of microwell geometries
on detected signal using finite element simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics AC/DC module with the help
of the design of experiments (DOE) software in generating geometry parameter runs.
Keywords: microwell array, single cell analysis, impedance measurement
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Abstract
Para rubber trees (Hevea brasiliensis Müll.Arg.) are an important tree crop in Southern Thailand not only for
latex. The trees are widely be used for manufacturing furniture or plywood. Graft budding is normally used for
propagation (about 3 months) followed by about 6 months in a nursery to become a young trees. The
propagation method is slow, prone to diseases, low success rate and high labor costs. We used magnetic field
treatment to stimulate and accelerate sprouting of para rubber cuttings. The cuttings were separated into two
groups. The control group were treated using standard bud-grafting methods and watered with unmagnetised
water. The magnetically treated group was exposed to magnetic field with field intensity ranging from 2 mT to 9
mT for times ranging from 1-5 hours. After magnetic treatment the plants were further divided into two
subgroups: (1) no further magnetic treatments and watered daily with ordinary water (2) the second sub-group
was watered daily by magnetically treated water. Three replications of the experiments were conducted. The
lowest magnetic irradiation dose (time × intensity) had the lowest sprouting rate and the highest had the highest
rate but there was a saturation effect at high irradiation doses. We found the experimental group which was
exposed to a magnetic field with field intensity of 2 mT for 4 hours grew with a 100% percent sprouting rate
within 2 weeks, whereas no sprouting was observed for the control group over this time. After 2 months, the
magnetically treated group trees had an average height of 60 cm whereas the control had just begun sprouting.
We concluded that the magnetic field treatment stimulates Para rubber trees sprouting and treatment with
magnetically-treated water accelerates growth of the sproutings. Faster propagation minimizes disease losses
and no plant hormones were needed.
Keywords: para-rubber trees, graft propagation, magnetic field on plant growth, plant growth stimulation,
plant clones
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Abstract
Cysteine, a thiol-containing amino acid, plays many important functions in vivo such as a critical substrate
for protein syntheses, a rate-limiting precursor for glutathione and taurine syntheses, a structural stabilizer, a
catalysis, a player in various redox-activities, a detoxifier and a metal-binder. Cysteine was reported to be a
cardiovascular risk factor in hyperlipidemic patients. Although not commonly viewed as a biomarker, altered
levels of cysteine have been shown to relate to pathological conditions, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
diseases. Therefore cysteine detection is important. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is often
used to detect cysteine in biological samples. However, simpler techniques are often preferred. Herein, we
developed a simple fluorescent sensor base on DNA to detect cysteine. The sensing mechanism of the DNA
sensor comprises two parts: target binding and signal amplification. The target binding is based on the
competitive binding between silver ions and cysteine (Ag(I)-Cys) versus the binding between cytosine-silver
ions-cytosine complex (C-Ag(I)-C). For the second part, the signal amplification is done by the catalyzed
hairpin assembly (CHA) technique and the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) were used to report the
generation of the amplified product directly proportional to the concentration of cysteine. This sensor allowed
the detection of cysteine in the 0.10-1.20 µM concentration range with a detection limit and a quantification
limit of 0.05 µM and 0.16 µM, respectively. The results reflected that the developing method has potential to
detect cysteine in real urine samples, in which a mean value of cysteine concentration was reported to be more
than 200 µM.
Keywords: cysteine, non-enzymatic optical biosensor, catalyzed hairpin assembly (CHA), Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET)
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Abstract
Amongst the issues associated with global climate change, the expansion of the tropics has become
increasingly important. This expansion is normally demonstrated in the form of changes in the Hadley circulation.
In this study the changes of the Hadley circulation were investigated using high cloud cover from the ERA-Interim
reanalysis data. Trends of zonal-mean cloud cover computed over the period 1979-2017 in both hemispheres show
that poleward expansion of the Hadley circulation is about 1.6 and 1.2 degree of latitude per 39 years in northern
hemisphere and southern hemisphere, respectively. In addition, the expansion for all four seasons was also
analysed. The analysis results show that poleward expansion occurs mostly in all seasons and the expansion of
the Hadley circulation results in a poleward expansion of the subtropical dry regions.
Keywords: global climate change, Hadley circulation, cloud cover
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Abstract
In this research, the comparison of accuracy and efficiency of three main numerical methods including
finite difference method (FDM), finite element method (FEM) and finite volume method (FVM) on 2-D
magnetotelluric modeling are presented. The comparisons of these method are made on various benchmark
resistivity models. The numerical results indicate that these methods are comparable on simple models. With the
same computation data on these models, the FDM is the fastest method and consume less computation resources.
For the complex models such as topographic and bathymetry models. The FEM and FVM provide a better
accuracy than FDM methods.
Keywords: finite difference method, finite element method, finite volume method, magnetotelluric modeling
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Abstract
Receiver function (RF) is a characterized waveform that sensitive to the sub-surface velocity structure near
the seismic station. In the geophysical problem, an inversion scheme has been used to determining the structure
model that corresponded to the observed data. Because RF inversion is a non-linear problem, the standard method
such as linearized inversion suffered in the non-uniqueness of the results. Thus, using a stochastic optimization
algorithm (e.g. Monte Carlo or Generic Algorithm) is the most interesting trend for solving the problem. However,
their computation cost is high and the efficiency is strongly depended on user setting. In this work, Occam’s
inversion algorithm, which popular in the electromagnetic method, and multi-frequencies receiver function have
been integrated to improve the efficiency of receiver function inversion. The propagation method has been applied
for the calculation of seismogram in this work. The synthetic cases, which are thin low velocity zone model
(TLVZ), broad low velocity zone model (BLVZ), thin high velocity zone model (THVZ) and broad high velocity
zone model (BHVZ), were used to compare the performance of this newly implement an algorithm and the
standard linearized inversion. Single frequency (SFO) and multi-frequencies Occam’s inversion (MFO) have been
tested for each case. For, TLVZ, THVZ and HVZ, the MFO inversion provided a better fitting results than SFO
in most cases. Comparing to linearized inversion of CPS330, the MFO results still provide better performance.
For smooth low velocity structure, both linearized and MF Occam’s can recover a significance structure of the
true model, but only linearized inversion can recover the absolute velocity of the structure. Although, the MFO
shows the best fitting to the predicted waveform to the data. In summary, the MFO receiver function inversion
that implemented in this study provides a new improved tool for a seismologist to probing the subsurface structure.
Keywords: anomaly, velocity contrast, receiver function frequency dependent
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Abstract
The main objectives of this work are to study effect of high voltage power supply on plasma dielectric barrier
discharge (DBD) system to amount of ozone concentration and to evaluate disinfection of microorganism
(E.coli) by ozone at various discharge time. Finally, the feasibility study of the use of plasma ozonation for
removal pesticide and disinfection of chemical matters and microorganism on fresh chilli samples will be
presented. According to characterizing of electrical properties of the discharges, the discharges voltage and
current are measured by a high voltage divider and a current probe. The amount of ozone concentration
generated by the plasma DBD was determined by the KI standard ASTM method while on-site research work
ozone concentration was comparatively measured by the Liverbond test kit. The result showed that ozone
concentration was relatively dependent on the voltage supply. The produced ozone concentration was varied
between 10 and 100 mg/l of air flow rate relating to voltage supply. The characteristics of plasma discharges
was also presented. For potential study of disinfection of microorganism and removal of pesticide of chili, the
results showed that the dissolved ozone can reduce infection and amount of chemical pesticides from chili.
Keywords: plasma discharge generation, ozone, microbubble, pesticide residues, water pollution
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Abstract
This research studied heat transfer and pressure loss due to water flow through the compressed magnetic
powder using Computational Fluid Dynamics. The Reynolds number was determined, ranging from 3,000 to
7,000, corresponding to the working flow-rate range in the magnetic refrigeration system. To model the
compressed magnetic powder as porous media, the porosity and permeability, calculated from experimental
results, were 0.1684 and 3.3076 x 10-10, respectively. In this research, porous media which have constant heat
flux, were in a cylindrical shape. They had a diameter of 0.012 m and 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 m in length. The width
of the central gap was 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004 and 0.005 m. The numerical results showed that the Nusselt
number and the friction factor increased when the width decreased and the length increased. The maximum friction
factor and the Nusselt number were 27.85 and 16.83, respectively at 0.001 m in width and 0.15 m in length under
the Reynolds number of 3,000. However, the highest thermal performance was 1.91 at 0.004 m in width and 0.15
m in length under the Reynolds number of 7,000. The results obtained in this research could be utilized for the
geometric design of magnetic material for the magnetic refrigeration system in the future.
Keywords: heat transfer, computational fluid dynamics, porous media, magnetic refrigeration system
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Abstract
Pico hydro generator (maximum capacity of 5 kW) using a water turbine is a device used to convert the
kinetic energy contained in water into mechanical energy to generate electricity. In a Pico hydro generator the
main components of a Pico hydro generator are water supply, reservoir, penstock pipe, flow control valve, turbine
and generator especially when it is necessary to control the flow rate of water. Flow control valve is essential to
the efficiency of Pico hydro generator. This article needs to study opening percentage of flow control valve and
the distance between the flow control valve and the turbine blade do its effect the efficiency of the electricity
generation of Pico hydro generator. Mathematical simulation of flow water through the flow control valve (ball
valve) using the computational flow dynamic in the calculation, which is define the distance between the flow
control valve and the turbine blade. This has resulted in efficiency of electricity generation. This results in different
power potential. It can be concluded that distance of the flow control valve to the turbine blade influences the
efficiency of electricity production. The analysis of the results of the study can be summarized as a guideline for
the model of Pico hydro power plant for further testing.
Keywords: renewable energy, pico hydro generator, flow control valve, computation fluid dynamic
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Abstract
The savonius type vertical axis wind turbine can be operated in all wind directions, is low cut in speed and
high in torque. Therefore, it is a potential source of energy in low wind areas. This research aimed to compare the
performance of H-Savonius vertical axis wind turbine using blades numbers and blades angle. The turbine
containing the blades numbers 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 18 with the blades angle being at -15°, -5°, 0°, 5°, and 15°,
respectively. Tests were undertaken at open type circuit wind tunnel. The results showed that the maximum power
coefficient of the wind turbine at 16 blades and angle of 5° with an average of 0.26 which had 4.5% increase in
power compared to that of turbines the baseline. Finally, the cut in wind speed and the rev up time was 2.32 m/s
and 25s, respectively.
Keywords: vertical axis wind turbine, wind tunnel, power coefficient, torque
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Abstract
At present, the urban traffic congestion causes many environmental and economic problems. In this project,
the traffic light management of the 2-phase intersection traffic system was studied to enhance the efficiency of
traffic flow in the intersection system using a cellular automata traffic model. Then, the algorithm for traffic
simulation was developed. Moreover, the relationship between the duration of green light, red light and the traffic
flow was investigated. The results show the cycle length duration of green light, yellow light and red light is the
main factor that affects the traffic flow. Then, the intersection application to simulate traffic system was developed
to find the optimal cycle length to handle traffic in an intersection system and can eventually reduce traffic jam.
This application is compatible with a wide range of devices, including smartphones. The application can be
simulated the intersection traffic system and shows the optimal cycle length which appropriates for the inward
flow rate of cars and the ratio of vehicle types into the intersection systems.
Keywords: traffic model, cellular automata model, traffic light
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Abstract
The main objective of this work is to investigate the suitable energy consumption for in- store drying by
combined convective heat sources of LPG and electrical heating. The drying temperature was varied between 4060°C to maintain high head rice yield and other physical qualities. During drying period, the fresh jasmine paddy
was random determined in every 10 cm. height of paddy bin. Average initial moisture content of fresh paddy was
in range of 22-25% dry-basis and after gentle drying in each experiment, the average desired final moisture content
was maintained in range of 14- 16% dry- basis for germination and shelf life storage. The physical qualities and
germination test were carried on. Moreover, the specific energy consumption was determined. The experimental
result showed that the in-store paddy drying using combined heat source was significant effective.
Keywords: drying kinetics, fixed bed drying, head rice yield, in-store drying, jasmine rice,
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Abstract

This research aims to study and design vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) for low wind speed
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program called ANSYS® Academic Student Release 19.2.
The wind turbine type used is of Savonius type with some parts being modified in order to optimize its
rotation in the simulation. The simulation setup is to place the turbine in the middle of the wind tunnel,
using initial wind speed of 5 m/s. The turbine itself has dimension of 20 cm of height, 10 cm of radius
and 0.15 cm of thickness. These simulation data are used to analyses wind flow dynamics, rotational
speed of the turbine, tip speed ratio and Reynolds number of this design. It is found that the angular
velocity is 200 rpm or 20.94 rad/s, tip speed ratio is 0.41 while Reynolds number is in turbulent flow of
6,798,002.
Keywords: wind turbine, VAWT, CFD, low wind speed
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Abstract
Controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) survey is a method of geophysical prospecting. This method
uses artificial alternating electrical ground-dipole in order to induce electric and magnetic fields due to subsurface
resistivity distribution which can be used to invert back to structural model using Maxwell’s relations. This
research focus on an important component of the inversion process called forward modeling; the process that
calculates the fields induced by the given subsurface resistivity model. The situation in governed by Maxwell’s
equations with a source term in Ampere-Maxwell equation which is the big obstacle in numerical analysis, because
of infinity in source term. We have developed the forward modeling by splitting the Maxwell’s equations into
primary fields and secondary fields. The fields that can be solved analytically and otherwise. The secondary fields
can be estimated from finite difference method in the discretized 2-D mesh of the subsurface. The result from the
calculation is compared with other available forward modeling codes with similar synthetic test cases. The result
shows the resemblance of both calculation which means the calculation is reliable and can be used to develop the
inversion for CSEM survey assuming the 2-D structure which is useful in many regions.
Keywords: controlled-source electromagnetic survey, geophysical prospecting, finite difference method
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Abstract
This work aims to gather the previous geological and geophysical evidences to construct the crustal density
model of Thailand. The initial density models beneath 14, 16, and 17 degree latitude were delineated from receiver
function (RF) data and global crustal density model. The crustal density models were then updated to fit the
Bouguer gravity anomaly data (BA) provided by the Royal Thai Survey Department using a 2-D gravity modeling
software. The upward continuation technique was also applied to BA for enhancing the deep structure by omitting
the influence of shallow structures. The derived crustal density models reveal Thailand’s five terranes. The west
part is SIBUMASU and the east part of Thailand is Indochina. The average crustal thickness increases from 30.8
km of SIBUMASU in the western to 38 km in the Khorat Plateau Indochina terrane in the east. Between two main
terranes, there are the back-arc island that called Sukhothai arc and Inthanon Zone. The west rim of Indochina is
Loie Fold belt. Low BA that occur in Khorat plateau is not associated with topography in area which correspond
to the high density structure above upper mantle. Although, the developed crustal density models agree with BA,
RF and tectonic evolution of Thailand, the additional gravity survey is suggested to enhance the crustal density
models along the selected profiles.
Keywords: density model, khorat plateau, upward continuation
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Abstract
The 5th May 2014, Chiang Rai earthquake (TM2085) is the biggest earthquake since the instrumental record of
Thailand. The previous studies of earthquake mechanism indicate that the Phayao Fault Zone (PFZ) is governing
by strike-slip motion with slight extensional stress. However, the fault segment that controls the behavior of
mainshock is debated whether it is N-S strike Pan segment (PS) or NE-SW strike Mae Lao Segment (MLS). Also,
there is no interpretation about the relation of aftershock sequence and mainshock, especially large aftershocks.
In this study, a new earthquake epicenters location was relocated from integrated seismic data of the Thai
Meteorological Department (TMD) and the Department of Mineral Resource (DMR). These data were combined
and used to calculate the seismic moment release time function of mainshock and aftershocks. The GutenbergRichter (G-R) relation and Epidemic Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS) model were used to interpret and analyze
the aftershock generating mechanism in space and time. The whole fault zone seismicity is not simply following
the GR and ETAS model. The distribution of two large aftershocks in space and time suggested that they are
triggered events. The fault zone was divided into three regions where mainshock and two large aftershocks with
magnitude 5.9 (TM2139) and 5.6 (TM2140) have occurred. The aftershock sequence and seismic moment release
of each region are reasonably correlated to the GR and ETAS model. Hence, they can be interpreted to be complete
earthquake sequences and independent from the aftershock of M6.5 mainshock. The location of M5.6 event and
its aftershocks are near to the fluid rich zone. The change in static stress, because of the mainshock, might
influence to this fault segment and initiate an independence seismic sequence. These two large aftershocks then
provide secondary aftershocks to the seismicity of the whole fault zone.
Keywords: chiang rai earthquake, epidemic type aftershock sequence, secondary aftershock
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Abstract.
An investigation parking optimization of wind turbine generators over complex terrain investigation is the
main objective of this paper. The study area was the Romklao wind power plant in Mukdahan province with the
size of 3030 km2. Time consumption for wind park optimization under three different resolutions, i.e., 50 m, 100
m 150 m 250 m and 250 m were measured in the simulation. Three wake models for maximizing annual energy
production evaluation, i.e., Jensen, Larsen and Ishihara models were applied along with 21 sets of Gamesa G1284.5MW wind turbine generators in a wind power plant. The capacity of the wind turbine generator is varied as 2.5
MW, 3.5 MW and 4.5 MW. Results showed that the time spent in wind park optimization for 50 m, 100 m, and
250 m resolution were 9 hr 59 min 50 sec, 8 hr 25 min 4 sec, 2 hr 3 min 53 sec, 1 hr 32 min 56 sec and 53 min 38
sec, respectively. Based on wind resource map with resolution of 50 m, the maximum annual energy production
produced by a proposed wind power plant was 267.8 GWh/year. While considering 3 wake models, the wind
power plant could produce energy of 253.1 GWh/year, 260.1 GWh/year and 254.9 GWh/year, respectively. The
wake effect was 4.8%, 2.9% and 5.5%, respectively. The maximum annual energy production by an optimum
wind power plant under different wind turbine generators was 260.1 GWh/year, 205.9 GWh/year and 135.8
GWh/year, respectively.
Keywords: wind power plant, complex terrain, wake model, optimization
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Abstract
This research has been design a 1-seat agriculture electric vehicle modified from ATV using by DC motor
48 V 1,000 watt. This electric vehicle has 4 batteries of 12 V 40 AH for power source. The size of the vehicle is
78.5 × 120 × 81.5 cm, weight of 152 kilograms. The performance test of the vehicle shows that the maximum
speed can be achieved at average of 41.5 kilometers per hour, test by people weighting 60 kilogram . Average
time for accelerated from 0-20, 0-30 and 0-40 kilometers per hour are 2.66, 4.67 and 5.84 seconds, respectively.
The operating time of the electric vehicle can be used at an average of 30.50 minutes, running at an average
distance of 13 kilometers with charged battery takes an average 29.88 minutes.
Keywords: dc motor, agriculture electric vehicle, performance
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Abstract
Wind power could play an important role in terms of sustainability and security in energies consumption.
Newly-confirmed information showed that Thailand has limited by potential onshore sited on unsuitable applying
areas. The offshore wind resources mapping are developed at high-resolution using the mesoscale Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) atmospheric model in order to increase renewable energy resource utilization.
The assembly of the WRF atmospheric model is critical processing during the evaluation period by the Design of
Experiment (DOE) principles. A combined Planet boundary layer, a Microphysics, and Cumulus schemes were
trial under several variable factors were observed for minimizing the error of wind prediction. The results found
that the ensemble WSM3, YSU, and KF could produce less uncertainty than others. The mesoscale wind resource
over the area of the Bang-Pakong entry showed the wind speed in the range of 5.0-5.25 m/s. Monthly mean wind
speed from June to September is higher than the annual average. However, evaluation of statistical errors are
analyzed based on root mean square error (RMSE) and measured-predicted ratio (M/P). Results showed that the
ensemble schemes for the WRF modeling could predict more accurately. Finally, wind resources map at an
altitude of 80 m 90 m 100 m 120 m 140 m and 200 m above mean sea level could provide the high-resolution
wind resource potential in the gulf of Thailand for further wind power plant development.
Keywords: Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF), wind resource, planet boundary layer scheme,
microphysics scheme
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Abstract
Nowadays, the restrictions of large-scale wind power plant development are the availability of potential
and possible sites, problems of grid power inter-connection, transmission and distribution losses of electricity
including a high costs of investment. Small- scale wind turbine technology, therefore, is continuously and
increasingly developed in recent years in order to reduce some of these problems. In the urban area with many
high-rise building construction, small-scale wind turbine can be adapted to install on top of a high-rise building
with special designed blades that can gain benefit the urban wind energy resources. The aim of this paper is to
assess and to study the characteristics of wind resource in the urban area of Thailand like Bangkok. The microscale
wind resource maps are developed with resolution of 500 m over Bangkok at height of 150 m, 250 m, and 300 m
above ground level. The wind speed is predicted by using the coupled mesoscale atmospheric model and
microscale computational fluid dynamics wind flow model along with the long-term Modern-Era Reanalysis for
Research and Application (MERRA) climatic database. The wind resource maps are customized by spatial analysis
using ArcGIS 10.2. The result illustrates that Bangkok have a low to moderate wind speed. The average wind speed
in Bangkok at the height of 150 m, 250 m, and 350 m above ground level are 5.03 m/s, 5.46 m/s, and 5.75 m/s,
respectively. This results could be applied to develop an urban wind power in the build environment.
Keywords: wind resource map, urban wind energy, atmospheric model, wind speed
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Abstract.
The third most important economic crop in Thailand after rice and rubber is oil palm, which had a total
value of about 0.51% of GDP in 2007, covering 4 million hectares across the country. In addition, palm fruit is
used directly as a raw material to extract palm oil products in the industry sector. The waste of palm tree and waste
residues in post-production from the oil extraction industry are palm empty fruit bunch, palm trunks, palm shells,
seeds, flowers, and cake decanter that can be utilized by extracting and converting them into biofuel. The main
objective of this paper was to increase the value of old oil palm tree in order to develop the domestic energy
potential from bio-based agricultural products including biomass materials in Thailand. Therefore, briquettes from
a mixture of oil palm trunks, shells, and decanter cake with small size grinding were prepared. The briquettes
from the mixture of oil palm products were achieved by the cold press process and thermal treatment. The thermal
and physical characteristics of different ratios of the mixture of briquettes were tested based on ASTM standards
as follows: net heating value (NHV), pore size as well as proximate and ultimate analyses. The results of thermal
and physical characterization showed that an equal composition of proportion by trunks, shells, and cake decanter
had a better briquette qualification than the others because they presented the highest parameters of NHV,
volatility, and carbon element composition of about 0.50 g/cm3, 0.789 m2/g, 0.0046 cm3/g, and 7.78 %wt,
respectively, as well as a minimum density, and fixed carbon element of about 1.50 g/cm3, and 7.78 %wt,
respectively. While increasing the cake decanter composition the sulphur increased. This indicated the most
important quality of briquette as a replacement energy function.
Keywords: oil palm tree, residue, biomass, combustion, briquette
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Abstract
Electroless plating on plastics is a technology that changes the plastic surfaces to appear like metals for
decoration as well as specific applications. The plastic surfaces are commonly treated in a catalyzing process by
using a tin-palladium catalyst whose concentration is in a specific range. Since the concentration of the tinpalladium catalyst strongly affects the catalyzing process as well as the plating quality, its concentration is
regularly monitored. We present a study on measurements of the concentration of the tin-palladium catalyst with
red-brown color based on an optical method. Its absorption spectrum monotonously decreases when the
wavelength of the incident light increases. For a given wavelength, the absorbance increases with the
concentration. Five standard concentrations are used to construct several calibration equations between the
absorbance and the concentration by linear fits for different wavelengths. The calibration equations are verified
by eight tested solutions. The results show that wavelengths in the range of 350 – 500 nm are suitable for the
concentration measurements of tin-palladium catalyst since the errors are less than 5%.
Keywords: electroless plating, tin-palladium catalyst, plastics.
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Abstract
Chromium passivation solutions are widely used in the last step of plating process for improving metal
surfaces. The appearance as well as corrosion resistance of the threated surface depend on the thickness of chrome
layer which is controlled by many factors including the concentration of the solution. In this research, we study
the relation of the light absorption and the concentrations of a chromium passivation solution. We prepare the
solutions with five different concentrations and measure their absorbance by using an ultraviolet-visible
spectrometer. The absorption spectrum non-monotonously changes with the wavelength of the incident light.
However, the absorbance always linearly increases with the concentration at all wavelengths. We construct several
calibration equations at different wavelengths and test them by using solution samples with other concentrations.
The results show that the concentration of chromium passivation solution should be measured at wavelengths in
the range of 420-700 nm because the errors are less than 5%.
Keywords: chromium, passivation solution, metal surface.
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Abstract
In this work, the design of an inexpensive and reliable pyranometer used for measuring broadband solar
irradiance is proposed. A BPX43-phototransistor is used as a light detector, which has the spectral response in the
range approximately 450 to 1100 nm. This system is controlled by an Arduino pro mini ATmega328P (5 V, 16
MHz) microcontroller and all components are located inside a FB05 black box. Due to a high level of solar
radiation in the different environmental conditions, the pyranometer encountered the voltage saturation.
Therefore, a 0.25 mm thick of Teflon is selected for attenuating the sunlight. After investigating against a reference
sensor, the transmittance of this attenuator is found to be about 12.5%. Finally, the experimental results from the
system are compared with a standard pyranometer performed at Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium
Davos/World Radiation Center (PMOD/WRC, 46.80 oN, 9.83 oE and 1,610 meters above sea level), Switzerland.
The results demonstrate a satisfactory agreement between the global irradiance obtained from our proposed
pyranometer and the standard pyranometer.
Keywords: Broadband solar radiation, global irradiance, pyranometer, phototransistor
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Abstract
A portable muon tomography detector was developed for measuring the degradation of concrete structures.
The detector is composed of two position sensitive muon detectors. The detector consists of two muon position
sensitive detectors made of plastic scintillating fibers (PSFs) and multi-pixel photon counters (MPPCs) with the
angular resolution of 7 msr. The Maximum Likelihood- Expectation Maximization (ML-EM) method was applied
for 3D imaging reconstruction of the muography simulation and measurement under the conditions of limited
detection angles and the acceptance of the detector. A feasibility demonstration of infrastructure scale muon
tomographic 3D imaging of lead blocks was performed by a simple experimental setup. A Monte-Carlo simulation
of the mean thickness projection of the blocks, which was expected to be experimentally detected, was also
conducted to optimized the measurement duration and confirm the accuracy of the ML-EM algorithm. The
preliminary reconstructed positions of the blocks exhibit compatible results with the prior knowledge of the blocks
arrangement for both simulation and experiment. This study was aimed to demonstrate the potential of the detector
to image infrastructure scale targets.
Keywords : muon tomography, Monte-Carlo simulation
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Abstract
Testing, sampling and calibration laboratory has to prove that the ambient conditions e.g. temperature and
relative humidity are within the required limits. These ambient conditions must be monitored and recorded
periodically, as specify in ISO/IEC 17025:2018 in the topic of facilities and environmental conditions. These shall
be suitable for the laboratory activities and shall not adversely affect the validity of the results. Influences that can
affect the validity of the results can include, but are not limited to microbial contamination, dust, electromagnetic
disturbances, radiation, humidity, electrical supply, temperature, sound and vibration. And the laboratory shall
monitor, control and record environmental conditions in accordance with relevant specifications, methods or
procedures where they influence the validity of the results. In this work, data acquisition system based on LinkIt
Wi-Fi microcontroller board and MediaTek Cloud Sandbox (MCS) that is a cloud-based data service platform for
IOT devices working as a data transfer is connected with DS18B20 one-wire digital thermometer sensor. This
sensor requires only one port pin for communication with a central microprocessor, so the temperature
measurement can record results from multiple sensors at once in one port, and it also has much accuracy of ±0.5ºC
from -10ºC to +85ºC. Thus, it is simple to use one board to control many DS18B20s distributed over a large area.
The temperature measurement values from sensor are transferred to the web server. In the process to make this
temperature measurement accurate and efficient, we will calibrate sensor with the calibrated thermocouple type
T as a standard thermometer which has high accuracy and stability of wide temperature range for industrial work.
In calibrating method, we will compare the results of DS18B20 and the standard thermocouple by using a
controlled humidity and temperature chamber as a generator instead of environmental stability control. From the
comparison between our sensor and the standard thermocouple, we can calculate error and correction of our
sensor. In calibration of DS18B20, an outcome is precision of temperature measurement which suitable for the
temperature measuring device in laboratory.
Keywords: temperature measurement, DS18B20, thermocouple type T, calibration
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Abstract
Due to a demand to improve recording areal density in hard disk drives (HDDs), it is important to
understand the root cause of the adjacent track interference (ATI), which is the problem where the amplitude of
the central written track is decreased by repeated writing on data tracks nearby. In this paper, we employed two
methods, i.e. HDD level measurement and magnetic force microscopy (MFM), to investigate the ATI problem
resulted from the perpendicular magnetic writers with a fully wrap around shield. HDD level measurement was
employed to identify the ATI errors on the write head samples. The test was performed at ambient temperature by
writing two inner and two outer adjacent tracks and then writing data at the center track for 1, 200, 400 and 600
cycles. ATI was then measured in a term of the noise power level or error margin. MFM analysis was used to
determine the location of the magnetic field leakage on the writers. For the recording heads having the ATI failure,
the strong leakage field at the touch down sensor (TDS) and the remanence at the main pole and TDS can be
observed when they were biased with the write current of 75 mA, which is equivalent to the typical amplitude of
the write current overshoot. For the typical value of the write current (30 mA), no imperfection was noticeable.
Occasionally, the residual magnetic flux at the trailing and side shields can be detected on some samples with the
ATI failure.
Keywords: adjacent track interference, magnetic recording, magnetic force microscopy
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Abstract
Tunneling magnetoresistive (TMR) readers in the current hard disk drive (HDD) technology are composed
of free and pinned magnetic layers that are separated by a thin oxide barrier. Both layers are magnetically biased
with antiferromagnetic layers in such a way that their magnetic moments are aligned perpendicular to each other.
In this paper, the DC characterization of such TMR read heads was studied. Experiment results showed that the
TMR ratio of the readers is dependent on the biased current and linearly proportional to the magnitude of the field
intensity. The TMR heads exhibited higher resistance when they were biased with the current lower than 0.1 mA.
Moreover, studies revealed that the TMR resistance is a sinusoidal function with respect to the angle of the applied
magnetic field. We also investigated the effect of the external magnetic field on the reliability of the TMR readers.
Results showed that the exchange coupling between the pinned and the antiferromagnetic layers can withstand
strong magnetic field up to 10 kOe.
Keywords: hard disk drive, tunneling magnetoresistive sensor, magnetic read head
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Abstract
Particle inertial focusing is a passive phenomenon at which a particle is acted upon by interaction with
fluid and a channel wall, causing it to align at a certain distance from the channel wall called the equilibrium
position as all transverse forces balance. In this work, numerical simulations using the finite element method were
conducted in order to evaluate the forces acting on a spherical particle under Poiseuille flow in a 2D microchannel.
Various fluid and particle parameters investigated include fluid density, viscosity, mean flow velocity, particle
and channel dimensions. The calculated particle’s equilibrium position in relation to each individual parameter is
found to be proportional to the square of mean fluid velocity and fluid density, and the cube of particle size while
inversely proportional to channel half-width and the square of fluid viscosity.
Keywords: inertial focusing, microchannel
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Abstract
The principle of destructive interference is applied to reduce or eliminate the spoken sound in order to
increase speech privacy. This research is divided into two parts: the synthesis of sound from formula, using both
analytical linguistics and physical approaches. And the actual cancellation of simple to complex sounds in the real
world setting. The results suggested that in a real-world setting, up to 60% intensity reduction could be repeatedly
detected. When the complexity of the sound is increased, difference in interference pattern could be detected
between sounds in frequency range within the human hearing spectrum. Furthermore, it is found that the
generation of negative sound using the four formants is not comprehensive enough to interfere effectively with
actual sound, therefore the Spectral Slice is needed to synthesize a more complex sounds. After testing various
variations, it is found that using 11 most intense frequency components varying according to each original
amplitude best cancel the widest range of human sound samples. This method was used to test the effectiveness
of actual human sound cancellation. Though effective cancellation was detected in certain parts of the sound
spectrum, other parts were barely affected. The difference between cancellation patterns of each frequency range
might need investigating before the cancellation of human sound can be effectively applied in real life.
Keywords: Noise cancellation, human sound cancellation, analytical linguistics, soundwave interference,
spectral analysis
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Abstract
A low cost yet highly sensitive implementation of the phase sensitive spectral interference is built up with
LED as a broadband light source. It exploits the interference signal in spectral domain to measure the optical path
length. This optical path length can infer thickness of a transparent film. Thus the thickness of the air film formed
between a glass slide and an opaque metal thin film on a substrate is used to evaluate the thickness of the metal
film that normally cannot be directly measured by light. This proposed method can measure thickness of thin films
in subwavelength scale.
Keywords: spectral interference, thin film, thickness measurement
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Abstract
The contact deformation correction of gauge block measuring face by probing should be applied when the
length of a gauge block under calibration (UCC) was measured using gauge block comparator with different
materials of a reference gauge block. The Hertz’s formula used to calculate a contact deformation correction. The
measuring force of probe is an important parameter of this formula and the operator always use measuring force
from the manufacturer specification to apply correction. In this paper, measuring force of two gauge block
comparator was investigated by using a digital force gauge. The jig and fixture device is designed to fix a sensor
of digital force gauge. The experiments show true values of measuring force of upper probe 0.486 N and lower
probe 0.440 N. The measuring force was applied to calculate the contact deformation correction between reference
gauge block made of steel and UCC made of tungsten carbide that is found to be 40 nm error compared to force
from the manufacturer specification. In addition, long-term stability of the force was found to be approximately
0.1 N – 0.2 N for two gauge block comparator. The measurement uncertainty of measuring force is evaluated and
it is close to 0.08 N. An experiment can improve accuracy of contact deformation correction that apply to the
gauge block calibration and the measurement results are discussed.
Keywords : contact deformation correction, gauge block measuring
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Abstract
A novel primary standard system for a vacuum pressure calibration has been established at the National
Institute of Metrology, Thailand (NIMT). The system, which cover the pressure range from 1.3 x 10-1 Pa up to 1.3
x 103 Pa is based on the static expansion method. By the series of re-expansion, the range could be extended to
lower calibration pressures. The facility consists of two small and one large vessels, which provide an expansion
ratio by a factor of about 102 to 103 for a single expansion and more for a multiple one. Six platinum resistance
thermometers are attached to the vessel to ensure the correction of the non-isothermal effect during an expansion.
The system could deliver the expanded (k = 2) relative uncertainties under 0.6% of reading. The measurement
results of the system were verified by comparing with the calibration results of the capacitance diaphragm gauge
(CDG) from Physikalisch-Technische Budensanstalt (PTB). The En ratios represent an excellent agreement
between NIMT and PTB calibration results.
Keywords : vacuum pressure calibration, static expansion method
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Abstract
One of the sources of an anomaly in the calibration of a hydraulic pressure balance is a various kind of
working oils that is employed in an operation. Therefore, the pressure and vacuum laboratory at National Institute
of Metrology (Thailand), also known as NIMT, has been studied the effects of using different types of working
fluids. The purposes of the study are to find piston effective area and study effectiveness of hydraulic pressure
balance by observing sink rate and piston rotating time. The studies were performed in two ranges which are
between 40 bar to 70 bar, and 600 bar to 700 bar. The results illustrate that the effective area of piston in the range
of 40 bar to 70 bar has the maximum difference of 14 ppm, and in the range of 600 bar to 700 bar, it has the
maximum difference of 5 ppm which will not affect the accuracy of hydraulic pressure balance. In addition to
that, hydraulic pressure balances that use DHS oil have a sink rate approximately double of hydraulic pressure
balances that use ISO VG 22 oil. Regardless, this does not affect the calibration result also the usage of the
equipment. As the result, these two oils can be used interchangeably in calibration of hydraulic pressure balance
that used in industry sector
Keywords : hydraulic pressure balance, piston effective area
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Abstract
This paper focus on the design and development of a simple and low- cost capacitance measurement for
Arduino Uno microcontroller. The working principle of the circuit is based on the period changes of the squarewave signal, which is generated by relaxation oscillator, causes by RC values in the circuit. The output frequency
of the oscillator is about 2 kHz to 100 kHz. The range of test capacitors is approximately from 1 pF to 33 pF. The
Relaxation oscillator is based on two different types of op- amp, Rail- to- Rail and comparator. The percent error
of each type of op-amp due to nonlinearity and parasitic capacitance is presented. Finally, the comparison of the
experimental results and theoretical analysis as well as precision LCR meter are investigated and discussed.
Keywords: Arduino, capacitance, relaxation oscillator, rail-to-rail, comparator
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Abstract
The mixing of non-aromatic Hom Mali rice is one of the major problems that impacts directly to export
markets. The National Bureau of Agricultural Commodity and Food Standards (ACFS) have then released a
manual of Thai Hom Mali Rice standards, where the rice grain must have at least 92% of Thai Hom Mali.
Nowaday, DNA-based method has been proved to be robust and accurate tool for testing rice purity. However,
this adulterants detection technique is expensive and unfit for small scale of commercial. In this work, we applied
image analysis by using computer together with flatbed scanner to characterize the rice grain and classify different
rice varieties. We found that some parameters, such as, radius ratio, perimeter, the length of the straight line
flanked by the left arc, and right concave depth, can be used for sorting Thai Hom Mali Rice out from Chainat 1,
Pathum Thani 1, and RD 23.
Keywords: thai rice, Hom Mali, image analysis
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Abstract
We present a Raspberry-Pi control system of 3648-pixel CCD linear image sensor for a low-cost
homemade spectrometer. The CCD sensor is driven by the clock, integration clear gate (ICG), and shift gate (SH)
pulses generated by 32-bit timer modules of an STM32F4 microcontroller acting as a slave device to the Raspberry
Pi. The communication between the master and slave devices can be implemented via serial peripheral interface
(SPI) or universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) protocols. General users can control the light sensor
system via the Python-based graphical user interface (GUI) programme on the Raspberry Pi. The control
programme provides spectral data from the CCD sensor and allows the calibration of wavelength data.
Keywords: raspberry-Pi control system, low-cost homemade spectrometer
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Abstract
The interfacial behaviour of ionic liquids promises tunable lubrication as well as playing an integral role
in ion diffusion for electron transfer. Diluting the ionic liquids optimises bulk properties, such as electric
conductivity, and one would expect dilution to disrupt the near-wall molecular ordering. We study this ordering
in the ionic liquid [Emim]+ [NTf2 ] – , [Emim]+ [DCA]– , and [C4mpyr]+ [NTf2 ] – , diluted in the solvent
dimethyl sulfoxide, using force–distance spectroscopy. We found a structural crossover from well-ordered ionic
liquids to a well-ordered solvent with increasing dilution, but this occurs non-monotonically, with solvent
molecules initially space-filling and solvating and later disrupting the ionic layers. Hydrogen-bonding between
cations and anions of ionic liquids is one of the key intermolecular interactions which has a significant influence
on their properties. Addition of solvents to ionic liquids is believed to make structural changes in hydrogenbonding networks, altering solvated structure, and leading to changes of the liquids’ thermophysical properties.
Understanding the role of hydrogen bonds in molecular ordering is of key importance for ionic liquids as optimised
tunable nanolubricants. In order to have clearer understanding of how this intermolecular interaction affects the
interfacial ordering of ionic liquid mixtures, we propose infrared spectroscopy as an experimental technique for
further study.
Keywords: ionic liquids, liquids’thermophysical properties
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Abstract
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are nano materials that have unique physical and mechanical properties. Carbon
nanotubes grown on clay (Clay-CNTs) are new hybrid material based on clay mineral. Clay minerals were used
as catalyst for CNTs synthesis by chemical vapor deposition at 700 ºC for 1 hour. In this work, Clay-CNTs were
investigated by various analytical techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and electron diffraction spectrometer (EDS) and Raman spectroscopy to analyse the phase identification
of crystalline, morphology and crystallinity quality of Clay-CNTs. Moreover, Thermogravimetric analysis (TG)
was studied to identify phase decomposition. XRD results indicate crystallites of the CNTs have (002), (101) and
kaolinite and quartz from clay mineral catalyst. SEM images of Clay-CNTs showed cluster of CNTs on carbon
fiber and their worm-like morphology. The intensity of Raman spectra of Clay-CNTs reveals the defect of CNTs
structure. TGA derivative profile indicated decomposition of CNTs and kaolin.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes, nano material, clay mineral, chemical vapor deposition, thermogravimetry analysis
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Abstract
Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) may be used as a substitution of Portland cement to reduce
CO2 emissions in the cement industry. One of promising supplementary cementitious materials for practical use
in the construction industry is calcined clay. Clay must be calcined to form high reactivity pozzolanic materials
from mineral addition known as amorphous metakaolin (AS2). Calcined clay may be used to improve mechanical
properties, durability and some characteristic. This research aimed to study clay mineralogy and chemical
composition of Lopburi clay in Thailand. Physical and chemical characterizations of Lopburi clay before and after
calcination were investigated using X-Ray Diffraction, Qualitative X-ray diffraction (QXRD), Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) and X-Ray Fluorescence. The results show that Lopburi clay main major oxides are silicon
dioxide (SiO2), alumina oxide (Al2O3) and iron oxide (Fe2O3) furthermore, Lopburi clay as kaolinite clay.
Keywords: calcined clay, x-ray Diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, scanning electron microscopy.
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Abstract
Ascorbic acid (AA), also known as vitamin C, has many roles in biological systems, such as prevention of
cancer and common cold. Determination of AA is essential for food and pharmaceutical industries. Nowadays,
electrochemical method is a potential method for detecting AA. However, detection of AA in presence of
biological compounds, e.g. dopamine (DA) and uric acid (UA), is big challenge because these compounds are
commonly found in biological samples and interfere the oxidation peak potential of AA. To overcome this
problem, electrochemical coating of cysteine on graphene oxide decorated screen-printed electrode (Cys/GO/SP)
was newly used for determination of AA. Field emission Scanning electron microscope, energy dispersive x-ray
and EIS were used to characterize the composites. AA of different concentrations were determined in phosphate
buffer saline that has 10-µM DA and 10-µM UA using by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV). Cys/GO/SP
presented three oxidation peaks corresponding to AA, DA and UA, whereas GO/SP and SP provided single peak.
The oxidation peak currents of AA showed good linear relationship with AA concentrations of 0.5 - 5 mM with
the detection limit of 0.26 mM. The results suggest that Cys/GO/SP can be used for electrochemical determination
of AA in the interference of DA and UA.
Keywords: ascorbic Acid, cysteine, electrochemical coating, graphene oxide, screen-printed electrode
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to analyze the effectiveness of taste sensing system to predict the bitterness of
six commercial pharmaceutical drugs including amoxicillin, paracetamol, phenylephrine, cetirizine, quinine, and
ranitidine. The taste sensing system consists of Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode, platinum rod as a counter
electrode and modified electrodes as working electrodes. The four different working electrodes had been
fabricated by using CoPc, MnPc, FePc, and ZnPc mixed with multi-wall carbon nanotube respectively. The cyclic
voltammogram of 1mM of pharmaceutical samples was run at a scan rate of 0.09 V/s, with the potential range
between -1 and 1 V. The wavelet analysis was used to reduce and extract the main feature of data. By using
coordinates in the two-dimensional space of principal component analysis, the Euclidean distance of each sample
was calculated with respect to coordinates of Acesulfame K. The coordinate of Acesulfame K was used as the
point of reference. According to machine learning, the k-mean clustering and center of mass approach were used
to locate the centroid of coordinates of the samples in the principal component analyses. The calculated Euclidean
distances from the centroid point were directly associated with the intensity of bitterness of the samples. To further
validated the ranking of bitterness drawn from taste sensing system, the data were correlated with the bitterness
ranking drawn from gustatory sensation test. The good correlation was obtained between machine and human
sensory ranking.
Keywords: taste sensing system, pharmaceutical drugs, euclidean distance.
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Abstract
We introduce the new perovskite material, CsMgBr3, which is composed of pure nontoxic-inorganic
elements by substitution of Cs+ and Mg2+ instead of CH3NH3+ and Pb2+ in a well-known CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite.
This study was extracted by using the density functional theory (DFT) with Hybrid functional of Heyd-ScuseriaErnzerhof (HSE) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The band structures of three different phases
of CsMgBr3 including  ,  and  - phases reveal that the band gaps of these material are in the ultraviolet region
(UV). We found that only  - phase is the direct band gap material, while others are the indirect band gap
materials. The results of effective masses of these compounds show that the mobility of hole is lower than that of
electron and the  - phase has the highest hole and electron mobility.
Keywords: perovskites, solar cell, bandgap, band structures, DFT calculation
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Abstract
The tangling of earphones cable can be occurred due to lots of reasons. We hypothesize that the
longitudinal force caused by transverse torsion might plays an important role in this complication. This paper
investigates the relation between torsional shear stress and transverse rotational angle of the cable. The cable is
hung with standard plate at the bottom and attached to force sensor on top. The cable was rotated stepwise of 90
degrees each until 7200 degrees. The result indicates that there exists a particular form of relationship between
transverse rotational displacement and longitudinal force. The graph plotted between them exhibits periodic
fluctuation of longitudinal force with a period almost exactly equals to one complete circle. It is also found that
the different direction of transverse rotation leads to different changes in average longitudinal force. It would be
increased with counterclockwise while decreased with clockwise rotations. We further study about these
phenomena by repeating the experiment but flip the cable upside down. The results show that the trend line of
average force is opposite to the previous experiments. Then, it might be concluded that the relationship between
longitudinal force and transverse torsion of the cable behave similar to a spring and can be described by
trigonometric function with linear increasing or decreasing of average amplitude.
Keywords: torsional sheer stress, cable tangling
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Abstract
Electron beam irradiation is an interesting technique for natural rubber vulcanization. In the irradiation
process, the accelerated electrons break chemical bonds between carbon and hydrogen in each rubber molecule.
This results in the generation of free radicals. Cross-linking agents are added to react with the rubber molecule at
the radical atoms for increasing the vulcanization efficiency. Theoretical-based simulation was performed to
compare the cross-link efficiency of different cross-linking agents. In this research, the ethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (EDMA) and the 1 ,6 - hexanediol-diacrylate (HDDA) were used as the cross-linking agents. The
reactions are the generation of free radicals and the cross-linking between the rubber molecules and the crosslinking agents. Molecular structures and energies of reactants and products in the vulcanization reactions were
calculated using the density functional theory (DFT). Moreover, the transition states and reaction pathways were
investigated using the linear synchronous transit, and the quadratic synchronous transit method. The minimum
activation energy, the standard enthalpy of reaction, and the standard Gibbs free energy of reaction for the crosslinking between the rubber and EDMA were 5.99, -10.48, and -16.38 kcal/mol, respectively. The same parameters
for the cross-linking between the rubber and HDDA were 5.79, -13.45, and -19.95 kcal/mol, respectively. The
study results suggest that HDDA is a better cross-linking agent for the natural rubber vulcanization than EDMA.
These results are useful for conducting future experiment.
Keywords: Natural rubber vulcanization, Electron beam irradiation, Cross-linking agent, Density Functional
Theory (DFT), Transition state
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Abstract
We observed rectifying behavior of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) photodiodes with a planarstructured metal contact. Palladium (Pd) and Aluminum (Al) metals having different work functions () were used
in this work as p- and n-type source and drain electrodes respectively, with SWCNTs in between to form a
semiconducting channel on SiO2/Si substrate. As Pd and Al possesses different work functions, these metal
contacts give rise to an energy offset by   0.8 V, resulting in a built-in potential of /e for charge separation
at zero bias. With a reverse-bias voltage, negative dark current of a few tens of picoamp was shown and became
more negative under illumination of white light at 750 nm wavelength with a band-pass filter. With an application
of a forward-bias voltage up to 2.5 V, the current is highly positive and its current-voltage (I-V) characteristic
follows diode equation. Here, we determined Shottky barrier height, series resistance, and diode ideality factor
using modified diode equation, and found that these parameters depend not only on the density of the nanotubes
in the channel but also on the series resistance of metal-nanotube contacts. The I-V characteristics of our samples
were further examined to evaluate a power conversion efficiency (PCE). We have found that our decent device
gives a maximum of PCE of about 1.4%. We suggest that this device structure could be used as an experimental
ground for studying charge separation and charge transport in one-dimensional nanoelectronic systems.
Keywords: single-walled carbon nanotube, metal work-function, charge separation, photodiode,
rectifying behavior
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Abstract
Developing capacitor with high capacitance and power capacity has received much attention in the
scientific research. This research aimed to study the effect of polyaniline (PANI) content on the capacitance of
the capacitor fabricated from PANI/carbon powder composites. Wasted-sweet potato was used as the source of
carbon for synthesizing carbon powder (CP). Two types of CP were considered in the study, including with and
without sulfuric acid pre-treatment. For CP without acid treatment, the sweet potato was heated at 900 ° C for 2 h
in argon atmosphere. For CP with acid treatment, the sweet potato was reacted with concentrated sulfuric acid for
2 h and then heated at 900 ° C for 2 h in argon atmosphere. Both samples were ground before use. PANI contents
of 0-5 %wt. were used to combine with the CP samples. SEM, FTIR and potentiostat/galvanostat, respectively,
investigated the physical, chemical and electrochemical properties of the composites. The electrochemical results
showed that 5%wt PANI composited with acid-treated CP provided the highest specific capacitance of 304.87
F/g. This composite also showed high stability under charge-discharge investigation. This study confirms that
carbon powder synthesized from wasted-sweet potato composited with PANI can be useful for developing
supercapacitor.
Keywords: carbon powder, capacitor, polyaniline
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Abstract
This research focuses on the effect of severe plastic deformation (SPD) on microstructure and properties
of Al and Al-Zn (in 1,2,3,4,5 wt%) anodes of Al-air battery. The Al-Zn alloys with a diameter of 12.5 mm and
62.5 mm long were pressed in an ECAP die (press angle φ=90°, Ψ=20°), using route Bc with 2,4,6,8 passes at
room temperature. Microstructural characterization was carried out using optical microscope (OM) and scanning
electron microscope (SEM). The cast samples were solutionized at 450 °C for 1 hr. Grain size of the as-ECAP
samples decreased with increase of ECAP passes. The smaller grain size and accumulated strain resulted in
strengthening of Al-Zn, leading to higher hardness compared to those of pure Al and as-cast Al-Zn alloys. An
increase in hardness was due to significant change in the microstructure from an intensive shear stress after ECAP.
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) are polarization test in a 3.5wt% NaCl solutions were used to
study electrochemical behaviors of the as-cast and ECAP Al-Zn alloys. The conclusion from the research will be
used as a platform to develop Al anodes for Al-air battery in the future.
Keywords: aluminium alloys, Al-air battery, equal channel angular pressing (ECAP)
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Abstract
Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is the most effective severe plastic deformation (SPD) technique
that can produce bulk ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals and alloys. However, the microstructures produced by SPD
are generally unstable at elevated temperatures. In this work, the UFG Al and Al-2.5 wt.%Cu alloys containing
0.1 wt.%Sc and 0.1 wt.%Zr were produced by ECAP at room and elevated temperatures. Subsequently, the
processed alloys were treated isothermally with several conditions. The microstructures were characterized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD). The mechanical
property was also evaluated by Vickers Hardness. The results showed that the coherent Al3Sc, Al3Zr and
Al3(Sc,Zr) particles represented an ability to inhibit recrystallization effectively, resulting in very slow grain
coarsening rate. The average grain size of processed Al-Sc-Zr alloys remained ~4 𝜇𝑚 after annealed at 450 °C
for 10 h while the processed pure Al contained ~40 𝜇𝑚 in average grain diameter after annealed with similar
condition. The mechanical property showed that the hardness of UFG Al-Cu alloys with Sc and Zr slightly
decreased (~20%) after aging at 190°C for 100 h while that of UFG Al-Cu alloys without Sc and Zr dramatically
decreased (~50%) after aging with the same condition. These revealed a potential to produce the commercially
UFG Al alloys with good thermal stability by an addition of Sc and Zr.
Keywords: aluminum alloys, equal channel angular pressing, thermal stability
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Abstract
Silicon carbide (SiC) characteristics satisfy the key criteria for cladding materials for the Generation IV
nuclear reactors (LFR, VHTR and GFR reactors) in terms of corrosion resistance, fission product retention ability,
good mechanical properties and low neutron cross section absorption (0.10 relative to Zircaloy). However, a major
drawback of such materials is their brittle behaviour, thus composites have been investigated to overcome this
behaviour, improving not only mechanical properties but also physical and chemical properties. This research has
generated different interfaces of TiC:SiC composites with two types of SiC starting materials, SiC powder and
SiC lump, in different molar ratios of TiC:SiC (70:30, 50:50 and 30:70) using Spark plasma sintering (SPS) for
fabrication. Only TiC and SiC phases were observed in all composites, with no observed secondary ternary based
phases. Interestingly, TiC/SiC phase orientations appeared in two major zones of morphology; one dominated by
SiC and the other by TiC, whilst SiC particles aggregate at grain boundaries. Different SiC starting material had
slight effects on preferred plane orientations, noticed from differences in their X-ray diffraction peak intensities.
Mechanical alloying (MA) and TiC ratios both influenced composite densities, with increased TiC increasing the
composite densities. In the same way, two step preparations (MA and then SPS) gave the highest density
composite (70PTiC:30PSiC, 3.95 g/cm3) with small SiC grains dispersed uniformly in TiC matrix. Also interfacial
stresses between TiC/SiC grains were investigated by Raman line mapping across the interfaces. The peaks at 969
cm-1, 788 cm-1 and 796 cm-1 ( ̴ 2 cm -1 ) implies that stresses exist. Further investigation will now focus on other
properties including mechanical, thermal and irradiation response at both the micro- and macro-interface. In
addition, other series of carbide composites will be studied for nuclear applications.
Keyword: silicon carbide, carbide composites, interfaces
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Abstract
Most of the recent nanodevices are fabricated by using high-efficiency deposition methods and patterned
via high-resolution lithography. However, there are drawbacks for the methods including small-scale product,
high cost consumption, and multi-step processes. To reduce these disadvantages, this work focuses on the usage
of sol-gel synthesis and spin coating method to fabricate ZnO seed layer onto glass substrates. All of substrates
were patterned by conventional UV photolithography at exposure time of 7 seconds, then ZnO nanorods were
hydrothermally grown at 90C for 2, 3, and 4 hours, respectively. All of samples were characterised by scanning
electron microscope (SEM) which revealed the sharp and smooth tip hexagonal structure at different hydrothermal
time. The evolution of the nanorods’ growth was investigated, and the diameters were estimated. Moreover, crystal
quality was revealed by x-ray diffractograms. It was clear that the domination of c-axis plane occurred for all the
samples associates with the crystallinity of the nanostructures. This indicated escalating of the nonmonodirectional growth plane in increasing nanorods’ diameter as the nanorods are polycrystal. Furthermore, the
optical properties of the samples were observed by UV-visible spectroscopy and photoluminescence technique
(PL). UV-visible spectroscopic data showed diminishing of the energy band gap when the diameter grew up. PL
data revealed the reduction of the intensity ratio at near-band-edge peak versus oxygen vacancy peak. This
information pointed to the decreasing trend of the crystal quality with escalating growth time.
Keywords: ZnO nanorod, seed layer, hydrothermal process
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Abstract
Polydiacetylene (PDA) is a well-known thermochromic material having a high potential in applications
such as displays and sensor technology. The thermochromic reversibility of PDA has been observed especially in
its nanocomposite with zinc oxide nanoparticles. In this research, the colorimetric response of PDA assembled
with indium and gallium doped zinc oxide was studied with various concentrations. Indium or gallium doped zinc
oxide was prepared by hydrothermal method at 120˚C for 12 hours. The compositions with 5%, 10%, and 15%
of indium and 5%, 12%, and 24% gallium were fabricated and applied for the PDA nanocomposites, respectively.
Undoped zinc oxide and gallium doped zinc oxide exhibited nanoflowers with nanosheets about 52 nanometers
thickness and the diameter of nanoflower is about 1.5 micrometer. And indium doped zinc oxide showed the
nanorod structure with diameter of about 319 nm and the combined structure has the diameter about 4
micrometers. Monomer of PDA composing of 10,12-pentacosadiynoic acid in ethanol was mixed with indium or
gallium doped zinc oxide precursor solution at 20% weight. Ultraviolet light source was used to photopolymerize
for five minutes after incubation at 4˚C for 18 hours. For nanocomposites of PDA/undoped and gallium doped
zinc oxide, the color of nanocomposite changed from blue to light-purple at above 70˚C and the color can be
reversible when cooling down to room temperature. However, for nanocomposites of PDA and indium doped zinc
oxide, the color changed at above 50˚C from blue to light-purple with higher red intensity than those in gallium
doped PDA nanocomposite. In addition, the color of PDA nanocomposite with indium doped zinc oxide cannot
be reversible back to the original color but the color changed back to the color appearing at 50˚C. Modification of
the color change can be described by the structure adjustment in indium doped zinc oxide nanocomposite.
Keywords: polydiacetylene, indium and gallium doped zinc oxide nanocomposite, thermochromic
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Abstract
Photoluminescence (PL) is one of the common tools used for investigations of radiative emissions from
electronic states in semiconducting materials. In this work, bi-layer thin films comprising Cu(In1-xGax)3Se5 (135CIGS) and CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (112-CIGS), semiconductors used as photon absorber layers in thin film solar cells,
were fabricated and investigated for their defect states below the band gap. The emissions can be identified as
donor-to-acceptor pairs (DAPs) and free-to-bound (FB) transitions and show the temperature and excitation power
dependence on the PL spectra. The PL spectra of 135-CIGS/112-CIGS and 112-CIGS/135-CIGS bilayers on
Mo/glass substrates are distinguishable. Broad PL spectra are observed in the 135-CIGS/112-CIGS bilayers while
multiple and sharper PL peaks are observed in the 112-CIGS/135-CIGS bilayers. However, the latter PL spectra
may be seriously distorted by interference fringes caused by multiple reflections from the front and back surfaces
of the films due to low reabsorption of the emissions that generally taken place below the band gap. Thus, the
effects of interference in PL signals can lead to misinterpretation of the results. A method using measured optical
reflectance and calculated transmittance spectra to eliminate or reduce the artifacts due to interference fringes in
the obscured PL spectra will be described.
Keywords: photoluminescence, semiconducting materials, 112-CIGS/135-CIGS bilayers
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Abstract
Nowadays, titanium alloy is widely used in orthodontic mini-screw implants due to its suitable mechanical
properties and excellence in biocompatibility. However, the excessive torque applied during the insertion of miniscrew implant can cause necrosis of the surrounding bone. In this article, the insertion torque of orthodontic miniscrew implants is aimed to reduce during treatment by means of surface coating. The three types of coatings,
namely, DLC, F-DLC and Si-DLC coated on mini-screw implants were chosen to take into account the insertion
torque values compared with uncoated surface. The friction behaviors of the films in ambient air and dry air were
assessed using ball-on-disk friction testing. Cytotoxicity tests were performed using MTT assay. The insertion
torque values were measured by physiodispenser. The results indicated that both measured in ambient air and dry
air, the addition of F into the DLC films slightly influenced the friction coefficients, while doping with Si strongly
influenced the films. These films also exhibited less cytotoxicity on their surfaces. Furthermore, the insertion
torque values significantly decreased when coated mini-screw implants with F-DLC and Si-DLC films. This was
due to the decreasing of friction coefficients, inducing the reduction of insertion torques. Therefore, F-DLC and
Si-DLC films can be considered to apply for reducing the insertion torque.
Keywords: diamond-like carbon, insertion torque, orthodontic mini-screw
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Abstract
This research was to develop experimental package on the Bernoulli’s principle of fluid in the pipe by
using lower cost materials to teach Introductory Physics course. The science student teachers’ learning
achievement score was compared between before and after they learned through this package. The same
comparison for their scientific skills was also compared. The target group of this study was 71 science student
teachers who took this course in the 1st semester of 2018 at faculty of education, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat
University, Bangkok, Thailand. The research design was semi-experimental design. There were three research
instruments consisting of the low-cost experimental package on Bernoulli’s principle of fluid in the pipe lesson
plans, the FMI achievement test, and scientific skills assessment form. The data were collected and analyzed by
using means, standard deviation, and dependent sample t-test. The results indicated that their learning achievement
and scientific skill on fluid mechanics were significantly higher at .05 confident levels after they learned in this
low-cost experimental package. The low-cost experimental package was recommended for other fluid mechanics
course at all physics levels.
Keywords: low-cost experimental package, Bernoulli’s principle of fluid in the pipe, science student teacher
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Abstract
Since its first conception and realization, the hands-on projects have been widely used in school classrooms
and various science activities such as science camps, science clubs and afterschool programs. This project is
designed and developed as an alternative approach for teaching and learning of magnetic field topics with direct
practical experience on doing in order to promote students' development of 21st century skills, critical thinking,
and strong motivation to study science. Here, we present an implementation of hands-on projects into teaching
and learning of magnetic field topic that corresponds with indicators and core content of science learning
curriculum of Thailand Basic Education. In particular, we demonstrated the hands-on how to magnetize magnetic
material into a magnet and how to observe the magnetic force by using low-cost materials, but strive toward an
understanding of science through the active and prolonged engagement of students with experiments. For the
magnetization, when a current is passed through a solenoid coil, magnetic material such as cutter/scissors/metalrod/screwdriver which put inside the coil turns to be magnet: temporary (iron) or permanent (steel). For the
magnetic force demonstration, when a current-carrying wire is in a magnetic field produced from horseshoe shape
magnet such that the direction of current flow is perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, the wire is moved by
the magnetic force with its direction determined by the Fleming's right-hand grip rule. We envisage that the
demonstrations proposed from this work can be useful for helping teachers to explain and visualize the physics
phenomena by magnetic field and might facilitate future work that encourages the students to experiment, to think,
and to pursue inquiry-based approaches.
Keywords: hands-on projects, magnetization, magnetic force, physics education
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Abstract
In present, physics learning management has developed into learning technology from easy to complex
levels with many developed media increased. Smart Phone is one of all media use in many industries to
automatically answer questions and requests via chat interface. One of the learning that lack of social behaviour
in learning together it is therefore important to integrate both media creation and educational management in order
to develop physics learners to reflect the effects of members in the classroom which is a professional learning
community. In this paper, researcher used instruction of a causal model of factor affecting azimuth and altitude
learning by smart phone in astronomy according to the guidelines of general science section to enhance the
potential for teachers, school administrators and educational personnel in managing adaptation of digital
technology and science learning of students at the grade level 1-3 in an opportunity extension school or a middle
school that is far away to promote analytical thinking skills Inquiry-based learning management creativity
Including obtaining the content, subjects and knowledge that are of the age to focus on creating a good foundation
for mathematics and science education to advance employment in digital technology related careers, developing
instructional media and introducing methods for teaching and learning that students have analysed solve problems
that are linked to the problems of everyday situations. Interact work as a team and able to communicate the
conclusions through the team's idea which is a learning management model that is consistent with international
standards which will lead to solving problems of inequality in access to quality education of students who are far
away and the practice of research practices that can be used to develop educational institutions. Results indicated

2

that the adjusted model was consistent with empirical data. Goodness of fit measures were found to be:
=
245.81, df = 186, p-value = 0.00742, GFI = 0.85, RMSEA = 0.053. The variables in adjusted model accounted
for 90 percent of the variance in affecting azimuth and altitude learning by smart phone in astronomy.
Keywords: causal model, factor affecting, azimuth, altitude, smart phone, astronomy
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Abstract
The purpose of this research were to the research and development a model of solar system with electric
motor rotation via control system on smartphone of the efficiency criteria at the level of 80/80 and result of using
the solar system with electric motor rotation via control system on smartphone. In this research were quantitative–
experiment research and development. The sample group consisted of 30 students in general physics of code was
4106103 during their first semester in academic year of 2019 that researcher selected by purposive sampling
method. The data were analyzed using percentage (%), mean (x) and standard deviation (S.D.) The result of the
research were findings: 1) Model of solar system with electric motor rotation via control system on smartphone
with the efficiency criteria at the level of 85.45/86.67 which was higher than specified criteria at the level of 80/80
and a development consisted of 1.1) Design of the solar system by reference to mathematical relations and
calculation. 1.2) Motion of the object is controlled by switch of on-off 1.3) Adjustment according to the position
of the solar system 1.4) Motion processing with motor system. 2) Result of the model of solar system with electric
motor rotation via control system on smartphone with achievement after learning higher than before learning the
statistical significance at .05 level and the satisfaction at the highest level ( x= 4.73, S.D.= 0.67).
Keywords: solar system, electric motor, smartphone
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Abstract
Free surface synthetic schlieren (FS-SS) is a liquid surface topography visualization technique relying on
apparent dot pattern displacement due to liquid surface deformation. It has gained attention in the fluid
visualization field due to its relatively simple and inexpensive setup. One of the most powerful features of the
FS-SS technique is the 3D topography of deformed liquid surface, in which submillimeter scale changes can be
readily observed in great detail. The visualization of water meniscus at the solid interface is proposed in this
study to calculate surface tension by equating the weight of light, floating circular objects with surface tension
force. Results of the study indicate that calculated water surface tension is less than the reference value,
suggesting that the effect of buoyancy and pressure forces cannot be neglected.
Keywords: free surface synthetic schlieren, meniscus, surface tension
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Abstract
The conception of buoyant force is an advanced concept. If students need to solve the problem on the
buoyancy force, they have to understand basic concepts which are mass, volume, force, pressure, and density. For
solving the problems about buoyant force, students need to make a decision and use many concepts to solve the
problems. The difficulty of solving a problem about buoyant force are student cannot construct and link their own
related knowledge to solve the problem. In this study, the purpose was to study students’ basic concept in buoyant
force of grade 10 and grade 11 of students. The target group consisted of 18 students in Phangwittayayhon school.
The two-tier multiple choice was used as a conceptual test in this research consisting of nine items. All of students
were taught about the buoyant force concepts before doing the conceptual test. The data were analyzed by
descriptive statistic. The results showed that more than 80 percent of students have many alternative basic concepts
which are related to buoyant force including mass, volume, force, pressure, and density even they have already
studied Buoyant force since they were in grade 9.
Keywords: Problem solving, conceptual understanding, buoyant force
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to explore the opinion of students from the Department of Civil Technology
Education towards active learning classroom in physics at King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi
(KMUTT). The open-ended questions were given to students over the last session of the course. The questionnaire
consisted of three main questions asking their opinions on the activities as well as what they have learned during
the course. According to 45 responses, the results were about what they have learned through various activities in
the class. Although the students expected better performance in examination as a result of the specially designed
learning method, they also expressed concerns on why they were taught in a non-traditional approach. These
responses offered valuable ideas on how lecturers may adapt their teaching styles to aid students of similar
characters or backgrounds to achieve the required learning outcomes.
Keywords: reflection, active learning, physics classroom
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Abstract
A number of project-based learning activities for first-year engineering students have been developed at
King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi (Ratchaburi), KMUTT. These activities were designed based
on selected core topics in university physics. Some related topics from first-year subjects, for example,
Mathematics, English and Chemistry were integrated around these conceptual physics cores. Learning
achievements of students correlated to the topics were assessed by teams of lecturers of relevant subjects. Three
examples of these project-based activities – simple refractometer, analysis of sound quality, and wind turbine
model – are selected to present and discuss in details.
Keywords: integrated project-based learning
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Abstract
The main propose of the present study was to study heat conduction of aluminum metal bar in
undergraduate thermodynamics laboratory by using Crank-Nicolson scheme of finite difference method. Heat
conduction was simulated to find the thermal conductivity and compared with those obtained from the experiment
and theory. In the performed boundary and initial conditions, it was found that the predicted thermal conductivity
from the simulation was in agreement with those from theory, however, it was slightly differ from the experiment.
These results can be used to improve experimental method to find the thermal conductivity in laboratory more
accurately. Besides, these computational approach can be an optional teaching method for studying thermal
conduction in undergraduate level, especially for the laboratory that has limited instruments.
Keywords: thermal conductivity, conduction, finite difference method, laboratory
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Abstract
Electric field is a fundamental quantity that is studied in the secondary and university levels. For the study,
an experiment of finding equipotential line from the charge electrodes is normally conducted. For the general
experiment, the electric potentials are measured at various positions around the electrodes using a voltmeter. The
measured data are then manually plotted to a graph to show the equipotential line. This experimental method is
time-consuming (more than 1 hour in experiment). It is complicated to study of multiple electrodes using this
experiment. Therefore, this research developed an experimental set that can display equipotential lines from
various electrodes in real time. The developed experimental set uses a microcontroller (Arduino MEGA) to control
a stepper motor to determine measuring positions of electric potential and measure electric potential at various
positions around the electrodes (point of charge), automatically. The measured electric potential and positions
were automatic plotted in contour graph to display patterns of the equipotential line via a computer. The
experimental set was tested using 2, 3 and 4 electrodes. The results showed that the developed system was able to
display the equipotential line of the electrodes within 2 minutes. The patterns of the equipotential line were
consistent with the equipotential line generated from the theory. These results demonstrate that the presented
experimental set can be used to find and display the equipotential lines from the electrodes effectively.
Keywords: equipotential line, electrodes, microcontroller application
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Abstract
Worksheets are the guideline for students to learn as they can write their own idea, notes, questions, and
understanding within the worksheet. Therefore, it is easy to investigate students’ understanding and idea about
the topics. In this study, researchers aimed to elicit 70 Thai high school students’ understanding and idea about
resistor, electric current, and potential difference from their worksheet. The participants came from 2 schools and
attended the simple DC circuit activity. Participants were asked to setup the 3 resistors series and parallel circuits
then write down their response to these questions: 1) Which resistor will be burnt first? 2) Sorting amount of the
current passing to each resistor and 3) Sorting amount of the potential difference across each resistor. By analyzing
the worksheet, 3 common misconceptions as 1) Clashing current misconception 2) Stored up and used up current
misconception and 3) Closer circuits misconception were found.
Keywords: simple DC circuits, worksheet analysis, students' misconceptions
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Abstract
Physically-based rendering (PBR) concept is widely use nowadays in 3D rendering works, this concepts
interested in the ray of light for describes the interaction of light and materials. Understanding how light rays
interact with surface is important to create textures, describe a surface and how textures and shader interact with
light in real worlds. Understanding the principles of PBR can be easier to adjust shader parameters to be realistic,
react correctly to changes in lighting condition and also giving the same results even in different 3D rendering
software. In Shading lighting and rendering (SLR) subject which have focus on the concept in physics of light
and 3D rendering methods to create 3D animation was found that students are unable to clearly understand the
physics of PBR concepts and this concept is not widespread in 3D animation. According to the problem, in this
research bringing augmented reality (AR) technology via mobile to be a media for demonstrate PBR concepts for
students by using AR and Unity which based on physically-based rendering for simulates the results between light
and materials in reality which based on energy conservation principle. Make student understand and can adjust
the PBR shader parameters clearly so it can be supported the learning in 3D animation.
Keywords: augmented reality, 3d animation, physically-based rendering
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Abstract
The objectives of this research were to develop games for learning earth and stars in astronomy virtual
classroom via oculus devices to which virtual reality technology was applied, and to study users’ attitudes towards
the developed games. The games were designed and developed as an interactive media in form of 3 D animation
model displayed in 360 degree perspective with sound effect so that learners are able to get experience like being
in a real environment. Inside the virtual classroom, not only the learners are able to learn about solar system, but
also there are 3 games for learning about the solar system including virtual star game, rearranging planet game,
and solar system quiz game. Each game consisted of 3 D animation model including Sun and 8 asteroids which
are Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The development tools consisted of Maya
and Unity 3D. The games are run on Windows displayed via oculus rift and interacting with models using oculus
touch. The results of development and test using satisfaction questionnaires collected from 9 4 elementary and
junior high school students showed that 98.94% of students found the games were easy to use, 89.36% of them
commented on sound was clear, and 93.62% of students gained more understanding and memorizing of the solar
system. The average of overall users’ satisfaction was 4.67 (S.D.=0.57) which was at highest level. The game is
built suitable for both elementary and junior high school students which help engage learners’ interest, promote
the active learning process, encourage learners’ creativity, and also use as a learning media for teachers.
Keywords: virtual classroom, astronomy, solar system, virtual reality, games for learning
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Abstract
The aim of this research were: 1) analyse the topics and objectives of the subjects for integrated learning
2) to create learning model of project-based learning for creating embedded systems based on IoT. The results
presented that: 1) Topics in Principle of electronics subject is electronic devices, sub topics are resistor, inductor,
capacitor, diode, transistor, and integrated circuit. Topics in electrical measurement and instrumentations subject
is voltage measurement, sub-topics are DC voltage measurement and AC voltage measurement. 2) Learning mode
for project-based learning consist of 6 steps that are first, literature review of project-based learning. Second, study
the readiness of lecturer enterprises and the university. Third, create the study plan which comes from topics and
objectives of both subjects integrated together with IoT content. Fourth, as signing the project to students in
Electrical measurement and instrumentations topic using embedded system together with IoT. Fifth, evaluate the
learning model and finally using the defect/error from the learning model to improve the learning model in future
usage.
Keywords: integrated learning, project-based learning, embedded systems, internet of things
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Abstract
Inflation is a mechanism proposed in order to solve early universe problems such as horizontal problem,
flatness problem and magnetic-monopole problem. This project is to study slow-roll condition in Brans-Dicke
cosmology. After the full derivation of Brans-Dicke action we obtain the set of equations for FRW universe. Then
we apply the flat potential condition making the universe undergo the inflation phase. We also calculate the
number of e-folds indicating the amount of inflation for a general potential and some examples of potential will
be discussed with the prediction of number of e-folds.
Keywords : Brans-Dicke cosmology, inflation
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Abstract
We present the new BV light curves of the short-period contact binary CW Canis Minoris. The (O-C)
diagram was fitted with times of minima for a new linear ephemeris which the period of the contact binary was
found to be 0.3131519 (±0.000053) days. The orbital period of the eclipsing binary was found to show a longterm increase at a rate of 3.34 (±0.5) × 10-7 days per year. The light curves were analyzed by the Wilson-Devinney
code which has a mass ratio of 0.71 (±0.003) and a degree of contact about 0.013 (±0.989) %. The geometric
structure of CW CMi was obtained with the components exactly filling its limited lobe.
Keywords: photometry, eclipsing binary, light curve modeling, CW CMi, GSC 4832-0400
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Abstract
RW PsA is a W Ursa eclipsing binary with an orbital period of 0.3604510 day. From the previous
investigation of its light curve, it was found that this binary system has a continuous orbital period change. A light
curve of RW PsA was analyzed using program AstroImageJ and its period change was also calculated. The results
revealed that the orbital period of RW PsA was continuously decreased at rate of 259674976.549x10-11 seconds
per year and using PHOEBE software was used to compute the best system is parameters. The over contact binary
system with g = 0.910, i = 78.00 degree. The temperature of primary star and secondary star were 6000 K and
5700 K respectively. From the analysis of physical parameters and model, it was found that RW PsA had a contact
characteristic with high mass ratio. It is possible that the evolution of RW PsA would be a single star due to mass
transfer of the system.
Keywords: binary system, eclipsing binaries, epoch, heliocentric julian date, photometry
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Abstract
We use the EAGLE (Evolution and Assembly GaLaxies and their Environments) simulations, with the 50
co-moving Mpc a side box, with and without the effect of active galactic nuclei (AGN) to study dark matter
distribution and stellar density in central galaxies. The simulations allow us to study cosmological structures at
various redshifts which are chosen at 0, 0.27 and 0.87. We study the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) in the largest
galaxy cluster at these redshifts. The dark matter profile of the galaxy in the simulation with AGN exhibits a flat
core, while its counterpart in the simulation without AGN is cuspy at all redshifts. The stellar density in the galaxy
resembles the corresponding dark matter profile at all radii. At outer radii, the stellar density profile in the
simulation with AGN changes dramatically from high to low redshift. We conclude that the energetic process of
AGN in the simulation can effect both the stellar and dark matter components in central galaxies. As the box size
is relatively small and the result is based on only central galaxies of small clusters, the study does not cover a wide
dynamic range. The baryonic feedback effect on dark matter needs to be further explored on larger scales for
cosmologists to correctly constrain cosmological parameters.
Keywords: dark matter, AGN, BCG, galaxy cluster, cosmology
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Abstract
Electron/positron pair halo is a physical phenomenon in which the very high energy gamma rays emitted
from Blazar interact with cosmic infrared background (CIB) so that produce the electron/positron pairs; since the
produced electron/positron pairs could up-scatter the cosmic microwave background (CMB) reproducing the
gamma-rays, thus these form the cascade process of producing the electron/positron pairs as well as the gamma
rays until the produced gamma rays have insufficient energy to interact with CIB. These mechanisms result in the
halo of electron/positron (and gamma ray emission) around the Blazar, appearing to an external observer. Given
this, prior studies of electron/positron pair halo have been focused on detecting the halo emission in the gamma
ray waveband. However, in case that the halo presents in the ambient strong magnetic field, the electron/positron
pairs created could emit X-ray light via synchrotron process before scattering with the CMB. Therefore, this could
provide another opportunity to detect the halo. In this work, we search for the X-ray emission from the halo of
the Blazar H1426+428 using the observed X-ray data from XMM-Newton observatory. The X-ray spectra of the
halo are carefully extracted from the annulus, source free regions around the Blazar to avoid the X-ray
contaminations from the Blazar itself and the nearby point sources. We fit these spectra using the physical model
which also takes into account the emissions from the unresolved cosmic X-ray and instrument backgrounds. The
detail of the spectral modelling and results will be presented in the talk. We will discuss whether the halo is
detected statistically in the light of the fitting results.
Keywords: electron/positron pair halo, synchrotron radiation, XMM-Newton observatory, x-ray spectra.
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Abstract
Scattering and absorption from the Earth's atmosphere can reduce the intensity and magnitude of stars
during astronomical observations. The observation properties are slightly different and depend on air mass, the
observation angles and position of the stars. The analysis of atmospheric extinction and air mass can give the
information to learn more about how the atmosphere can affect the apparent magnitude of astronomical objects.
In this research, the light intensity from different astronomical objects were studied by a 0.5-meter telescope and
the CCD photometric technique to analyze the atmospheric extinction at The Thai National Observatory (TNO).
A filter in the wavelength ranges was deployed to the CCD camera equipment and processed with the IRIS
software. The atmospheric extinction is equal to 0.2863 ± 0.0190 in B, 0.2251 ± 0.0108 in V, 0.1656 ± 0.0082 in
R and 0.0976 ± 0.0085 in I. The results will be compared to the atmospheric extinction from the 2.4-meter
telescope at the TNO as well.
Keywords: atmospheric extinction, CCD photometric technique, airmass
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Abstract
This research objective was to study the light curve and physical properties of planetary systems HAT-P12. Comprising a planet HAT-P-12b orbiting the star HAT-P-12 with a period 3.2130598 days and mid-transit TC
= 2457857.17 (BJD). Using different photometry technique measurement from a series of images taken during
the transit. The data were obtained on 14 April 2017 at Sierra Remote Observatories USA used by CCD camera
connected to the CCK700 telescope with diameter 0.7 mater used a filter I. This research which will be used
AstroImageJ software to data analysis, make a light curve model and parameter measurement. It was found that
the light of the star HAT-P-12 decrease 1 . 9 4 8 percent when HAT-P-12b radius R = 0.951 RJ with the Transit
Duration T14 = 0.093519282 Day.
Keywords: extrasolar planets, AstroImageJ, julian day, reduction
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Abstract
Galactic wind plays a major role in regulating galaxy evolution through the gas outflow. The gas outflow
is usually traced by observing the blueshifted absorption lines from a galaxy. However, the absorption line is
difficult to observe in a distant galaxy. We use the fine-structure FeII* emission lines at the rest-frame wavelengths
of 2365𝐴° , 2396𝐴° , 2612𝐴° and 2626𝐴° to study the outflow instead. In a star forming galaxy, there are many
strong emission lines such as [OII]λ3727, [OIII]λλ4959, 5007, or Hαλ6563 that are brighter and easier to detect
than the FeII*. We expect that the extended [OII]λ3727 emission line can represent the outflowing gas. We
compare the radial profiles of FeII* and [OII] emission line in a galaxy at z=1.29 by using the public imaging
spectroscopic data taken with the Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) on Very Large Telescope (VLT).
The radial profiles of FeII* are compared with the stellar distribution to see if it is extended beyond the stellar
component. Finally, we examine the correlation between the radial profiles of the FeII* and those of the [OII]
emission line. The correlation will confirm that we can use the spatially extended [OII] emission line to trace the
gas outflow from the star forming galaxies instead of the weak FeII* emission lines.
Keywords: galaxies, high redshift, galactic wind, gas outflow
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Abstract
The morphology of the ejected shell of V339 Del (Nova Del 2013) outburst was studied. The optical spectra
from the Liverpool telescope around 80 days after discovery were examined. Synthetic line profile spectra were
compared to emission lines of [O III] 4959 and 5007 Angstrom in order to find the best-fit morphology of the
ejected shell using the programme SHAPE. We will present the preliminary results such as the inclination angle,
a maximum expansion velocity, and ultimately the 3-D morphology of the system.
Keywords: V339 Del, nova Del 2013, ejected shell, SHAPE
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Abstract
This study was aimed to make the neutral hydrogen (HI) mapping and rotation curve of the Milky Way at
galactic longitude 0° to 90° in the galactic plane by using the 4.5m Small Radio Telescope (SRT) of National
Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT) and the 2.3m Onsala radio telescope. The HI spectra at
wavelength of 21 cm can be used to analyze the dynamical properties of the Milky Way with Gaussian fitting
software, which was developed by using Python programming language. SalsaJ is another free astronomical
software which was also used in this study by analyzing the Gaussian spectra of the Onsala radio telescope. For
making sure the performance of developed software, therefore, it will be tested between their observation spectra
of NARIT 4.5m SRT and the Onsala radio telescope together with the public international archive. The results
showed that the positions of HI are distributed in a spiral - arms shape and the rotation curve is constant at the
galactic distance (R) > 3 kpc. The spherical mass distribution (in term of the surface mass density) was
approximated by directly using rotation curve. Our results are in good agreement with the standard values.
Keywords: neutral hydrogen, small radio telescope, gaussian fitting, rotation curve, surface mass density
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Abstract
As a part of the mega-project, known as “Radio Astronomy Network and Geodesy for Development
(RANGD)” by National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT), the fully steerable 40m Thai
National Radio Telescope (TNRT) is under construction in the eastern region of Chiang Mai. From December,
2019, commissioning stage of TNRT includes the determination of pointing and aperture efficiencies, which are
expected at no wind condition as 2 arcsec (rms) and 60 percent at K-band, respectively. Perfect alignment between
the antenna pointing system with on-sky coordinates system, e.g. equatorial, is very crucial in obtaining such high
pointing accuracy. In the initial step without the K-band receiver, this can be partially achieved with the
installation of an optical telescope with an imaging system on the antenna structure and the initial pointing offset
can be determined by tracking planets or other celestial sources in the optical. Here, we present the complete
design of the system consisted of an 8-inch reflective telescope, a focuser and 20 MP camera, which results in the
field of view of 22.67 by 15.15 sq.arcmin and the resolution of 0.25 arcsec. The complete measurement procedure
for such approach and discussion on the advantages and limitations are also included.
Keywords: pointing model, accuracy, radio telescope, optical telescope, radio astronomy
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Abstract
We present numerical simulation of active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback in galaxy NGC 5252, while
galaxy has gas, halo, disk, and bulge particles. We set up one bulge particle’s mass to represent the black hole
mass. According to the result from numerical simulation of active galactic nuclei feedback, we interpret that the
gas provides some gas feedback at large distant approximately more than 10 kpc. We generate initial condition,
as known as IC file, of the galaxy, including a stellar disk and dark matter halo following an exponential density
profile. A dark matter halo and a stellar bulge follow a Dehnen density profile. GADGET-2 was used to calculate
the distribution of particles in galaxy simulation, which is based on smoothed particle hydrodynamic method.
Ultimately, we study the gas feedback of active galactic nuclei in the form of outflow gas with numerical
simulations. Hydrodynamics simulation will be used to study accretion and evolution of AGN NGC 5252 and to
determine if the energy budget and kinetic outflow can explain the observations.
Keywords: hydrodynamic, active galactic nuclei: feedback, cosmological model
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Abstract
We surveyed the neutral hydrogen (HI) at 21 cm by using the 4.5m Thai Small Radio Telescope (SRT) of
National Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT) during January – March 2019. The main aim of this project is
for doing the distribution maps of HI in our Galaxy which will be shown in term of the radial velocities and the
HI positions in the galactic coordinate. The selected positions are mainly along the galactic plane (above or under
the plane) within 21 degrees. The galactic longitudes are during 0 to 258 degrees. According to studies, the
spectrum mode of NARIT-SRT receiver is recorded and divided into 400 channels with the velocity resolution ~
1.05 km s-1. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the NARIT-SRT is about 3-4 degrees. Its system temperature
is 147.5±5.1 K. The distribution map of HI clouds at 21 cm with the NARIT-SRT is presented in term of the radial
velocity ( vr ) in the range of [0:+220] km s-1 and the column density of HI down to the level 1019 per cm-2. Our
results are in good agreement with theoretical values and international database.
Keywords: radio astronomy, neutral hydrogen, line of sigh velocity, small radio telescope, column density
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Abstract
In recent years, Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) have been widely used in several astronomical
applications. The 40-m Thai National Radio telescope (TNRT) is under construction in Chiang Mai, Thailand.
We conducted benchmarking of the pulsar processing software to evaluate the capabilities of a computer with
Xeon E5-2630 and GPU GTX1080Ti. The pulsar software “DSPSR” was used to simulate raw baseband data,
coherently de-disperse the data and generate a folded time-frequency-domain pulse profile. We experimented with
combinations of bandwidth, the size of the sub-bands, a range of dispersion measure (DM) values, and parallel
instances of DSPSR jobs. The result shows the processing time increases with higher values of bandwidth DM as
expected. However, the processing time appears to decrease with the size of the sub-bands, that at the same total
bandwidth the processing with 1.5625 MHz/channel is faster than those with 3.125, 6.25 and 12.5 MHz/channel
by approximately 10, 25 and 50 percent, respectively. This indicates that the processing in DSPSR is best when
the channel resolution is high, however, further investigation is needed to determine the highest optimal value.
We also consider parallel processing and to this, one, two and four identical scripts were simultaneously executed
in parallel, where we found that single job is six times faster than four simultaneous jobs. In principle, parallel
computing is expected to be more efficient, however, this can be explored further to find the actual bottleneck in
the pipeline and hardware.
Keywords: benchmark, pulsar, de-dispersion, dspsr, GPU
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ABSTRACT
The measurement of the atmospheric extinction is an important and fundamental property of astronomical
observatories. Atmospheric effects are obstacles that affect the illumination of stars causing the observed starlight
intensity to be less than what it is supposed to be. When the observed star is on the horizon, the star's light will
pass through the atmosphere at a greater distance than the star is at a higher celestial altitude. The apparent
magnitude increases when the star is at the zenith position and the light from the star is reduced when the star is
at the horizon. The apparent magnitude is the amount of light that appears depending of the celestial altitude and
the air mass. The Thai National Observatory (TNO) is the largest and most modern astronomical observatory in
Thailand with astronomical instruments and a 2.4-meter telescope. Atmospheric characteristics above this national
observatory has not been studied in detail before and currently TNO has a project to develop the adaptive optics
system for this observatory. In this research, the CCD photometric technique was used to find the atmospheric
extinction by using a telescope together with a CCD camera equipped with a filter in the wavelength ranges of
ultraviolet (U), blue (B), visible (V), red (R), and infrared (I) processed with the IRIS software. We found that the
atmospheric extinctions were 0.1728 ± 0.0069 for U, 0.0998 ± 0.0075 for B, 0.0554 ± 0.0041 for V, 0.0391 ±
0.004 for R, and 0.0335 ± 0.0233 for I. The calculated atmospheric extinctions will be used as the standard values
for each observatory location in the installation of future equipment and the improvement of current observation
equipment. Moreover the atmospheric extinction has the same trend as values from other observatories.
Keywords: the atmospheric extinction , CCD photometric technique, air mass, color index
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Abstract
The nucleation process is the first step in creating cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). There was a report on
cosmic rays and cloud cover correlation in 2007 but whether the correlation is true remains a debated issue. Our
study explored past literature and used existing parameterisation, measurement campaign datasets and ionisation
simulations to set an upper limit on the contribution of cosmic rays to the nucleation process. We have chosen the
Jan 2005 solar energetic particle (SEP) event as the strongest SEP event in the past 60 years. We also chose to
investigate the effect at Antarctica where the cosmic ray intensity is most prominent, and considered the actual
atmospheric variables there. We calculate the effects of the background galactic cosmic rays (GCR) and
relativistic solar particles in comparison with other nucleation sources such as stochastic heterogeneous nucleation
particles.
Keywords: solar energetic particles, cloud condensation nuclei, antarctica
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Abstract
Today, astronomers search for and study of exoplanets, planets outside the Solar system, in order to find
habitable planet and understand planetary formation. In this project, we use the transit method to observe WASP127b, a large gaseous planet with one of the lowest densities discovered to date. We observed WASP-127b transit
with the Thai Robotic Telescopes (TRTs) and Thai National Telescope (TNT) between 2017 and 2019. We use
automated photometric pipeline to analyze the data and use python MCMC fitting model to fit the light curves.
From the fitting, physical parameters of WASP-127b are obtained. The planet-star radius ratio in u’-band from
the TNT is 1.13, which favour an H/He dominated haze atmospheric model.
Keywords: techniques: photometric - eclipses - planetary systems - planets and satellites: atmospheres
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SYM/H and AE indices in corresponding with the variation of OI-5577Å emission spectrum
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Abstract
SYM/H and AE indices relate to the perturbation of Earth’s magnetic field in horizontal component at low
and high latitudes, respectively. SYM/H index is used to investigate the magnetic field configuration and to
determine the phases of geomagnetic storm events due to solar activity. The AE index is used to determine the
phases of auroral substorms, which are a typical feature of the global aurora. Both geomagnetic storm and auroral
storm events are related. The substorm activity increases (AE index increases) during the geomagnetic storm’s
main phase (SYM/H decreases). It has been shown that during the storm main and recovery phases, energetic
protons in the ring current can charge exchange with cold neutral H in the geocorona to form Energetic Neutral
Atoms (ENAs) which precipitate with a peak intensity around the magnetic equator. The present work investigates
if this type of particle precipitation has any optical signature on the ground. OI-5577Å emission line were observed
for 4 nights via MRES spectrograph along with 2.4-m telescope at National observatory, Chiang Mai, Thailand.
The variations of the OI-5577Å emission line were analyzed with SYM/H and AE indices in order to investigate
the correlations. The result showed that the correlations on the forth night were the most correlated. However, it
cannot be concluded that it is a significant evidence of low-latitude aurora produced by ENAs.
Keywords: SYM/H index, AE index, ENA, OI-5577Å emission line, and low-latitude aurora
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Water Vapor Correction to Cosmic Ray Flux Measurements with Neutron Counters at Doi Inthanon
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Abstract
High-energy cosmic rays interact in the upper atmosphere, leading to a shower of subatomic particles,
some of which reach Earth’s surface. Large ground-level detectors use these secondary particles to provide
accurate measurements of variations in the cosmic ray flux from space. One widely used type of detector is the
“neutron monitor (NM64)” that is mostly sensitive to the neutron component of the atmospheric shower with high
precision (∼0.1%) over such time scales. A bare neutron counter, which lacks the lead and polyethylene of the
NM64, detects neutrons of lower energy and therefore responds on average to cosmic rays of lower energy. To
avoid data contamination by variations in pressure and precipitable water vapor (PWV) here we show the results
of the count rate and the bare/NM64 count rate ratio as corrected for pressure and PWV dependences. We
corrected the data from the Princess Sirindhorn Neutron Monitor at Doi Inthanon, Chiang Mai, Thailand, with the
world’s highest vertical geomagnetic cutoff rigidity, 16.8 GV, from December 2007 to December 2017 and
searched for evidence of cosmic ray spectral variations from systematic changes in the bare/NM64 count rate
ratio. Supported by grants MRG6280155 and RTA5980003 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: precipitable water vapor, cosmic rays, neutron monitor
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Abstract
Neutron monitors are the arch instruments for measuring the neutron debris left after primary cosmic rays
enter the Earth’s atmosphere, and tracking time variations in the cosmic rays at GeV-range energies. The neutron
monitor standard design (NM64) contains lead, termed the producer that, when hit by a high-energy neutron, emits
low energy neutrons. These are slowed further by the polyethylene moderator and are detected by induced nuclear
fission of 10B in a 10BF3 gas-filled proportional counter. An outer layer of polyethylene, termed the reflector,
contains the low energy neutrons produced in the lead and excludes low energy environmental neutrons. A bare
neutron counter or simply “bare”, which lacks the lead of the NM64 monitor, detects such neutrons and therefore
responds on average to cosmic rays of lower energy. We develop and build, in Thailand, well-behaved portable
neutron monitors housed in a standard insulated shipping container, called “Changvan”, in order to conduct longterm research in polar regions. At any given location, the magnetic field of the Earth blocks cosmic rays below a
well-defined geomagnetic cutoff. Due to limited time and budget, we were unable to install three units of the
NM64, technically known as a 3NM64, as intended, and instead a 2NM64 (two tubes flanking left and right) with
a center bare were installed in the Changvan. Monte Carlo simulations to study the detection efficiency of the
Changvan neutron monitors can be used. FLUKA is one of the well-known Monte Carlo codes to simulate cosmic
ray cascades. In this work, we have modified the geometry model of the Changvan in FLUKA to look
more realistic. We study the thickness of the container's walls that affects the response function. Besides that, we
also simulate the Changvan neutron monitors with different surrounding conditions developed to determine the
differences in the response functions. The simulation results will be discussed in the presentation. Supported by
grants MRG6280155 and RTA5980003 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: neutron monitor, Changvan, FLUKA simulation
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Abstract
We study the dynamics of dark matter in Brans-Dicke theory with Kaluza-Klein scalar field. We assume
that dark energy come from Brans-Dicke scalar field, whereas dark matter is assumed to be a scalar field coming
from Kaluza-Klein theory. The equation of motions from Brans-Dicke Lagrangian are derived which includes
scalar dynamics and Friedmann equation. The dark energy density can be produced in the models. Assuming
radiation dominated era, analytic solution for each scalar field can be derived. Finally, the correct relic abundance
of dark matter and the matter-radiation equilibrium time will be discussed. This result indicated that the BransDicke scalar field can be a good candidate for dark energy in which its field is static, and the Kaluza-Klein scalar
field can be a good candidate for dark matter since its field solution is Bessel function which exhibit an oscillation
in an expanding universe.
Keywords : dark matter, Brans-Dicke theory, Friedmann equation
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Abstract
We present apparatus and methods for laser cooling and trapping of single rubidium-85 atoms. The setup
consists of a magneto-optical trap and identical optical microtraps lined up by using a programable acousto-optic
deflector. The apparatus designs and systematic arrangement are described in conjunction with the limitations of
the techniques and the scope for future improvement. Individual control over the position and power of each trap
attained in our work is the key to addressable and scalable quantum system.
Keywords: single atom, rubidium-85, 1D array, optical microtrap, acousto-optic deflector
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Abstract
A “no-knowledge” measurement is a measurement-based feedback control for decoherence suppression in
a quantum open system. By continuously measuring environmental noise and without gathering any information
about the system being observed, the noise in the system can be completely suppressed by feeding back a
measurement signal. This result is true only when the measurement and feedback are simultaneous. Here we
consider the effects of time delay, between getting a noise signal from measurement and feeding the signal back
to the system, on the dynamics of the system under continuous noise-monitoring. We are interested in a special
case where a two-level system (qubit) is coupled with a Markovian reservoir via a Hermitian coupling operator.
The homodyne detection was used as a model of such noise measurement. We numerically simulated the possible
stochastic trajectories of the qubit system in order to calculate its mean dynamics and deviations. While the qubit
being in contact with a reservoir would suffer an amplitude damping, the results show that measuring on a certain
qubit’s component can sustain the pre-feedback state, while measuring on other components gets the Rabi
oscillation phase shifting and slower damping rate.
Keywords: quantum open system, quantum feedback control, decoherence suppression
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Abstract
We investigate the behavior of spin-1/2 particles (electron and positron) confined to the Gaussian curvature
surfaces. For the non-negative Gaussian curvatures, we present the preliminary results in cylindrical and spherical
cases. To be specific we use the deformed hyperbolic solutions to obtain eigenvalues of the Dirac equation in the
presence of an axial gauge field. Our results demonstrate the quantized energy and eigenstates of fermion. The
quantization of energy depends on the spin-orbit coupling and the Landau quantization. The imaginary energy is
obtained from the negative Gaussian curvatures. It is interpreted as the quasi normal mode. The angular
momentum of fermion is shifted by addition of the constant magnetic flux. The fermion behaves like boson when
the flux is half-integer.
Keywords: fermions, curvature, gauge field, magnetic flux, quasi-normal modes
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Abstract

In this study, the energy states of electron and hole in GaxIn1-xNy
As1-y/GaAs tilted quantum
well structure have been theoretically investigated. The content of x and y are 0.65 and 0.005
respectively. The energy states and wave functions have been calculated by solving the Schrödinger
equation in real space. The well width of 2-10 nm, barrier width of 2-10 nm and tilted layer width of 13 nm are considered in this work. The results show that the electron and hole energies decrease with
increasing the well width and tilted layer width. The wave functions are both symmetric (ground state)
and anti-symmetric (the first excited state), and spread out as the well width increases. In addition, the
barrier width of couple tilted quantum well structure has also been studied. It is found that the
probability of finding electron and hole are equal in both wells and the wave function within barrier
layer decreases with increasing the barrier width as well. The ground state energy increases and the first
excited state energy decreases as the barrier increases. As a result, the two states tend to the same level
when the barrier is more than 8 nm. This is because the wide barrier can decrease the interaction between
two quantum well and makes each quantum well acts as an isolated quantum well with no interaction
between them.
Keywords: Tilted quantum wells structure, Couple quantum well, The barrier width, The well width
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Abstract
In this study the electron and hole states in Al0.33Ga0.67As/GaAs single quantum well structures including
squared QW, step QW and tilted QW, have been theoretically studied by solving the Schrodinger equation in real
space. The energies and wave functions of electron and hole are calculated for different well widths. It is found
that energy level of electron and hole decreases with increasing the well width. Adding step or tilted layers gives
rise to the decrease of electron and hole energy levels. The ground state energy level in a tilted single quantum
well structure is lower than that in a step single quantum well structure. It is also found that the energy of electron
and hole ground states do not change as the width of step layer increase. This is because the ground state occupies
in a lower well only. The wave functions are symmetric (ground state) and antisymmetric (the first excited state).
The maximum of ground state wave function is at the central of the well and the probability of finding electron
and hole in excited states are different in each region. The hole levels are lower than the electron levels due to the
lower well depth and higher mass of hole compared to electron.
Keywords: quantum well width, single quantum well structures, step quantum well structure,
tilted quantum well structure
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Abstract.
Isentropic compressibility is important injection timing of liquid fuel. The isentropic compressibility of
biodiesels are correlated to number of carbon atoms, number of double bond(s) and temperature. In this work, an
empirical approach for isentropic compressibility of pure fatty acid ethyl ester and biodiesels can be estimated by
using number of carbon atoms (of fatty acid, z) and number of double bonds (nd). The proposed equations are
easy to use and the estimated isentropic compressibility values of biodiesels at different temperatures agree well
with the literature values. The average absolute deviation of isentropic compressibility values of biodiesels at
293.15 to 343.15 K is 0.25 %. The isentropic compressibility outside temperature between 293.15 to 343.15 K
may be possibly estimated by this model but accuracy may be lower
Keywords: isentropic compressibility, biodiesels
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Abstract
A series of atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were performed on the systems of gas molecules within an
NVT ensemble, where the number of molecules, the volume and the temperature were controlled. For each
simulation, simulated annealing technique was used to gradually vary the temperature and the change in gas
pressure was measured within the simulation box at constant volume. Simulation results and regression analysis
on the relationships between pressure and temperatures showed that two van der Waals parameters, representing
interaction strength and effective size of the gas molecules, depended on shape, size and polarity of the molecules.
This study provided an alternative way of demonstrating the basic thermodynamics of gas, and bridging the gap
between information from microscopic and macroscopic scales.
Keywords: molecular dynamics simulations, simulated annealing and van der waals gas equation
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Abstract
Usual algorithms, such as, 5-steps and a backward-derivatives-based (BDB) method, could extract an
image of a top layer from a one of a base layer in a 2D full-field optical coherent tomography (FFOCT). Those
both algorithms still give the robust images. For improving the quality of the image in 2D-FFOCT, in this research
a central-derivatives-based (CDB) algorithm is introduced to apply for investigating two overlapping 2D images.
According to our simulation, it shows that the performance of CDB-algorithm is as good as the one of 5-step
algorithm in case a phase difference between each fringe images is not more than 40 degree. It is also less robust
by comparing with the one of BDB-algorithm. By our experimental results, it can also be concluded that the CDBalgorithm can separate two overlapping 2D images with more brightness than the ones applied by BDB-algorithm.
Keywords: full-field optical coherent tomography, 5-steps algorithm, backward-derivatives-based algorithm,
central-derivatives-based algorithm, Interferometry
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Abstract
It is both experimentally and numerically confirmed that Supercontinuum can be generated by pumping a
few-tens-femtoseconds short pulse in anomalous dispersion region of a two zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW)
ﬁbers, such as, photonic crystal fiber. In numerical method, a well-known slowly varying envelope approximation
(SVEA) has always been used to illustrate how the short pulse expands to a broadband spectrum in two-ZDW
fiber. But, the limit of SVEA is that it can only be applied for the short pulse, which its temporal envelope changes
slowly comparing with its optical cycle. However, a few optical cycles short pulse is not fit with the condition of
the SVEA approximation. In this report, another model, namely slowly evolving wave approximation (SEWA),
is applied for numerical demonstration of Supercontinuum generated by pumping the few optical cycles short
pulse in two-ZDW fibers. According to our simulation, under SEWA the final spectral width of the propagation
of the very short input pulse in the two-ZDW fiber is between about 500 - 2000 nm, even the center wavelength
of input pulse applied near second-ZDW of fiber. Moreover, other effects of these two approximations since the
center wavelength of the very short input pulse is close to both upper and lower ZDWs of the ﬁber in the same
fiber’s length are also compared in our presentation.
Keywords: Supercontinuum, two zero-dispersion wavelength fiber, slowly evolving wave approximation,
photonic crystal fiber
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Abstract
A property of well-collimated laser throughout a very long traveling distance is crucially required for
myriad of potential applications. Extending a non-diverging range for a laser beam beyond kilometers scale is
formidably challenging, but it would lead to superior performance of optical technologies, including LIDAR,
standoff chemical detection, or free-space communication. In this work, we numerically studied the feasibility of
a long-range divergence-free beam generated from a simple but robust structure composed of cemented an axicon
doublet. The proposed system is all solid-state with optical design parameters based on current technological
availability. Here, a compound axicon optical geometry, which is made from a convex axicon and a concave
axicon separated by refractive-index matching layer, is expected to provide sufficiently low beam convergence
beyond the limit of a single axicon made at current polishing precision. The output beam profile exhibits BesselGauss profile with inward radial wave component that compensates outward diffraction existing in a normal
Gaussian mode profile. A numerical simulation was performed to verify for divergence-free range of km-long
laser propagation domain. In particular, a wave simulation was accomplished by using Electromagnetic Wave
Beam Envelop method in COMSOL Multiphysics®, which allows finite element simulation possible for optics
wave in an ultra large domain, without using excessive memory. The results shown that, with only 25 mm of waist
radius of the input beam, an axicon doublet at optimal parameters can generate a Bessel-Gauss beam with
divergent-free range of at least 2 km and can be improved for longer range.
Keywords: divergence-free beam, Bessel-Gauss beam, axicon doublet, Beam Envelop method
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Abstract
Standoff Raman detection is one of the promising techniques capable of identifying hazardous materials
from a safe distance. Although it can provide “fingerprint” information of chemical structures, the major concern
is the weakness of Raman scattering signal. To achieve feasible standoff detection, spontaneous Raman scattering
alone may not suffice to generate detectable signal above noise level. In this study, we report the evidence of
strong Raman random lasing in micro/nano-structured material. This lasing phenomenon utilized stimulated
Raman scattering as a gain mechanism, while the optical feedback is obtained from multiple scattering of light
inside material. This resulted in much enhanced Raman signal even pumped by a nanosecond-pulsed laser. In the
experiment, a Nd:YAG-pumped optical parametric oscillator (OPO) was used to generated pump pulses with
wavelength of 505 nm, pulse duration ~10 ns to excite a random Raman gain medium using BaSO4 powder with
particle size ~160 ± 30 nm. The effects of sample structure were studied in comparison using the original powder
form, labeled as the loosely-packed structure, and the closely-packed structure prepared by compressing with high
pressure of ~ 300 MPa using pellet preparation equipment. The scattered Raman signal at 532 nm (corresponding
to BaSO4 Raman shift at 985 cm-1) was detected using an avalanche photodiode. The result shows laser threshold
characteristics, and the random Raman lasing can be produced with higher intensity for the loosely-packed sample.
This is because it provides longer transport mean free path (𝑙 ) ~ 2±1 µm, compared to ~ 0.4±0.2 µm for the
closely-packed. The longer 𝑙 allows pump energy to penetrate into the sample, causing more order of multiple
scattering. This leads to the lowering of laser threshold in the loosely-packed sample. Furthermore, the result
shows a good agreement with wave simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics, where electromagnetic modes
confinement supporting lasing process was found in the random structures.
Keywords: standoff detection, stimulated Raman scattering, random Raman lasing, multiple scattering
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Abstract
A calibration technique for Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), known as “Frequency Phase
Transfer (FPT)”, has become widely adapted for several VLBI stations around the world. The fact that the
conditions of the Earth’s Troposphere vary rapidly shortens coherency for VLBI observation. Requiring multiple
frequency bands observed simultaneously, FPT technique has been developed to apply the measured phase
information obtained from the lowest frequency band to calibrate the phase of higher frequency bands. Here, we
report progress of optical design of the simultaneous K-Q-W band receiver system for the 40m Thai Nation Radio
Telescope (TNRT) under construction by National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailand (NARIT) under
the scope of “Radio Astronomy Network and Geodesy for Development (RANGD)” project. TNRT’
specifications allow the observing frequency from <1 GHz to 115 GHz with both primary and secondary foci
operational. The position and beam waist of all reflectors or mirrors can be calculated with quasi-optic and
Gaussian beam principles to determine the beam waist to find optimal alignment of optical components, including
the receiver feeds. Further investigation of the efficiency of the designed will be done with specialized simulation
software in the near future.
Keywords: quasi-optical circuit, simultaneous receiver, gaussian beam waist, optical-alignment, RF receiver.
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Abstract
The dependence of the steady-state persistence probabilities

P 
S

 

and exponents  S

on surface

diffusion length  l  for four discrete growth models is investigated. The persistence exponents which describe
the decay of the persistence probabilities, the probabilities of the average of all initial height ( h0 ), are increased
as l is increased for all models. The results of one-dimensional Family ((1+1)-Family) and Das SarmaTamborenea ((1+1)-DT) models with kinetically rough film surface show the decrease of the growth exponent

 

with

l . The l  1 results preserve the relation   max[1   S ,1   S ] . In contrast,  is observed to

increase with l for the two-dimensional larger curvature ((2+1)-LC) and Wolf-Villain ((2+1)-WV) models with
mounded morphology. Our results show that the   max[1   S ,1   S ] relation is not valid in l  1 cases in





models with mounded surfaces. The persistence probabilities of a specific value of initial height P S  h0  for

l  1 are found to behave differently between mounded and kinetically rough models.
Keywords: discrete growth models, persistence probabilities, surface diffusion length
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Abstract
Phase transitions and thermodynamics properties of the frustrated antiferromagnetic XY (FAXY) model
have been investigated near the two transition temperatures. We found that the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) transition
corresponding to the rotational U(1) symmetry breaking and the Ising-like (I) transition corresponding to the
reflection Z2 symmetry breaking occur at two-separate temperatures, TKT < TI. These temperatures lie close to each
other, however in our results the separation is obvious. Our results show the spin and staggered chirality
configurations as a function of temperature and we also estimate the critical exponents, β, α, γ, η and ν. The critical
exponent ν indicates that the Ising-like transition is inconsistent with the Ising universality class.
Keywords: FAXY model, critical exponent, phase transition, triangular lattice
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Abstract
The geodesic paths in the 3+1 dimensional Schwarzschild spacetime are studied. Four conserved
parameters are found; the first is the conserved total energy, the second is the coordinate-invariant metrics and the
last two are the angular momentums ( P and P ) in the spherical coordinate. For

  /2

and when excluding

2

a 1 / c term in the equation of motion, we recover the orbit equation of the two-body problem, but when not
excluding that term, we recover the orbit precession, e.g. the perihelion precession of Mercury. When the value
 is not fixed, we found the equation of motion, the radius r ( ) as a function of  , which is similar to the
function

r ( ) for a fixed value of  .

Keywords: schwarzschild spacetime, geodesics, conserved angular momentum, perihelion precession of mercury
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Abstract
In this work, the Dirac equation for a free fermion in the R-spacetime has been presented. This particular
equation is reduced from the anti-de Sitter-Beltrami spacetime's Dirac equation in the 𝑐 → ∞ limit. We show that
a classical plane wave solution of the Dirac equation in the Dirac equation in the R-spacetime is non-trivial in the
sense that singularity at t=0 is taken into account.
Keywords: Dirac equation, Anti-de Sitter-Beltrami spacetime, R-spacetime.
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Abstract
Thermodynamical properties and the stabilities of the black string in de Rham-Gabadadze-Tolley (dRGT)
massive gravity theory are investigated. dRGT massive gravity theory is one of the modified gravity theories in
such a way that the suitable graviton mass terms are given. By using this theory, the rotating cylindrical solutions,
called rotating black string solution, of modified Einstein field equation are found. The thermodynamical
properties of the rotating black string are explored. We found that it is possible to have the Hawking-Page
transition. Moreover, by analyzing the free energy, we found that the stable rotating black string is bigger than
non-rotating one.
Keywords: thermodynamics, black string, massive gravity
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Abstract
This paper presents the electrical characterization of dielectric barrier discharge produced at moderate
pressure using a DC high voltage power supply. The characteristics of the discharges are depended on the
operating voltage, gap distance, dielectric materials and electrode geometries. The behaviors of the discharges
such as breakdown voltage, discharge current and IV curve will be presented. The plasma temperature and plasma
density will be derived from the emission spectroscopy. The results presented in this work can be helpful for
development of high-efficient ozonizer in the future work.
Keywords: dielectric barrier discharge, ozonizer, DC high voltage power supply
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Abstract
This study focuses on the motion of charged particles that are under the influence of electric and magnetic
fields around the region of magnetic reconnection by using a test-charge approach. In order to simulate the motion
of particle, we use and compare two methods to step particle forward in time: Euler’s method and Boris algorithm.
We found that stepping particle forward using Boris algorithm conserves energy and retains circular motion of
particle under a magnetic field better than stepping forward with Euler's method. After studying the methods for
stepping forward particle, we used the Boris algorithm to step forward particle under the magnetic and electric
fields of magnetic reconnection obtained from a particle-in-cell simulation, which is expected to produce the most
realistic electric and magnetic fields out of all types of reconnection simulation available. Finally, the motions of
charged particles around the reconnection region are then analyzed. This research is supported by grant
RTA5980003 and grant MRG6180176 from the Thailand Research Fund.
Keywords: magnetic reconnection, motion of charged particles, test charge approach
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Abstract
Plasma Surface Interactions (PSIs) lead to surface erosion in tokamak and then impurity generation. In
general, intensive impurity production occurs at divertor and limiter, the surfaces of which are intentionally
installed to prevent first wall to directly contact with leaked particles by cross-field diffusion, during unstable
confinement periods, e.g. Edge-Localized Modes (ELMs), disruption. Several kinds of impurities are produced
with various materials and sizes. Uncontrolled impurities can degrade qualities of tokamak confinements. It is
possible to exploit HT-6M, a tokamak officially donated to Thailand Institute of Nuclear Technology (TINT) by
Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Science (ASIPP), to study impurity transport in toroidal
geometry. Several observation tools are needed in order for monitoring its inner vessel, impurity trajectories and
plasma facing surfaces. In order to support the idea and perhaps the experiment planning, Dust and Droplet
Tracking (DDT) code, developed at Kasetsart University, Thailand, is used to model metallic dust in steady state
HT-6M plasma. We aims to predict the trajectories of the metallic dust initially mobilizing from the HT-6M main
poloidal limiter. After the dust release, we aims to predict their ablation during their flights. This is in order to
determine where impurities from dust accumulate. The author believes that the study should be helpful for the
design and installation of observation cameras for impurity tracking and main chamber observation, which may
support the preparation plan of HT-6M experiments.
Keywords: dust, plasma surface interactions, scrape-off layer (SOL), impurity, tokamak
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Abstract
One of many benefits of non-thermal plasma (or low temperature atmospheric pressure plasma; LTAPP)
technologies is biomedical applications. They have been widely recognized as one of the high potential
technologies in biomedical science especially for chronic wound care. BIOPlasma jet is one of commercial
standard medical device from LTAPP technologies. This work used global model to study two important of
species in comparable external parameters of BIOPlasma jet source, which are O, O3 and gas temperature is also
measured in the BIOPlasma jet using He with less than 1% O2 admixture. Additionally, comparison of absolute
O concentration from global model and measurements are quantified by means of a picosecond two-beam laserinduced fluorescence technique (ps-TALIF). The O and O3 concentration decreased when gas flow rate was
increased. Gas temperature was also found decrease. The higher gas temperature can be affected only by surface
temperature. For O2 admixture variation, increasing O2 admixture from 0.1% to 0.9% the O and O3 densities were
increased but the gas temperature was reduced. The comparison absolute O density result from numerical and
measurements by ps-TALIF technique are the same relation with O2 admixture and there is the different value
about 1 order of magnitude. This might be considered by Maxwell electron energy distribution function, that for
the thermal equilibrium plasmas, in this simulation model.
Keywords: bioplasma jet, non-thermal plasma, LTAPP technologies
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Abstract
Atmospheric pressure plasmas in Ar or He were generated by plasma source DBD. the purposes of this
study were to understand efficient generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in cold atmospheric pressure
plasma jets and to study absorption and emission spectroscopy techniques for characterization of the DBD-Jet
plasma. In this experiment, we use two-beam UV-LED absorption spectroscopy techniques for measurements of
ozone densities and gas temperature. Ozone absorption at 1 slm with 0.5% (5 sccm), OR2R (Power level 5, Freq.
50) a maximum absorption value of 0.7 % and the temperature at the centre of the plasma was 484 K.
Keywords: plasma, absolute ozone density, two-beam UV-LED absorption spectroscopy
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Abstract
Plasma treatment of water, termed as plasma activated water (PAW), is very important for sterilization
processes such as the effect on the disinfection of food. In this work, we are interested in Discharge characteristic
in a parameter called of Breakdown Voltage which is the voltage that can ionize gas into plasma. In different
pressures to generate plasma we will get different Breakdown Voltages for gas discharge. Plasma jet is generated
by the floating electrode which can fill many gases for this study we used air and Argon. The power source is
produced by AC power supply of frequency in range 100-150 kHz. The system can generate Plasma jet between
tip of electrode and water surface in chamber which is capable of decreasing pressure in range 101-6.5 kPa.
P6015A high voltage probe and Oscilloscope are used to measure the characteristics of Breakdown voltage. The
Breakdown voltage of air is higher than Argon. The value of Breakdown voltage was increased when based
pressure was increased with constant gap distance (1 cm.), the minimum Breakdown voltage was 4.5 kV for air
and 2.1 kV for Argon in lowest based pressure. In Atmospheric pressure the Breakdown Voltage of air was about
19 kV and Argon is about 18 kV.
Keywords: breakdown voltage, plasma jet , gas discharge, plasma activated water
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Abstract
Y2Cu2O5 was discovered as a by-product, also called a blue-phase, of high-Tc superconductor YBa2Cu3Oy.
The crystal structure of Y2Cu2O5 is orthorhombic with space group Pna21. Its crystal structure is noncentrosymmetric, which can give rise to an asymmetric exchange interaction. The magnetic S=1/2 Cu2+ ions of
this compound form a one-dimensional structure that consists of the antiferromagnetic interaction between the
upper and lower Cu2+ zig-zag chains along the b-axis. In this work, we performed MPMS measurements to
measure magnetization of the compound and investigate the magnetic transitions of the Y2Cu2O5 powder sample.
The magnetization data as a function of temperature at 1 T was used to determine the Néel temperature, which
indicates the magnetic phase transition, and the Curie-Weiss temperature, which provides the estimate of the
average value of the exchange interactions. The magnetization as a function of magnetic field at 2 and 10 K was
also measured to investigate the change of the magnetic structure at the critical fields proposed by Eur. Phys. J. B
71, 393 (2009).
Keywords: antiferromagnetic, non-centrosymmetric crystal, Y2Cu2O5.
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Abstract
The Josephson effect in silicene-based superconductor/barrier/superconductor (SBS) junction is
theoretically investigated by the Dirac-Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation, where superconductors are the proximity
effect through superconducting gates and a thick barrier is the presence of a perpendicular electric field and an
electrostatic gate. The influence of electric field is used for inducing a bandgap in monolayer silicene. We find
that the Josephson current is controlled by the effect of electric field E Z . The behavior of critical current IC on
the perpendicular electric fields is linear dependence at case of VG  0 . The gate control of electric field is led to
the linear slope d(IC / I0 ) dlEZ as revealed to 1 E F and 1 E F in the different direction of electric fields. In
addition, the linear dependence of the Josephson current is considered by the electrostatic gate VG . The
appearance of linear effect in the tunable barrier is near the bottom of conduction band and the top of valence
band. These results are suitable for controlling the Josephson current in silicene-based junction.
Keywords: silicene, Josephson effect, superconductor/barrier/superconductor Josephson junction
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Abstract
We have investigated electronic structures of CsPb(XxY1-x)3 perovskites, where X, Y = Cl, Br or I, and x
= 0, 1/3 or 2/3, based on the density functional theory (DFT) with generalized gradient approximation (GGA).
The results show that these materials exhibit direct and inverted gaps, in the sense that the character of electronic
states near the valence band maximum (VBM) is derived from atomic s-like orbital of Pb and p-like orbital of
halide atom, whereas the character of states near the conduction band minimum (CBM) is derived from atomic plike orbital of Pb, which is in contrast with the electronic band structures of other common semiconductors. Their
density of states also indicates that the optical transition in both absorption and luminescence are stronger.
Keywords: perovskites, solar cell, bandgap, electronic structures, DFT calculation
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Abstract
The ability to modify band structure in twisted bilayer graphene (TBG) by simply changing a relative angle
between the top and bottom layers has attracted a lot of interests. Recently, TBG with twisted angle of 1.8o has
been shown to be a superconductor at temperature below 2 K, due to its extremely flat band structure. In this work,
we fabricate TBG by stacking two monolayer graphene flakes using two different methods, “aligning graphene
edges” and “tear and stack”. According to AFM images, we observe bubbles between two graphene layers which
come from hydrocarbon contamination during fabrication. For a TBG fabricated by aligning graphene edges, the
2D peak from the Raman spectrum can be fitted by a single Lorentzian function and its intensity is higher than
that of monolayer graphene. This indicates that the TBG has a large relative angle and behaves as two independent
monolayer graphenes. For a TBG fabricated by tear and stack method, we observe an asymmetric 2D peak,
different from those of monolayer and bilayer graphene. The asymmetry of the 2D peak indicates the interaction
between top and bottom graphene layers which only occurs with small relative angle.
Keywords: twisted bilayer grapheme, a single Lorentzian function
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Abstract
We proposed a new method to construct the stability diagram of a finite serial island system. Average
charge numbers of each islands were calculated by the Coulomb action of the finite-serial island system. The
stability diagram was then obtained from the contour plot of the average charge numbers. We found that Coulomb
blockade regimes depended on induced charges on the islands. Moreover, this approach can determine the
temperature dependence of the stability diagrams and can be potentially applied to calculate stability diagrams of
single-electron devices.
Keywords: finite serial island system, coulomb action
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Abstract
EMeRGe (Effect of Megacities on the Transport and Transformation of Pollutants on the Regional to
Global Scales) is a project that aims to develop knowledge and predictions of air pollutants in Europe and Asia in
terms of their transport and chemical transformations. One of the objectives of the campaign was to investigate
air pollutant concentrations from the High Altitude and Long Range (HALO) aircraft platform. Thailand was part
of the campaign and the measurements were performed as part of the transfer flights of HALO under the project
EMeRGe. The purpose of this study was to analyze the sources and transport of air pollution along the flight track
of HALO by taking the air pollution concentration data from the Pollution Control Department (PCD) of Thailand
during the transfer flights. There were two (2) routes during the HALO-EMeRGe transfer flights in Thailand: (1)
starting from U-Tapao airport in Chonburi province to the Gulf of Thailand on 12 March 2018; and (2) from the
Gulf of Thailand through the eastern and central regions of Thailand which ended at U-Tapao airport on 7 April
2018. The PCD data that were included in this study consists of the data from 27 air monitoring stations which
were divided into 4 regions - Bangkok, east of Bangkok, southwest of Bangkok. and north to northeast of
Bangkok. The pollutants studied were SO2, NOx, O3 and CO. Backtrajectories were calculated from the Hybrid
Single-Particle Langrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model. The model obtained the distance and
distribution of potential source regions that might have influenced measurements from the aircraft. Hotspot data
from VIIRS and MODIS instruments were also included in this study to consider biomass burning influence in
the air pollution source.
Keywords: pollution, hotspot, MODIS, HYSPLIT
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Abstract
EMeRGe (Effect of Megacities on the Transport and Transformation of Pollutants on the Regional to
Global Scales) is a project that uses the ability of the aircraft to measure air pollutants. The measurements on the
High Altitude and Long Range (HALO) aircraft focused on investigating the rate of formation of aerosols and
ozone in Europe and Asia. Thailand was part of the flight track in these air pollution measurements under the
EMeRGe project. The information from this study can infer the source of the measured pollution. Analysis of air
pollution and the direction of motion of the air pollutants under the EMeRGe project in Thailand started from: (1)
U-Tapao airport through the Gulf of Thailand on March 12, 2018; and (2) from the Gulf of Thailand through
eastern and central regions during the transfer flight on April 7, 2018. This research aims to analyze the air
pollution concentrations and the wind directions along the flight track of the HALO-EMeRGe Asia aircraft
measurement campaign. The analyzed data were taken from the Pollution Control Department of Thailand. In this
study, data from 27 stations were grouped into 4 areas, namely Bangkok Zone, Southwest of Bangkok Zone, East
of Bangkok Zone and North/Northeast of Bangkok Zone. The air pollutants, namely, PM2.5, PM10, O3, and CO
were analyzed. The fire hot spot information from the MODIS and VIIRS instruments were considered for the
primary and secondary sources of particulate matter. The Hybrid Single-Particle Langrangian Integrated
Trajectory model (HYSPLIT) was used to model the flow direction of the air during the flights.
Keywords: air pollution, hot spot, MODIS, VIIRS, HYSPLIT
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Abstract

Specific activities of natural (40K, 226Ra and 232Th) radionuclides in 50 beach sand samples collected from
Pamai beach in Mai Kaen district in Pattani province, have been studied and measured. Experimental results were
obtained by using a high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector and gamma spectrometry analysis system and also
evaluated by using the standard reference materials IAEA-SOIL-6 which were obtained from Office of Atoms for
Peace. Experimental set-up and measurement were operated and carried out at laboratory research building, Office
of Atoms for Peace, Bangkok. It was found that, the mean values of specific activities of 40K in Pamai beaches
were 433.49 ± 12.77 Bq/kg. The mean values of specific activities of 226Ra were 44.42 ± 10.17 Bq/kg. The mean
values of specific activities of 232Th were 26.86 ± 2.08 Bq/kg. Furthermore, the results of the specific activities of
natural radionuclides (40K, 226Ra and 232Th) in this areas were also used to evaluate the absorbed dose rates in air
(D), the radium equivalent (Raeq), the external hazard index (Hex) and the annual effective dose rate in this area.
Furthermore, experimental results were also compared to research data in the southern region of Thailand, the
Office of Atoms for Peace (OAP) annual report and the recommended values which were proposed by United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR, 1988, 1993, 2000).
Keywords: specific activity, natural radioactivity, sand
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Abstract
2 0 MV self-shielded medical cyclotron is used for F-1 8 radiopharmaceutical production in PET scan.
During operation, neutrons were generated by (p,n) reaction between primary beam and target or cyclotron’s part.
High energy neutrons can penetrate or slowed down and activate cyclotron’s component to be radionuclide. The
cyclotron operators, radiopharmacists, maintenance workers and public can be exposed by the radiation caused
from activated radionuclides. The purpose of this study is to measure generated neutrons and to predict radiation
dose from activated components in cyclotron vault at the Siriraj Cyclotron Center, in consideration of the radiation
safety in routine operation work. Cyclotron facility is divided into three interesting areas; inside shielding area,
outside shielding area and outside cyclotron vault area. For inside shielding area, the neutron flux was determined
by gold foil activation method, and using High-Purity Germanium spectrometer for gamma counting. For outside
shielding and outside the cyclotron vault area, neutrons were measured by CR-3 9 , solid-state nuclear track
detector, compared with optically stimulated luminescence Dosimeter (OSLD). The predicted gamma dose rate
were calculated from neutron flux with Activation Calculation Formula and field measurement using portable
Identifier. The Results shown that the highest neutron flux inside self-shielding area was 2.80x109 cm-2s-1/μA and
decreased to 3.38 x102 cm-2s-1/μA after penetrated through the shielding. For outside vault, the neutron flux were
similar level as background level.
Keywords: neutron, cyclotron, self-shielded medical cyclotron, CR-39.
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Abstract
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), an oxidizer produced by water radiolysis, is considered one of the main
contributors to corrosion of the stainless steel (SS) components in the cooling system of nuclear reactors. The
detailed understanding of this chemical system is however still missing. The present research aimed to study the
effects of H2O2 on 304 SS. The surface morphology and the chemical composition of the SS specimens after
experiment were examined using Scanning Electron Microscope – Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX). The
change in atomic % of Fe, Cr, Ni, and O as a function of temperature will be reported. The corrosion type and
possible corrosion products will be proposed and discussed.
Keywords: hydrogen peroxide, surface morphology
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Abstract

Specific activity of natural (40K, 226Ra and 232Th) and anthropogenic (137Cs) radionuclides have been
measured and analyzed in 27 surface soil samples in Rayong province in the eastern region of Thailand where is
the home of the Southeast Asia industrial estate and one of the largest petrochemical plants in the world. Such
high activity concentrations might be associated with the increase in cancerous patients who live in the studied
area. All surface soil samples were collected from Ban Chang (12 samples) and Nikhom Phatthana (15 samples)
districts in Rayong province. The average specific activities were analyzed and estimated by employing hyperpure germanium (HPGe) detector and gamma-ray spectrometry analysis system. It was found that the frequency
distribution of specific activities of 40K, 226Ra, 232Th and 137Cs for the investigated area were asymmetrical
distribution with the skewness of 1.09, 1.54, 0.39 and 0.42, respectively. The median values of specific activities
of 40K, 226Ra, 232Th and 137Cs in Bq/kg were 423.75 ± 11.30, 96.65 ± 2.16, 36.73 ± 1.06 and 1.32 ± 0.24 Bq/kg,
respectively. In addition, four radiological hazard indices which are gamma-absorbed dose rate (D), radium
equivalent activity (Raeq), external hazard index (Hex) and annual external effective dose rate (AEDout) were also
studied and assessed by using the measured (median) values of specific activities. Furthermore, the excess lifetime
cancer risk (ELCR(outdoor)) could be evaluated by using the AEDout value. The results were also compared with
the Office of Atoms for Peace (OAP) annual report data, Thailand and global radioactivity measurement and
calculations. Moreover, the radioactive contour maps of the investigated area were also created and presented in
this paper. From this study, value for D was higher than the worldwide average value (84.98 ± 2.12 nGy/h). The
AEDout and ELCR(outdoor) values were equal to 0.10 ± 0.003 mSv/y and 0.00039 ± 0.00001, respectively and
lower than the worldwide average. Further studies and evaluations need to assess the real risks and effects to
people health.
Keywords: specific activity, surface soil, radiological hazard index, excess lifetime cancer risk,
radioactive contour map
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Determination of Radiation Attenuation Coefficients of Polyvinyl Chloride and Polystyrene
Containing Barite for X-ray Shielding
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Abstract
The X-ray radiation shielding properties of polyvinyl chloride and polystyrene containing barite (BaSO4)
at different concentration were in investigated using beam transmission method for X-ray tube by using a CdTe
detector. The mass attenuation coefficients of these materials were calculated. It was found that the mass
attenuation coefficients increase with increasing of barite content up to a value of 60% by weight. The highest
value of mass attenuation coefficients at 50 kV tube voltage was 5.985 cm2/g for polyvinyl chloride containing
barite and 3.991 cm2/g for polystyrene containing barite. The mass attenuation coefficient values were compared
between polyvinyl chloride containing barite and polystyrene containing barite. The results show that polyvinyl
chloride containing barite showed good X-ray shielding performances than that for the polystyrene containing
barite.
Keywords: X-ray shielding, barite, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene
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using FLUKA and PHITS Monte Carlo simulations
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Abstract
Calculation of energy deposition in thyroid gland from proton therapy is of critical significance for
radiation treatment planning. In this study, we have performed the simulation of proton therapy using FLUKA
and PHITS Monte Carlo codes to calculate energy deposition in digital thyroid phantom layers at different incident
protons energies from 30 to 60 MeV. The results show that the most appropriate incident proton energy, which
the energy deposition is maximum in cancer region and low in surrounding healthy tissues, is 54 MeV, being
average percentages of deposited energy in the phantom regions: skin (2.9%), adipose (8.9%), skeletal muscle1
(16.4%), thyroid (70.4%), and skeletal muscle2 (0.3%).
Keywords: proton therapy, FLUKA, PHITS, energy deposition
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Abstract
The gamma-ray shielding properties, mass attenuation coefficient, mean free path and half value layer of
lead tellurite glass systems were investigated in the photon energy range of 0.015–15 MeV using PHITS
simulation code with the use of narrow beam transmission technique. The gamma shielding efficiency of studied
glass systems was compared to that of standard concretes in terms of mean free path and half value layer. The
obtained results show that PHITS is very capable for investigation of radiation shielding properties to good
accuracy with maximum percentage differences of less than 2% comparing to the results by XCOM database.
This will make a useful alternative technique for studying radiation parameters of other glasses, for which no
experimental results are available.
Keywords: gamma-ray shielding properties, PHITS code, XCOM database
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Study of Natural Radioactivity (226Ra, 232Th and 40K) in Soil Samples from Thai Jasmine Rice 105
Cultivation Plot Grown Using Organic and Inorganic Fertilizers
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Abstract
This research divided the study into 2 periods as follows period 1: the collect soil samples before fertilizer
and after fertilizing in the soil preparation process, period 2: the collect soil
samples after growth of root.
The radioactivity concentration of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K in all the soil samples were analysed using gamma ray
spectrometry technique with HPGe detector. In period 1, the radioactivity concentration of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K
in the soil samples before organic fertilizer were 26.72 ± 0.66 Bq/kg, 11.24 ± 0.51 Bq/kg and 103.26 ± 3.93 Bq/kg,
respectively. While the soil samples after organic fertilizers were 24.18 ± 0.67 Bq/kg, 12.62 ± 0.51 Bq/kg and
120.20 ± 4.02 Bq/kg, respectively. Therefore, in period 1, the radioactivity concentration of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K
in the soil samples before inorganic fertilizer were 18.50 ± 0.56 Bq/kg, 8.82 ± 0.41 Bq/kg and 63.30 ± 2.81 Bq/kg,
respectively. While the soil samples after inorganic fertilizers were 23.59 ±0.66 Bq/kg, 12.94 ± 0.51 Bq/kg and
90.57 ± 3.49 Bq/kg, respectively. In period 2, the radioactivity concentration of 226Ra and 232Th in soil samples
from cultivation plot grown using organic and inorganic fertilizers were found that close to the first period. These
results due to the absorption of elements for growth.
Keywords: radioactivity concentration, thai jasmine rice 105, organic fertilizers, inorganic fertilizers
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Abstract
Ni is ferromagnetic among a few other pure-substance magnetic materials, such as Fe, Co, and Gd. The
thermodynamically stable phase of Ni is face-centered cubic (fcc) while body-centered cubic (bcc), its meta-stable
phase, could be grown at room temperature on a GaAs(001) substrate. In this work, Ni was evaporated on the
GaAs(001) substrate forming Ni thin film. However, because of the surface roughness of the substrate induced by
cleaning processes, the Ni thin film could not be grown layer-by-layer. While RHEED oscillation pattern was not
visualized here experimentally, photoemission spectra line shape at the valence band still and all confirmed the
bcc Ni phase. The two-hole bound state was also present in the photoemission spectra. The electronic structure
was dominated by atomic effect rather than solid-state effect.
Keywords: bcc Nickel, PES, LEED, AES, MBE, RHEED
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Abstract
The radio-frequency (RF) linear accelerator (linac) system of the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory at
the Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility is used as an injector system for future mid-infrared and terahertz
free-electron lasers. The properties of electron beams produced from the linac must be controlled appropriately to
produce high-quality radiation. One of the most important properties is the electron pulse current that can be
measured using a current transformer. A copper wire with proper insulator is wounded around the ferrite-core
forming a secondary coil of the current transformer. The electron beam passing through the transformer acts as
the current in the primary coil and it induces an electromotive force in the secondary coil. Therefore, the output
signal from the secondary coil can be measured and analyzed to be a pulse current of electron beam. The measured
current pulse shape and value strongly depend on the characteristics of the current transformer. This study focuses
on testing and calibrating of existing current transformers installed in the linac system. In the experiments, the
pulse generator was used to generate the input pulse current with various pulse lengths. The output pulses were
then sampled with a digital oscilloscope. The experimental results showed that the output pulses from the current
transformers have distort shape compared with the input pulses. Consequently, the correction was conducted to
provide more accuracy of the measuring value of the electron pulse current. The results of this research can be
used as a valuable database for the existing current transformers and to develop the new ones that can provide
more accurate results.
Keywords: current transformer, beam pulse current, electron current
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Abstract
A radio-frequency (RF) linear accelerator (linac) and related system for irradiation of electron beam on
natural rubber is under the commissioning at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory, Chiang Mai University.
The maximum kinetic energy of electron beam that can be achieved from the accelerator is about 4 MeV. The
bremsstrahlung radiation in the x-ray regime is produced when electron beam interacts with materials in the beam
path. The radiation with the dose exceeding the regulation limit can be harmful for the personnel in the laboratory
and public area. This research concentrates on design of radiation shielding to prevent the leakage of radiation to
the uncontrolled area. Calculation of the x-ray dose due to the interactions of electron beam with materials in the
irradiation system and surrounding area including the collision and bremsstrahlung process was performed by
using a Monte Carlo simulation program GEANT4. The choice of shielding materials depends on type of radiation
and electron beam energy. The optimized parameters of the shielding that have to be considered are thickness,
shape and position. Results of the final radiation shielding design suggested that the radiation’s doses outside the
experiment hall meets the dose limit requirement.
Keywords: radiation shielding, GEANT4, radiation’s doses
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Abstract
This study focuses on magnetic field simulation of a square-frame steering magnet and electron beam dynamic
simulations in its magnet’s field at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory, Chiang Mai University. The small
dipole magnets with the same design were constructed from four identical iron bars winding with 70 turns of
copper-wire. They are used for steering electron beam with a maximum kinetic energy of about 2.0 MeV in the
pre-injectors system of the electron accelerator. The magnetic field simulations were conducted by using computer
programs POISSON and RADIA for two-dimensional and three-dimensional models, respectively. The maximum
magnetic fields at an excitation current of 1 A were 44.30 and 57.32 Gauss for the 2D and 3D models, respectively.
The magnetic effective length was 10.45 cm. The electron beam dynamic simulations in the 3D magnetic field
map was performed by utilizing a computer program ASTRA to investigate the transverse electron beam
distribution along the magnetic axis. The achievement of this study will be used as an important information for
proper operation of the magnets at our facility.
Keywords: steering magnet, beam dynamic, simulation
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Abstract
This research focused on magnetic field simulation and measurement of an electromagnetic undulator
prototype for generation of terahertz (THz) radiation from electron beam with energy of about 10 MeV at the
PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory of the Plasma and Beam Physics Research Facility. This undulator
prototype has 6.5 periods with a period length of 64 mm. Its magnetic field was measured by using a Hall probe
with a measuring system, which its position movement can be precisely controlled with automatic computer
interface. The magnetic field of end-poles was compensated by adjusting the end-pole currents. It was found that
at the main-pole current of 0.76 A, the optimal end-pole currents at the entrance and exit of the undulator were
0.27 A and 0.19 A, respectively. At these currents the undulator has the transverse good field region of 19 mm.
For magnetic field simulation, the computer program RADIA was used to model the undulator prototype for the
ideal design. This was done for comparing the magnetic fields from the simulation and the measurement. The
magnetic field of the two cases were not the same because the constructed prototype has different gaps for different
longitudinal positions. However, they could give the radiation in the THz regime, which were 97.6 𝜇m for the
simulation of the ideal case and 96.7 ± 0.1 𝜇m for the measurement.
Keywords: magnetic field measurement, magnet simulation, electromagnetic undulator, terahertz radiation
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Abstract
Bombesin is a 14-amino-acid peptide having the ability to specifically bind gastrin releasing peptide
receptors (GRPR) which show over-expressed in many types of cancer cell. Therefore, bombesin analogs have
been complexed with radionuclides and reported as radiopharmaceuticals for cancer diagnosis and therapy.
Lutetium-177 (Lu-177) is a beta emitting radionuclide that decays with a half-life of 6.65 days. The medium beta
energy and the relatively long half-life of Lu-177 make it one of the ideal radionuclides used in targeted
radionuclide therapy. As the oxidation state of this radioisotope is 3+, it requires multidentate chelators such as
DOTA to form stable complex. In this work, the commercially available conjugated peptide, DOTA- [Pro1 ,Tyr4
]-bombesin, was labeled with Lu-177 for preliminary formulation as a therapeutic radiopharmaceutical. The aim
was to evaluate the radiolabeling efficiency using various amounts of the peptide and the stability in human serum
for 7 days. The radiolabeling was performed in sterile water for injection, added 5 mCi of Lu-177, adjusted to pH
5.5 to 6.0 by 0.5 M sodium acetate, and incubated at 100oC for 30 min. It was found that radiochemical yield was
more than 99% when using 20 µg of the peptide and was stable for a week. Moreover, human serum was used to
simulate in vivo condition. The results showed high complex stability with more than 98% remain intact after 7
days.
Keywords: Lutetium-177, bombesin, DOTA, radiolabeling, targeted radionuclide therapy
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Abstract
Human stress can lead to health problems, especially in someone human who always has stress. Nowadays,
the aromatherapy is used to reduce the stress. Previous studies showed that the continuous aromatherapy may not
be used to reduce stress due to human brain adaptation. This project aims to develop aromatherapy automatic
control systems using brain computer interface. The system was designed to detect real time brainwaves, beta and
alpha waves. Then, the brainwaves signal was analyzed to indicate the stress level. If the systems detect the stress,
the diffuser automatically opened the aroma. The results obtained from the testing system show that the developed
system can be used to detect the stress of examinees and control the open of aroma diffuser consistent with stress
measurements.
Keywords: stress, brainwave, aromatherapy
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Abstract
The response of a nonlinear oscillator driven by two or more forces displays several frequency components
corresponding to the linear combinations of the driving frequencies, known as intermodulation distortions (IMDs).
In biological systems, the inner ears of all classes of vertebrates can produce IMDs in the presence of sounds of
two frequencies. This nonlinearity is attributed to the biological acoustic sensors, each of which displays nonlinear
response in its displacement upon mechanical stimulations from an incoming sound wave. In this work, we
develop a numerical model of a linear array of coupled nonlinear oscillators, each poised near a supercritical Hopf
bifurcation. IMDs generated by the system is enhanced upon an increase in coupling strength. As the characteristic
frequencies of the oscillators are arranged in an ascending or a descending order, IMDs exhibit quasi-periodic
variations in amplitudes with respect to the driving frequencies. IMDs variation profiles show strong dependence
on the magnitude of the stimulations. These findings agree well with our experimental observations of IMDs from
an amphibian species (Chinese edible frog, Hoplobatrachus Rugulosus), whose inner ear is constituted by arrays
of acoustic receptors with progressively increasing natural frequencies. In response to sounds of two tones, IMDs
produced by the inner ear of Chinese edible frogs show amplitude variations with respect to the driving
frequencies. This feature is only observed within a range of stimulus sound pressure levels between 70 dB and 80
dB. Our findings suggest that a linear array of coupled nonlinear oscillator can serve as a simple model for the
generation of IMDs by the inner ear.
Keywords: auditory nonlinearity, intermodulation distortions, nonlinear dynamics
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Abstract
Currently, chemicals are widely used in plant cultivation in many countries, allowing plants to have more
roots, grow faster, and increase productivity. This research aimed to study application of permanent magnets
(Neodymium Magnets (NM)) to accelerate the growth of plant roots instead of using chemicals for cultivation.
Pineapples were planted in liquid media under permanent magnetic flux density (B) of 1-90 mT intensity.
Magnetic flux directions were arranged in two forms, either toward or ejected from the plant roots. The results
showed that the roots of pineapples that were planted under the magnetic flux were about 2, 4.5 time greater in
number and length, respectively, than those without magnetic flux. The roots exposed toward the magnetic flux
had about 2 times greater number and length of roots compared to when the magnetic flux direction was ejected
from the plant roots. The direction of the magnetic flux influenced the direction of plant root growth significantly.
Keywords: magnetic flux, plant roots, pineapple, permanent magnets, magnetic field
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Abstract
The Raman spectroscopy is the vibrational spectroscopy used to identify chemical components in the
matter. The information of Raman spectra give a distinct fingerprint of the vibration mode of a particular molecule.
In this study, the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy is chosen as an alternative sensitive approach to detect
Malaria stains. Malaria is one of global diseases currently threatening to the global health. Researchers around the
world have put their great efforts to detect Malaria at an early stage. This challenge is, thus, the aim of this
research. Raman spectrometers with 785nm (Peakseaker 785) and 1064nm (Rigaku handled Raman) laser
wavelength are used to obtain the spectra of two Malaria stains 3D7 and CS2 cultured in human serum and cow
serum. This spectra reveal different effects from these two kinds of stains in protein modifying the red blood cell
membranes. Because the limitation of the portable Raman spectroscopy and a small concentration of molecule
samples give obscure spectra, an enhancement method for the detection is inevitably required. Consequently,
Onspec chip (NECTEC, Thailand), the surface enhanced Raman substrate fabricated in silver nanorod structure
was applied. The results show that the surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy has a potential to identify the Raman
peaks from the spectra of the infected red blood cell membrane.
Keywords: Raman spectroscopy, Malaria stains, Surface enhanced Raman substrate
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Abstract
Our blood consists of red blood cell and plasma. For separating blood, scientists and doctors often use the
centrifugation method. Centrifuge is a necessary equipment for this method. It is expensive and requires large
amount of blood from patients. To separate blood with less cost, less time and less blood we use technology of
microfluidic. The technology of manipulating and controlling fluids, usually in the range of microliters. Using
hydrodynamic properties of fluid flowing in microchannel. We added blood in 2 types of microchannel made
from PDMS and each has 2 regions which have different surface characteristics. First is hydrophilic-hydrophobic
surface and second is smooth-rough surface. These different surface properties affect to flow rate of blood
components. Whole blood (plasma and red blood cells) can flow well in hydrophilic region or smooth surface, in
the other hand red blood cells have low efficiency to flow through hydrophobic property. Red blood cell will have
stuck and accumulate over the patch of these 2 regions but plasma still flowing. The result is that plasma is
separated from red blood cell in time less than 30 minutes and use blood in volume below 10 microlitres. The
finding from the research can develop the experimental design for blood diagnosing by miniaturized medical
technologies which is save time and source.
Keywords: microfluidic, blood separation, plasma, wettability
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Abstract
Cisplatin, or cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II), is a platinum-based chemotherapeutic drug. It is widely
used against many types of cancer. However, there are various side effects in patients taking cisplatin. The side
effects are also found in chemotherapists or health workers exposed to contaminating cisplatin in workplace.
Therefore, there is a need for sensors for cisplatin contamination detection. This work reports the development of
a highly sensitive fluorescent sensor using single stranded ssDNA as a sensing element. It contains consecutive
guanine bases to allow an efficient cisplatin binding. Then, an enzyme-free DNA amplification technique called
catalyzed hairpin assembly (CHA) was employed to increase the sensor sensitivity. It comprises two hairpin
DNAs (H1 and H2) which are in meta-stable states and can form a hybrid only in the presence of the cisplatin
sensing ssDNA described above. H1 is designed such that after the hybrid formation, a newly exposed overhang
forms a G-quadruplex (GQ). The GQ formation can be monitored by mixing a GQ binding dye called Thioflavin
T (ThT) in the solution. ThT fluorescence quantum yield is negligible if ThT is free in solution but increases over
1000 folds when bound to GQ. The formation of H1:H2 hybrid and ThT-GQ complex is disrupted if cisplatin
binds to the sensing ssDNA. Therefore, the decrease in ThT fluorescence signifies the increase in cisplatin
concentration and vice versa. The developed sensor capable to detect the cisplatin in the range of 500 – 7500 nM
and the limit of detection is 182 nM. The merit of this novel sensor is that it is label-free therefore economical yet
highly sensitive. It is expected that the sensor can help monitor cisplatin contamination in chemotherapeutic
workplaces.
Keywords: cisplatin, label-free fluorescent sensor, DNA-based sensor, biosensor
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Abstract
Thai jasmine rice was improved by low-energy heavy-ion beam induced mutation breeding with focusing
at high yield of the crop. Seeds of Thai rice KDML105 and its ion-beam-induced primary mutant BKOS6 were
bombarded by mixed atomic and molecular nitrogen ions which were accelerated by tens of kilo-volts (kV) in a
home-developed high-current ion implanter. Both phenotypes and genotypes of induced mutants were
investigated. In M1 generation, more than a hundred plants with the photoperiod-insensitivity potential were
obtained. In the subsequent generations, tens of rice mutants with a broad spectrum of phenotypic variations
dominantly supporting the high yield potential were selected and studied for the mutation stability till M5
generation. The mutants possessed not only high crop yields but also other properties improved or altered in the
grains. DNA fingerprinting analysis revealed polymorphisms in the mutants distinguished from that of
KDML105. The cDNA fingerprinting investigation indicated four additional fragments in the mutant profiles
encoding proteins which could be involved in the high yield characteristics of the mutants.
Keywords :Thai jasmine rice, mutant, low-energy heavy-ion beam, high yield, phenotypes
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Abstract
This research aims at developing a practical biological test kit to diagnose penicillin allergy, the most
commonly found among drug allergies. Nowadays, penicillin allergy diagnosis is examined by skin test which
gives inaccurate results and cannot be applied in patients who are severely allergic to this test. To make a kit, we
performed lateral flow immunochromatographic assay of which the concept is flowing analyte on nitrocellulose
membrane and detecting the interaction between specific antigens and antibodies. In this experiment, sheep antipenicillin IgG is used as an analyte instead of human blood. Rabbit anti-sheep IgG Fc-HRP AuNP, an antibody
specific to the analyte, is labeled with gold nanoparticle to show up red color on both test line and control line
when the target antibody exists. We attached penicillin-BSA as an antigen on the test line and goat anti-rabbit IgG
on the control line. Flow method is used to ensure the reaction between rabbit anti-sheep IgG Fc-HRP AuNP and
goat anti-rabbit IgG, of which the concentration is required to be equal or greater than 0.2 µg/µL to clearly see the
red color on the control line. For the test line, we used flow method to verify the interaction between sheep antipenicillin IgG and rabbit anti-sheep IgG Fc-HRP AuNP, and used ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay)
to verify the reaction between sheep anti-penicillin IgG and penicillin-BSA. We have been assembling pads to
make a test kit. The results show 100% of accuracy on the control line. Nonetheless, it is still unable to show the
result on the test line. Thus, we will vary certain variables until the strip can show reliable results and develop a
complete test kit. Our work could pave the way for other studies of biological sensors and could be improved to
be more accurate and practical for penicillin allergy diagnosis.
Keywords: penicillin allergy, lateral flow immunochromatographic assay, test kit, antigen, antibody
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Electrostatic Effects on Partition Coefficient of Spherical Colloids into Porous Membranes
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Abstract
Electrostatic effects on partitioning of spherical colloids into a porous membrane consisting of long straight
cylindrical pores filled with an electrolytic solution are investigated through a mathematical model. The colloids
and the pore surface potential are assumed to be constant, and are such that the Debye-Huckel approximation can
be applied. Assuming that the solution is diluted, the effects of colloid-colloid interactions is negligible. The
cations and anions are viewed as point charges, and the electric potential is obtained as a solution of a linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The colloid equilibrium partition coefficient, the ratio between the intrapore colloid
concentration and that in the external bulk solution, is dependent on the difference between the electrostatic free
energy of the system of a colloid confined in a cylindrical pore and the addition of the electrostatic free energy of
a system of an isolated colloid in an unbounded fluid and that of an empty cylindrical pore. Effects of colloid size,
colloid surface potential and Debye length on the colloid equilibrium partition coefficient are investigated.
Keywords: Debye-Huckel approximation, porous membranes
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Low Dose Gamma Radiation Effects on Seed Germination and Seedling Growth of Cucumber
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Abstract
Cucumber and okra seeds were radiated by Co-60 gamma radiator for 50, 100, 150 and 200 Gy.
Germination percentage and seedling growth were observed every day for 10 days. After 10 days of seedling
growth, weight of fresh and dry seedling were measured. The result showed that the highest germination
percentage of cucumber was 100% on the third day of 50 Gy gamma-radiated seeds. The highest germination
percentage of okra was 100% on the fifth day of 50 Gy gamma-radiated seeds. The highest seedling lengths of
cucumber and okra were 13.7 cm. and 9.4 cm. with 50 Gy and 200 Gy of gamma dose, respectively. Weight of
fresh and dry seedings showed no trend corresponding to the seedling growth. This study shows that the low dose
gamma radiation may enhance the germination rate and the seedling growth during the early seedling state of
some vegetable seeds.
Keywords: low dose, gamma, radiation, seed germination, seedling growth
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Abstract
Using the plasma technique, the sunflower seed was treated by means of argon plasma. The argon plasma
was driven by high voltage DC pulse at 25 kHz. Plasma dissipated power was varied at 0.41, 0.51, 0.61 and 0.72
watts and argon gas flow rate was fixed at 9 liters per minute for 15 sec. The experiment analyzed the physical
properties, chemical properties and growth rate. Concerning the physical properties, the morphology was checked
via the contact angle and roughness by SEM. The chemical properties were analyzed via contact angle. The growth
rate was checked using 4 processes: the 1st is the water uptake, the 2nd is germination count rate within 5 days, the
3rd is seeding length within 7 days and the 4th is dry weight of seeding with 80oC in the oven for 24 hrs. The results
show the contact angle of control is 41.08 degree. After treatment using plasma jet the contact angle decreased,
henceforth the wettability increased. Using increased power the surface roughness increased. The water uptake of
plasma with dissipated power at 0.41 watts gave the best result. Following plasma dissipated power at 0.41 and
0.61 watts respectively the germination count rates are 68% and 56%. The seeding length as well as the dry weight
decreased when the power increased.
Keywords: plasma jet, germination, growth rate, sunflower seed
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Abstract
This research was to study the effectiveness of dielectric barrier atmospheric plasma (DBD) on sunflower
seed (Helianthus annuus). The DBD plasma was driven with a power of 80 watts. The samples consisted of five
groups; control group, Sample1, Sample2, Sample3, Sample4 being treated by DBD plasma with time limits of
30, 60, 90 and 120 sec, respectively. The physical properties and chemical properties were observed using SEM
and water contact angle. Growth parameters were studied by the water uptake, seed germination, sprouts length
and dry weight. Compared with the control sample the results show the contact angle decreased and the wettability
increased. The surface roughness of all conditions increased with higher power. With increased power the water
absorption decreased and it achieved super hydrophilic with 120 sec treatment. The water uptake of plasma
produced the best result using the DBD plasma treatment of 120 sec. The distribution of sprouts length and the
dry weight both increased with increased power. The DBD plasma treatment on sunflower seeds improves seed
germination rate and lead to a significant change in wettability and growth parameter.
Keywords: DBD plasma, germination, growth rate, sunflower seed
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Abstract
This study presents the influence of low-pressure plasma treatment on germination behavior of sunflower
seeds (Helianthus annuus). Both peeled and unpeeled seeds were treated with Ar plasma. The physical properties
and chemical properties were studied using SEM and water contact angle. Growth parameters including water
uptake, seed germination, sprouts length and dry weight were also investigated. It was found that the surface
roughness increased with the plasma-generating power. The water absorption decreased when the power increased
and super hydrophilicity was achieved at a 100 W. The water uptake rate showed highest at 150 W plasma power.
The highest rate of seed germination was found when the sunflower seeds were treated with plasma power of 150
W at 5-day sowing. Sprout length and dry weight increased with the plasma power as well. In summary, sunflower
seeds treated by Ar plasma could improve seed germination rate, leading to significant change in wettability and
growth parameter.
Keywords: low-pressure plasma, germination, growth rate, sunflower seed and cold plasma
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Effect of Static Magnetic Field on the Ripening of Bananas
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Abstract
This study aimed to investigate the effects of static magnetic fields on the ripening of Thai cavendish
banana fruits. The cavendish bananas were received from an agriculturist in Kanchanadit District, Surat Thani
province, Thailand. NeFeB magnets were used to generate the maximum static magnetic fields of 300 mT and 600
mT. The ripening of the banana fruits were recorded in terms of weight loss, color change and firmness after
exposure to a magnetic field. The results showed that the weight loss of the banana fruit when exposed to magnetic
field was higher than in the not exposed control group. Increasing the magnetic field strength to 600 mT increased
the weight loss further from that with 300 mT. The effects of magnetic field on weight loss of bananas were
statistically significant, but there were no statistically significant differences in color or firmness from the control
group.
Keywords: magnetic fields, bananas, ripening
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Development and Validation of Portable X -ray Fluorescence Spectrometry for Routine Measurement of
Element in Soil Samples
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Abstract
Pressed pellet technique was developed and optimized for quantitative analysis of elements in soil samples
via portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (pXRF). Eight geological certified reference materials (BCR-2:
basalt, COQ-1: carbonatite, GSP-2: granodiorite, JA-1: andesite, JB-2: basalt, JG-1a: granodiorite, JG-2: granite
and JSy-1: Syenite) were used for the method calibration. The results showed that a good agreement between the
certified and measured values was achieved (R2 > 0.90) for aluminium (Al), calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), manganese
(Mn), potassium (K), rubidium (Rb), silicon (Si), strontium (Sr), titanium (Ti) and yttrium (Y). The recalibration
method could be done for some elements including Al, Ca, Fe, K, Si and Ti in order to improve their accuracy.
The relative error for all elements were better than 20%. The geological samples collected from Phuket province,
Thailand were determined by the developed-pXRF method. The concentration values were Al (6.6-17.2%), Ca
(0.6-2.9%), Fe (0.5-6.2%), K (0.9-5.4%), Mn (79.2-1294.8 mg/kg), Rb(179.6-1042.7 mg/kg), Si (21.4-32.7%), Sr
(7.1-207.1 mg/kg), Ti (0.1-0.6%) and Y (13.8-453.0 mg/kg). The results obtained from the developed-pXRF
measurements were in good accordance with those standard WDXRF measurements with RSD < 20%.
Keywords: pressed pellet, portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometry, soil samples
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An empirical equation for the latent heat of vaporization of moisture
in Dialium indum Linn. during its isothermal drying
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Abstract
In order to determine the energy needed to artificially dry the product, the latent heat of vaporization of
moisture in the product, hfg, must be known. Generally, the expression for hfg reported in the literature are of the
form hfg = h’fg(T)f(MC), where h’fg(T) is the latent heat of vaporization of free water, and f(MC) is a function of the
equilibrium moisture content, in this case, the ratio hfg/ h’fg would only depend to the moisture content In this
article a more general expression for the latent heat of vaporization, namely hfg = g(MC,T), is used to determined
hfg for Dialium indum Linn. To this end, a program computer used nonlinear regression, and classifies the best
functions according to the least reduced chi-square.
Keywords:Energy, Agricultural Products, Dry Dialium indum Linn.
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Abstract
We estimated crustal body-wave velocity beneath Thailand and Malay Peninsula by using teleseismic
analysis from 7 earthquakes in Prachuap Khiri Khan, Thailand. The seismic waveform studies on phase arrivals
of P-wave and S-wave data retrieve from 2 broadband seismic stations, 1 CHTO station (Chiang Mai – Thailand)
and 2 BTDF station (Singapore), are analyzed in this paper. Obviously, the crustal seismic velocity at each stations
were difference, for Vp (7.68-7.89 km/s) and Vs (4.27-4.40 km/s) propagates in the southern path (Malay
Peninsula) are greater than Vp (7.55-7.82 km/s) and Vs (4.22-4.37 km/s) propagates in the northern path. The
results show that to corresponding with the differ in earth's crust density, the continental crust is less dense than
the oceanic crust, and available crustal seismic velocity for these region.
Keywords: earthquakes, teleseismic, body-wave, crust density
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Abstract
PM10 is one of the key factors which influences the air quality in metropolitan areas throughout the world.
In this research we investigate the variation period of PM10 concentration and its temporal patterns from 2009 to
2017 in Bangkok, Thailand using wavelet spectrum analysis. We also utilize the cross wavelet transform to study
the potential relation between PM10 and the temperature. From the wavelet power spectrum of PM10, we can
distinguish two dominant bands, one in the period between 8-16 months and the other between 1-8 months. The
first oscillation is obviously related to natural annual periodicities that the high power occurs from December
2011to February 2015. The PM10 concentrations are high in winter and low in the rainy season. The second band
between 1-8 months is the transient pattern with very high concentration of PM10 occurs only in the year 2013.
Wavelet spectrum of the temperature is similar in pattern for it shows the strong annual signal and the lowest
temperature band between 4-8 months. The cross wavelet power spectra (XWT) between PM10 and the temperature
show significant common power, in the 8-16 month band from November 2009 to June 2016, and in the 1-8 month
band around November 2012 to February 2014. The wavelet coherence spectra (WTC) show that PM10 and the
temperature co-varied out of phase during all observed time interval. This indicates the high seasonal dependence
between PM10 and the temperature. Knowledge of the variation period of PM10 concentration and its evolution
feature in Bangkok area will help the authorities to better prepare for public health and environmental hazard from
the next PM10 pollution.
Keywords: PM10, temperature, power spectrum, cross wavelet, wavelet coherence
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Abstract
Radon monitoring has been increasingly conducted worldwide because it is considered as the hazardous
effects on the human healthy, probably making an increased cancer risk when people receive radon by inhalation
of air and ingestion of water containing high concentrations over extended periods of time. Radon is natural
occurring radionuclides found in the rock, soil and water, and can therefore enter in the water supplies used for
drinking water. The objective in this study was to determine the radon level in groundwater in order to set up a
policy on water management. The groundwater radon concentrations were measured by RAD7 device with RAD
H2O technique following a protocol proposed by the manufacturer from 26 groundwater samples randomized in
Kamphaeng-Saen District, Nakhon Pathom Province and Ban-Pong District, Ratchaburi Province where the
groundwater has been frequently used for public tap water. The results show that the radon concentrations range
between 0.05 and 2.51 BqL–1 with an average value of 0.95 BqL–1. All measured radon concentrations are well
below the allowed maximum contamination level (MCL) of radon concentration in water of 11 BqL-1, proposed
by US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). The annual effective doses of adults calculated for inhalation
and ingestion are below 12.74 µSvy–1, and also well lower than the safe limit (100 µSvy–1) recommended by
World Health Organization and EU Council. Thus radon in groundwater of this study do not pose any significant
health risk to the public.
Keywords: radon, groundwater, health risks from radon, RAD7, radon concentration
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Abstract
The efficiency of a solar tree based on golden ratio was investigated and analyzed. The lengths and angles
of the trunks, main branches and sub-branches are designed using the golden ratio principle. A trunk is divided
into five ranges based on the Fibonacci sequence, consisting of four main branches and four sub-branches. The
angle between the trunk and main branches, main branches and the next main branches, main branches and subbranches, sub-branches and the next sub-branches is equal to 137.5๐ (golden angle). The solar cells are installed
at the ends of all branches along the direction of each branch. The power efficiency of the proposed structure and
the land-based fixed angle are compared. The measurement system consists of (a) solar cell electricity
measurements (voltage and current) and (b) environment measurements (temperature, humidity, and light
intensity). The data are recorded through DAQ cards (PCI 628, Elvis board and USB 6008) which are connected
to the LabVIEW program for analyzes and monitors. The experimental results show that the power efficiency of
the solar tree based on the golden ratio was more than the land-based fixed angle by 1.295 percent and solar cells
positioned at the end of branches (T1) of the trunk can generate most power.
Keywords: efficiency, solar tree, golden ratio
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Abstract
In this research, anchovy drying as a ready-to-eat product is feasibility studied and designed of a Batch
Process drying machine. This machine has a drying chamber in a cylindrical cone shape. The dimension of the
drying room is 31.6 cm in diameter, 68.7 cm in height and 38.4 cm in cone height. Two sets of infrared ceramic
heater with 220 V 1000 W Model AW 1t will be used to heat temperature at 120 °C. The blower with 3-phase
motor 1.5 kW at 1480 rpm (power factor cos = 0.79) will generate wind with velocity at 2.3 m/s. Anchovy
product have an average initial moisture of 40%wb. After the drying time of 40-60 min, the moisture of the
anchovy reduces to 6%wb. There for, dried fish products will be ready to eat, Aflatoxin free and can be stored for
about 1 year.
Keywords: anchovy drying; drying Machine
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Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Dye Adsorption by Fe3O4 Magnetic Nanoparticles
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Abstract
In present study, magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles with the size of 50-100 nm were used for the removal of
Rhodamine 6G organic dye from waste water. For this purpose, adsorption experiments were carried out at various
adsorbent dosages Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Adsorption of the Rhodamine 6G dye by magnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles
reached equilibrium in less than 30 min and was able eliminated to 57.71% for dye removal. The fluorescence
spectroscopy of dye adsorption by iron oxide (Fe3O4) magnetic nanoadsorbent was also examined. The results
showed adsorption capacity (qe), dye removal percentage (% dye) and fluorescence quantum yield (FYQ) at
equilibrium. The study implies that it is possible to applied Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles for wastewater treatment
and develop onto dye industries.
Keywords: Fe3O4 nanoparticles, wastewater treatmen, dye industries
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Heat Transfer Rate of Close-loop Oscillating Heat Pipe with Check Valve using NiO as Working Fluid
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Abstract
This Research aims to study the heat transfer characteristics of the closed-looped oscillating heat pipe with
check valves (CLOHP/CV), study the effectiveness, consider the effect of heat transfer rates and study the internal
pressure of the (CLOHP/CV). That install the fins and do not install the fins by using a heat pipe made of copper
pipe, inner diameter of 5 mm, with two check valve. The evaporator section, condenser section and adiabatic
section length are 20, 20 and 10 cm, respectively. Heat pipe has two check valve and 24 turns. Using nickel oxide
(NiO) as a working Filling Ratio and concentration are 50% by volume and 0.14 g of the tube. Hot air are 60, 70,
and 80 0C, at a wind speed of 1.0 m/s. The fins are copper with radian size of 0.5 cm, and thickness of the fins is
1 mm. From the experiment, it was found that the heat flux of the CLOHP/CV heat exchanger set with the fins
was the highest at 80 0C, with a value of 9,743.11 W/m2. The effectiveness is 0.3 and the internal pressure is
123.59 kPa.
Keywords: heat transfer rate CLOHP/CV, Nio nano particle
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Abstract
In the field of cooling system, a traditional vapor compression (VC) technology has been used over long
time. The VC cooling is simple and cost effective, however, it raises global warming concern due to its relatively
low energy efficiency and usage of ozone depletion substances. Magnetic refrigeration (MR) has been proposed
as a potential cooling technology that can replace the VC cooling. MR can potentially be operated with efficiency
closer to the theoretical efficiency, without using environmentally-harmful refrigerants. In the MR system, a
magnetocaloric material (MCM) with magnetocaloric effect (MCE) is used as a refrigerant. The temperature of
MCM can be increased and decreased under adiabatic magnetization and demagnetization, respectively.
Water/ethylene glycol can be used as heat-exchanging fluid. In this work, a rotary MR prototype was designed
and built. The prototype consists of the following main systems: 1. Flow distribution system, 2. Rotary magnetic
field generator 3. Mechanic system, and 4. Temperature and pressure sensor system. Four beds of magnetocaloric
gadolinium (Gd) particulates were used as an active magnetic regenerative cooling media. Fluid flow was
controlled by pneumatic pump and solenoid valves. Rotary magnetic field generator was designed and built with
maximum and minimum fields of 0.65 and 0 T, respectively. The overall setup and preliminary study showed that
the pressure drop across the system was 2 bar when the flow rate was only 0.5 L/min. Increasing flow rate further
resulted in too high pressure drop causing the MCM bed to swell. Therefore, the flow rate was limited to 0.5
L/min resulting in insufficient heat transfer rate by the slow heat exchange fluid flow. Consequently, the
maximum temperature span was measured to be 0.5 K. The prototype must be improved to drive flow rate higher
and to reduce the pressure drop of the system.
Keywords: magnetic refrigerator, magnetocaloric effect, active magnetic regeneration, rotary magnetic field
generator, gadolinium
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Abstract
Precipitable water vapor (PWV) can be retrieved from the delayed of the propagating GPS signal through
the wet atmosphere. In the experiment, the GPS data in 2009 from the permanent GPS station name of CUSV
were used to estimate the amount of integrated vertical water vapor above the GPS station in term of PWV. The
results showed that the PWV were fluctuated all year long with their averaged of 31.05 mm. At the beginning of
the year, the PWV were slightly increased until reach a plateau around DOY 120. This plateau was higher than
their averaged around 10 mm in six months during the midyear. Then, the PWV gradually decreased until the end
of the year. In addition, the strongly relationship between the rainy day and the PWV was found. 95.76% of total
rainy days (165 days) confirmed that the PWV were higher than their averaged. On the other hand, 69.00% of
total non – rainy days (200 days) showed that the PWV were lower than their averaged. Therefore, the PWV can
be used as the key indicator of rain prediction.
Keywords: PWV, GPS, Rainy day, water vapor
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Abstract
The objective of this research was to study the process of producing instant rice with dried method. Rice
berry products processing technique to answer consumer needs, and aid in making quicker cooked rice. It also
raises an improvement the quality of rice berry products by community enterprises in the Maha Sarakham
province. The scope of the research consists of: rice berry are grown in organic farms in Maha Sarakham province,
used in greenhouse solar drying technique of instant rice. The final moisture content of the instant rice was in the
ranges of 4-6 percent dry basis. The parameters studied were process of drying with rehydration, change of color
value, texture properties and sensory evaluation. The results showed that greenhouse solar drying a good of
rehydration for the instant rice berry products in this research. It can be rehydration for 5 minutes, maximum of
73 percent. However, there would still be only negligible changes in color and texture when compared to freshly
cook. A hedonic scale was used for sensory evaluation of the instant rice berry, the tester gave the quality grade
of instant rice to the highest acceptable level for moderately accepted.
Keywords: community enterprises, organic farms
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Abstract.
Density is important in numerous chemical engineering unit operations in mass and heat flow. In this study
models for n-Alkane-1-ol estimating density are correlated to the Martin’s rule of free energy additivity. Data
available in literatures are used to validate and support the proposed equations. The density of n-Alkane-1-ol can
be easily estimated from its carbon number (z) and temperatures (T). The Bias and average absolute deviation in
estimating of n-Alkane-1-ol are 0.00% and 0.18%, respectively. The density outside temperature between 283.15
and 363.15 K may be possibly estimated by this model but accuracy may be low.
Keywords: gibbs energy, the Martin’s rule
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Abstract
The stable isotope technique provides an effective way of identifying the basic hydrological processes and
evaporation in the area. In this paper, the objectives were to investigate of the isotopic characteristics of the
precipitation and surface water and to estimate the water evaporation loss from canals in the Chumsaeng
Songkhram district, Phitsanulok province for 2 years during 2016-2017. Results shown that the Local Meteoric
Water Line (LMWL) was defined as δ2H = 7.346 δ18O + 2.141 (R2 = 0.983) with a slope of less than 8, indicating
that some non-equilibrium evaporation processes occurred when the drops fell below the cloud base. The isotopic
regression line for the surface water was δ2H = 3.543 δ18O + 19.227 (R2 = 0.947). The slope of surface water
(~ 3.543) was less than the LMWL (~ 7.346) which indicated the enrichment effect of evaporation. It revealed
that the isotope composition of surface water had a linear relationship with precipitation and enable to determine
the evaporation loss of surface water. The stable isotopes of precipitation and surface water were combined with
meteorological data to calculate the evaporation to inflow ratio (E/I). Results indicated the water fraction lost (E/I)
during dry season (November-April) was 22.54% and during wet season (May-October) was 6.42 %
Keywords: Stable isotopes, precipitation, surface water, Phitsanulok
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Abstract
Paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) toxins in the oyster (Crassostrea iredalei) and green mussel (Perna
viridis) were investigated in 2016 - 2017, 100 oyster and 100 mussels were collected from the central Gulf of
Thailand. All tissue samples were analyzed for toxins using the receptor binding assay (RBA) of tritiated saxitoxin
[3H-STX] in microplate format. Results showed that both oyster and mussel accumulated PSP toxins of lower
than the US regulatory limit of 80 μg STXeq./100 g-1 tissue It was found that the oyster accumulated toxins much
lower than green mussel in the same natural habitat. This finding indicated that the in-faunal nature of oyster could
be one of the reasons for almost non-accumulation of PSP toxins. No paralytic shellfish toxin producer species
have been previously recorded in the central Gulf of Thailand, however, the distribution of those species appears
to be spreading worldwide. Therefore, the regular monitoring program of the bivalves in the Gulf of Thailand is
essential to ensure safe for consumption.
Keywords: Paralytic shellfish poisoning, oyster, green mussel, Gulf of Thailand
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Abstract
The objective of this research make corn silk tea powder by using microwave oven to dried corn silk. The
microwave oven using to studied the reduced moisture of corn silk that changes with the power at 300W to 700W
related to microwave power between 44.58W to 154W. When measuring the mass and moisture ratio, various
times change according to the equation m = m0e(-kt)+mi=2.02e-287.18t +1.12 (initial mass 3.09 g) and MR = MR0e(kt)
=148.76e-238.19t. Moisture absorption test at air humidity at 96.5% for 24 hours, It found that the mass increased
by 0.06 grams or about 0.58%. The pH of corn silk tea in hot water at 50-600C for
5 minutes, found that the
value of PH was about 7.0 ±0.5 and when the dried tea was to be made into corn silk tea powder which will study
the some properties chemical.
Keywords: corn silk tea powder
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Abstract
This paper presents basic automatic weather instrument. The development and measurement of data logger,
temperature and humidity measurement with DHT11, pressure with BMP085 and rain gauge using techniques
weighing with load cell. In addition, the instrument is able to send send the information that is available through
the cell phone to a WiFi connection and send it to application Line, and measure the amount continuously, and
using power supply by solar cell. Consequently this technique can be immediately used in measurement weather.
Moreover, it is low cost, easy to use, and portable.
Keywords: weather instrument, pressure, rain gauge, humidity, temperature
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Abstract
The objective of this work was to describe the development of greenhouse solar dryer for germinated
parboiled Thunya-Sirin glutinous rice dried. Parameters studied were germinated parboiled Thunya-Sirin
glutinous rice, drying temperatures at 40˚C. The drying process was carried out until the final moisture content
was below 8 % (dry basis, d.b.). The moisture ratio, the color difference (∆E) and physical properties of the
product were determined. The results revealed that the greenhouse solar dryer showed the drying time for 5 hr.
The greenhouse solar dryer maintains colour and nutrients of rice, this technique better prices, higher affordability
level, better payback power of farmers. Therefore, drying germinated parboiled Thunya-Sirin glutinous rice using
greenhouse solar dryer is more suitable than unsanitary.
Keywords: greenhouse solar dryer, Thunya-Sirin glutinous rice
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Abstract
Time domain nuclear magnetic resonance (TD-NMR) is a non-destructive technique to investigate a
samples’ physical properties, such as fat and water contents, porosity, viscosity and water states in cell
compartments etc., by analysis of the samples’ proton relaxations. However, commercial NMR consoles are still
expensive, closed-source and unable to be customized for various applications. In this work, we demonstrate a
low-cost, easy-to-build and customizable Arduino-based NMR console. The Arduino Due was chosen due to
being easy-to-program while delivering high performance. The Arduino conducts four important functions i.e.
controlling an RF synthesizer, timing control, data acquisition and PC interface. The NMR console is equipped
with a quadrature modulator for RF phase control and a demodulator for signal phase detection. A low-cost HF
power amplifier is used to amplify the transmitting signal, while a low noise amplifier TB-411-6+ is combined
with an adjustable gain amplifier AD603 to amplify the received signal. The amplified signal is demodulated and
collected by the Arduino. The console was successfully used to measure relaxation times of glycerin and mineral
oils. The overall cost of the prototype console is approximately 363 USD. The quadrature modulator and
demodulator are the key components for future development to be an NMR imaging console.
Keywords: low cost NMR, Arduino due, AD9959, quadrature modulator, quadrature demodulator
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Abstract
This research aims to the master development result of learning in mixing ratio and quickly rate of mixing
granular material for elementary study apply and development of mixing ratio industry and agriculture. The
researcher separate 2 parts of mixing ratio put low dense material on the top and high dense material on the top
with frequencies from 6, 7 and 8 Hz, Recording 60 seconds of picture frame. Counting the mixing granular
material in different high in container. Calculating the percentage of mixing in each different high, mixing rate 0
– 1 different of each experiment. Material used ceramics (1.610 g/cm3), plastic (0.980 g/cm3) and wood (0.720
g/cm3). Found that more frequency more better mixing, the high dense granular material on the top is mixing rate
better than the low dense granular material on the top. In the time at 40 – 60 seconds were the best of mixing rate,
mixing granular material with different time in each frequency. The movement of granular material able to occurs
in many form, disperse, clumping and spin and roll. Farther more, the low dense granular much more quickly
movement. Conclude that density, position, frequency and time effect to mixing. Frequency very with quickly but
inverse with density of material.
Keywords: granular material, mixing ratio, plastic, wood, ceramics, vertical vibration
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Abstract
By using a USB digital microscope equipped with a vertical adjustable stand, a contact angle goniometer
was constructed with an aim of determining the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfactant
Decaethylene glycol monododecyl (PEAL) and Quaternary amines (QA) in the lubricant employed during the
lapping process of the harddisk drive production. Micelles that help remove the corrosive contaminants are known
to form when the surfactant concentration in the lubricant is above the CMC value. Before the micelles are formed,
the surface tension, and, subsequently, the contact angle decreases rapidly as the surfactant concentration
increases. After micelle formation, however, the surface tension and the contact angle either become constant or
continue to decrease much more slowly as a function of surfactant concentration. CMC, therefore, is obtained as
the intersecting point between the two different linear fits of the contact angle as a function of the surfactant
concentration. The resolution of the constructed goniometer is high enough to yield the upper bound estimate of
CMC of PEAL but is too low to yield the CMC value of QA. As the contact angle reduction corresponds to the
lubricant thickness reduction, it confirms that, by decreasing the lubricant thickness, the presence of surfactant in
the lubricant contributes to the friction regime change previously observed in the experiment using the ball-bearing
tribometer.
Keywords: critical micelle concentration, micelle, surfactant, goniometer, lubricant
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Abstract
A non-contract microwave sensor with a common emitter amplifier circuit for glucose concentration
sensing is developed and investigated in this article. The geometries and materials of the designed sensor are
optimized and analyzed by the full-wave electromagnetic simulation. The microwave prototype was created using
a printed circuit board based on dry film techniques. The microwave sensor was connected to a vector network
analyzer (VNA) and the electromagnetic interaction between the samples and sensor was analyzed. The proposed
sensor was tested for its electromagnetic response to glucose at various concentrations ranging from 0 to 16 %
(w/V) with steps of 4 % (w/V) in the frequency range from 2.0 to 4.0 GHz through the measurement of the
transmission coefficient (S21) and quality factors (Q-factor) based on non-contact detection. The experimental
results confirmed that the magnitude of S21 and Q-factor were changed when the concentration of glucose was
changed. The magnitude of S21 and Q-factor were reduced when the glucose concentration is increased. Based on
the results of the study, the proposed microwave sensor will be further developed to measure the concentration of
soluble glucose and can be used as a sensor for chemical solution measurement and biometrics without damaging
the structure of the substance.
Keywords: non-contact, planar microwave sensor, common emitter amplifier circuit, glucose concentration
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Abstract
We have demonstrated a technique to stabilize laser power at any point in an optical circuit. By employing
a self-made Arduino-controlled stabilizer for real-time monitoring and generating feedback signal, the power
fluctuation after an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) can be suppressed to 0.16% at average power of 33.34𝜇𝑊.
Our arrangement also allows simultaneous amplitude modulation using an arbitrary waveform. The system design
and principle of operation are described.
Keywords: laser-power stabilization, Arduino-controlled stabilizer, acousto-optic modulator,
arbitrary amplitude modulation
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Abstract

A metallic circular tapped split ring resonator (CT-SRR) coupled with coplanar waveguide
(CPW) are designed and fabricated for the non-invasive measurement of the cell (fibroblasts and
adipocytes) culture medium residues (MRs), comprising remaining nutrients (glucose and electrolytes),
serum, and other substances following cell cultures. Pre – culturing MRs were prepared with the same
standard formulas and divided into four cases, i) pre – MRs with serum, ii) pre – MRs with serum and
herb extract, iii) pre – MRs with serum and hormones and iv) pre – MRs with serum, hormones and
herb extract. The four cases of culturing MR preparations are measured and analyzed by the proposed
microwave sensor through transmission coefficient (S21) in the frequency range from 1.5 GHz – 2.5
GHz. The experimental results show that the highest of S21 and cells fat accumulation activity in case
(iv) which related to the lowest remaining nutrients. The order amplitude of S21 at 1.96 GHz with
material under tests (MUTs) at 1.96 GHz as follows: case (iv) > case (ii) > case (i) > case (iii) > DI
water > air. The results demonstrate the feasibility of a non-invasive microwave based biochemistry
sensor technology.
Keywords: non-invasive, microwave sensor, fibroblast, adipocytes, medium residues (MRs)
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Abstract
There are many trees in the city especially in the public park. On a way windy day, some of them are ready
to fall down anytime because of the defects inside the tree: air hold, knot, fungal attack, etc. So checking the inner
structure of the trees is important. The ultrasonic scanning is one of the tree tomography techniques available
nowadays. It uses either reflection or transmission data collected by scanning the tree trunk from different
directions to determine the tree condition. Ultrasonic images requires a number of characteristic parameters of the
wave interacting to the tree such as amplitude, phase, time of flight (TOF), frequency spectra of the waveform,
etc. In this project, ultrasonic transmitter and receivers are used to find TOF in the wood cross sections. followed
by using simulation program to predict the structure of the wood cross sections that match with the TOF data in
the experiment. Finally, the approximation of wood cross section structures could be obtained. Moreover position
and size of a defect can also be predicted.
Keywords: Ultrasonic, Tree tomography
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Abstract
In this work, the designed and developed process of a fall detection system using a NodeMCU
microcontroller is described. A 3-axis acceleration sensor is used to obtain the data of the movement of humans
and changes in acceleration are used to determine trends in falling. The ESP8266 microcontroller is used to the
receive the data in real time and alert the family through the LINE application. Experimental results show that the
system is capable of precisely producing alarms for falling actions and has a high detection precision and
effectiveness.
Keywords: fall detection system, 3-axis acceleration sensor, NodeMCU
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Abstract
Chemical Agent Monitor Simulator or CAMSIM is used for training the trainees of the Royal Thai Army
Chemical School in the Chemical Warfare Detection Course to familiarize and expert for using detection and
identification. This research is aiming to design and make prototype of the CAMSIM in order to use in the military
training. The designed system is operated using ultrasonic radiation with the difference intensity for training to
detect chemical residues in the field and on the body or clothing. The product composed with the Chemical Agent
Monitor Simulator (CAMSIM) which could be detected 4 different ultrasonic signals simultaneously and 4
different ultrasonic sources. The CAMSIM can present both in type (ultrasonic frequencies) and intensity of the
chemicals (ultrasonic intensities). It can be concluded that this is real, safe and enable to deliver and validate the
high quality training. It is simultaneously signal detection. And the trainees are also familiar with the operations.
Keywords: chemical warfare detection course, CAMSIM, ultrasonic, circuit design
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Abstract
The bullet hole traces from both entrance and exit at the crime scene are important data which can be used
in the investigation. Most of the analytical investigation will be mostly considerably on the physical appearance
e.g. tear, traces of gunshot, the size of the entrance and exit bullet holes. This research was interested in the study
of the traces and the size of the bullet hole by using Colt Gold Cup 11 mm. caliber with 4 types of bullet labeled
as A is Full Metal Jacketed (FMJ) 135 gr. of Thai Arms., B is Jacketed Hollow Point (JHP) 230 gr., C is Full
Metal Jacketed (FMJ) 230 gr., D is Lead Semi Wad Cutter (LSWC) 200 gr. all of Bullet Master to shot on metal
target at 7 different distances (0.00, 0.15, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00 and 2.50 meters) to records a diameter of bullet
hole. In this experiment, the shot at the close range could be seen most clearly physically. On the metal target,
ring of the black gunshot residue around the collapse entrance of bullet holes and a tear at the exit of the bullet
was appeared. The physical properties of bullet hole on the metal sheet of each bullet type are different that can
basically inform about type of bullet (p < 0.05), at the 95% confidence level but the size of bullet hole can’t use
for identity shooting distance.
Keywords: bullet hole, metal sheet, vernier caliper
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Abstract
The resulting of advanced technology, the size of Personal Computer (PC) was reduced into the same size as
cigarette box. Thus, the Brinell-macro-hardness tester used Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) Model B to acted as the Data
Acquisition System (DAS) or the mini-PC which used for measuring of Active-Weight-Loading (AWL)
parameters. This DAS used the triplex of force-resistive sensors equipped using IC-MCP3008 and interfaced with
RPi3. This IC was used to converse the analogue signal of AWL to 10 bits of the digital signal, and then, the
digitalized-data were transferred through the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) of RPi3, respectively. In the
acquisition procedure, the real-time of measuring-data were revealed using the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
which developed using the python language version 2.7. Consequently, it was perceived that this DAS can be
occurred using the simple and the low-cost designing. Therefore, this contrivance can be regularly used for AWL
measurement which is the one part of Brinell hardness measurement. Finally, the fabrication of electronic parts
and software interfacing which manipulated using RPi3 were presented in the discussion section.
Keywords: brinell hardness, data acquisition system, force-resistive sensor, raspberry Pi 3, Python
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An Effect of Finite Reservoir Size on Pressure Gradient Generation in a Pinched Injection Sample Plug
Generation in Cross Design Electroosmotic Microfluidic Device
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Abstract
In performing microfluidic electrophoresis, sample loading must be prioritized since the shape of the initial
sample plug injected into the separation channel immensely influences the electrophoretic separation efficiency.
Non-zero pressure gradient due to different liquid level in finite size reservoirs is generated as a result of
continuous electroosmotic flow (EOF) pumping, resulting in undesired parabolic pressure profile both in the same
and opposite direction of sample propagation. This issue could be alleviated by fabricating larger reservoirs which
can maintain the liquid level due to gradual volume changing as time elapses. This work presents experimental
and numerical study on effect of 3.5 – 8.0 mm reservoir size on Rhodamine B plug flow generation from pinched
injection sample loading method in cross design microfluidic device. COMSOL Multiphysics AC/DC module
was used in calculating electric field distribution from desired applied voltages. The shapes of the injected sample
plugs in the beginning of separation step were studied by varying the time of injection step. The experimental
result shows that long-tailed sample plug and pressure profiles were generated when the injection time is 2 minutes
or more. For the 8 mm diameter reservoirs, the flow profile illustrates pure EOF plug flow when the injection time
does not exceed 1.5 minutes. This implies pressure gradient is virtually disappeared. The result of this study will
be later applied for protein transferrin electrophoretic separation.
Keywords: microfluidics, electroosmosis, pressure gradient
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3D printing of interdigital sensor based conductive ABS for salt and sucrose concentration sensing
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Abstract
This paper reports the application of three-dimensional (3D) printing to the fabrication of an
interdigital sensor based conductive acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) for salt and sucrose
concentration sensing. The substrate and interdigital sensor are fabricated by 3D printing based ABS
and conductive ABS filament, respectively. The interaction between the samples and interdigital sensor
was analyzed based on a direct current circuit. The proposed sensor was tested for the electrical current
response to salt and sucrose at various concentrations ranging from 0 to 10 % (w/V) with steps of 2 %
(w/V). The experimental results confirmed that the electrical currents were linearly changed when the
concentration of salt and sucrose was changed. Moreover, it has a wide dynamic range and offers rapid
lower-cost measurement. The proposed technique offers an opportunity for the development of salt and
sucrose meter systems.
Keywords: 3D printing, interdigital sensor, conductive ABS, salt, sucrose
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Development of a low-cost miniaturized potentiostat for using in electrochemical analysis
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Abstract
In this research, we designed and developed potentiostat that the size and cost were reduced to lower than
commercial device. STM32 Nucleo-32, the small and low-cost microcontroller was used as the main control unit.
The development results show that the size of the developed potentiostat is much smaller than the commercial
device. Also, the development costs of potentiostat is lower than the price of the generally used potentiostat. In
term of usage, this device can apply voltage to electrochemical system in the range of -2 to 2 VDC, 1 mV of
resolution. The maximum current that it can measure is -0.25 and 0.25 mA for negative and positive side
respectively. The test results indicate that the efficiency and stability are quite good.
Keywords: cyclic voltammetry, potentiostat, microcontroller
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A study of long term drift of an Electronic Thermo-Hygrometer at high temperatures
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Abstract
Humidity is an important factor affecting human activities and also the industrial process. Many production
processes involved in monitoring humidity at air temperature above ambient temperature. Improving the reliability
of these humidity measurements can improve product quality and energy saving in the processes. The purpose of
this research is to study the behavior of long-term stability or drift that affects the measurement value of a
capacitive type electronic thermo-hygrometer. For a period of 8 months, the drift of the thermo-hygrometer was
monitored in the measuring range of 35 %rh to 95 %rh at the air temperature of 15 ºC up to 45 ºC. When consider
comparing to the other air temperatures it was found that the drift of humidity measurement at 45 ºC is the largest
(0.6 %rh) and impact to total uncertainty more than 10 % too. In addition, the drift of humidity measurement at
95 %rh for each temperature was also found to be higher than that of other relative humidity.
Keywords: relative humidity, long-term stability, drift, uncertainty, air temperature.
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Abstract
The neutron imaging facility at Thai Research Reactor-1/Modification 1 (TRR-1/M1), located at Thailand
Institute of Nuclear Technology (Public Organization), has been improved for non-destructive characterization
of internal structure of materials. The aims are to study the beam characteristic after installation of the external
collimator and to optimize the exposure condition for the new setup. The neutron imaging setup was modified to
increase the L/D ratio. As a consequence of the extended distance from the beam port to the sample position, an
external collimator was installed to collimate the neutron beam since 2018. Moreover, a new rotating system
was installed to support a sample rotation with increased stability. In this work, the neutron beam from the 8inches south beam port of the TRR-1/M1 was evaluated in terms of beam homogeneity and the relationship
between the beam intensity and the gray value obtained from a CCD camera. The experiment was performed at
TRR-1/M1 reactor with 1 MW-reactor power. The present performance of the neutron imaging system was
tested with a standard sample. The results are shown in terms of the spatial resolution of images.
Keywords: neutron tomography, Thai Research Reactor, spatial resolution, non-destructive testing (NDT)
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cavity chamber primary standard at OAP
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Abstract
A primary standard graphite cavity chamber has been developed by cooperation between KRISS and OAP
used as absolute measurements of the air kerma from Cs-137 for radiation protection level. For the development
of the primary standard, the calculation of physical constants and the evaluation of correction factors are necessary
to correct the measurement result to standard condition. This research determined both the physical constants and
the correction factors. The physical constants (µen/ρ), s¯c,a, g¯ and wall attenuation and scattering were
determined using Monte Carlo simulation. The correction factors were experimentally determined for
recombination, stem scattering, radial non-uniformity and axial non-uniformity. The overall uncertainty from
calculation and measurement for Cs-137 measurement in terms of air kerma was 0.44 % at 95 % confident level
at temperature control range 15 - 25 oC., air pressure 99.000 - 102.000 kPa and relative humidity is 45 - 65 %Rh.
Keywords: air kerma measurement, Cs-137 gamma ray
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Abstract
Electron diffraction is not solely a powerful method to study fundamental physics but has also been applied
to quantum sensors. A low-coherence electron source results in a drop of fringe contrast. One approach to enhance
a visibility of the diffraction pattern is to improve a longitudinal coherence of an electron beam. When electrons
passing through a magnetic field, they experience a force which bends them to circular paths. Electrons with
different energies will travel along the different paths. By placing a slit behind the magnetic field, the width of the
electron energy distribution will become narrower and hence an improvement of the beam coherence. However,
this method reduces the intensity of the electron beam. The simulation based on Geant4 code was performed to
optimize the experimental design for the electron diffraction with respect to coherence of the beam and electron
flux.
Keywords: electron beam, electron diffraction
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Abstract
The paper deals with some factors influencing microstructure and hardness properties of austempered
SKD11. Final structure and properties of SKD11 are obtained by exactly controlled process of heat treatment of
SKD11 steel. The influence of conditions of isothermal heat treatment on microstructure and hardness properties
of austempered SKD11 steel, especially compare with conventional process and different holding time at this
temperature, is shown in the paper. Some selected SKD11 steel samples were austempered in a salt bath (KNO3)
at 325C. All the test samples were then subjected to hardness tests and microscopic examination. Optimum
hardness was found at holding times of 40 min.
Keywords: austempering, SKD11, transformation holding time
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Abstract
Ce-doped hollow ZnO microspheres were prepared by the facile template free hydrothermal method. The
synthesized hollow spheres with different Ce contents, i.e., 0%, 0.25%, 0.5% and 1% were used as photoanode in
dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). X-ray diffraction (XRD), field-emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM),
and UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) were used to characterize the prepared samples. The results showed that
the as-synthesized Ce-doped ZnO possessed wurzite nanocrystal and hollow porous structure with large pore
volume. The sphere diameter was evaluated by FESEM and it found to be in the ranges 4.63 - 5.68  m . Using of
Ce-doped ZnO hollow spheres as photoanode significantly enhanced photovoltaic performance compared to the
pure ZnO hollow spheres. The 0.25% Ce-doped ZnO hollow sphere sample exhibited the highest conversion
efficiency (  ) of 0.49%. This high performance was contributed to its large sphere size and high porosity, which
resulted in a better light scattering and light harvesting within hollow structures.
Keywords: ZnO hollow sphere, hydrothermal method, dye sensitized solar cells, photovoltaic performance,
light harvesting efficiency
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Abstract
Silver is a promising precious metal for jewelry industry. The silver jewelry findings exposed to air will
tarnish because it comes into contact with sulfur particles in atmospheres. Therefore, surface treatments and
coating methods were developed to protect tarnishing of silver. However, the methods still have several limitations
and disadvantages. The objective of this research was to develop gold microplates for surface coating and tarnish
resistance of silver. In this study, the gold microplates were synthesized by chemical reduction methods.
Multilayer gold coating were performed by a simple dip coating method to produce the gold film using a gold
microplates solution, which disperses gold particles in ethylene glycol. An investigation on the anti-tarnish
properties of the coated silvers was performed under sodium sulphide solution. To specify the color change after
multilayer coatings of gold particles and tarnishing test, the color measurement were determined according to the
Commission Internationale d’ Eclairage (CIELAB) standard by UV-visible spectrometer. Finally, it was found
that the silver coatings with gold microplates are efficient, invisible and against tarnishing.
Keywords: gold microplates, tarnish resistance, silver, coating, jewelry
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Linear aggregation of spherical nanogolds in carbon nanotube suspension under influence
of AC electric field
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Abstract
We reported a novel method to align spherical nanogolds into linear chains, mediated by induced-electric
dipoles from carbon nanotubes in the suspension under AC field. Nanogolds were suspended along with carbon
nanotube in water under an AC field of magnitude 100 volts/mm and frequency range of 25 - 1,000 KHz. Typically
the electric polarization of nanoparticles are very small because of their small volume and we did not observe
their dipole-dipole interaction forces under the presence of electric field. However, introducing carbon nanotubes
into the suspension made the nanogolds interact with each other and form linear chains directed along the field
line. We also found that linear chains can attract from the side and form fatter chains.
Keywords: nanogolds, electric polarization, nanoparticles
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Abstract
ZnAl2O4 spinel nanoparticles and g-C3N4/ZnAl2O4 nanocomposites were successfully synthesized by coprecipitation method. The influence of g-C3N4 loading contents on structural, morphological and optical properties
was investigated by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and UV-Vis diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), respectively. The peak intensity of g-C3N4 increased as a function of g-C3N4
loading contents. The optical band gap values of g-C3N4/ZnAl2O4 nanocomposites were 3.10, 2.84, 2.82 and 2.80
eV when g-C3N4 loading contents were increased from 0 to 10, 20 and 30%, respectively. The photocatalytic
activity increased as a function of g-C3N4 loading content. The 30% g-C3N4/ZnAl2O4 nanocomposites exhibited
highest MB degradation of about 100% under visible light irradiation for 360 min.
Keywords: zinc aluminate; composite; photocatalytic activity
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Abstract
Electrocaloric cooling (ECC) is one of a new cooling technology for refrigeration and air conditioning
systems. This ECC is very interesting, not only because their higher energy conversion efficiency, but also because
it is a green technology. Poly(vinylidene fluoride hexafluoropropylene), P(VDF-HFP) blended with polyurethane,
PU was studied on an electrocaloric properties. All polymer composites were prepared by solution tape casting.
The microstructure and crystallinity of P(VDF-HFP)/PU composites were observed by FTIR and XRD. Hysteresis
loop of P(VDF-HFP)/PU composite films was also investigated with various operation temperature near Curie
temperature, and their adiabatic temperature change, ∆T based on electrocaloric effect was measured by indirect
method with help of Maxwell relation. For the experimental results, it was found that dielectric constant and
conductivity of P(VDF-HFP)/PU composites increase when the PU content increases, which relate with their
microstructure beta phase and crystallinity condition. Hysteresis loop of all samples was observed and showed as
normal ferroelectric above the F-P transition, as relaxor ferroelectric at near room temperature. Besides, the
adiabatic temperature change, ∆T of P(VDF-HFP)/PU composites gradually increases with increasing PU content.
It was be found that the maximum of adiabatic temperature changes of P(VDF-HFP)/PU composites with ratio
8.0:2.0 at obtained more than 22 oC, which higher than pure P(VDF-HFP). Final, the increasing ΔT will be
discussion on relationship of microstructure, phase transition and crystallinity of obtained P(VDF-HFP)/PU
composite.
Keywords: electrocaloric properties, ferroelectric properties, dielectric properties, P(VDF-HFP), polyurethane
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Abstract
Electrocaloric effect originally comes from the cross-coupling between temperature and polarization of
dielectric materials. Poly (vinylidene fluoride)/P(VDF) and its copolymers exhibit high displacement and
dielectric properties among all ferroelectric polymers with additional advantages like lightweight, flexible and
low cost compared with other dielectric materials. Moreover, poly (vinylidene fluoride
hexafluoroprophylene)/P(VDF-HFP) copolymers shows highest breakdown strength. P(VDF-HFP) copolymers
was used as the main matrix with graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) conducting materials as nanofillers. The P(VDFHFP)/GNPs composites thin films were prepared by solution casting method with the final thickness of 30 +/- 5
µm using N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) as solvents. The GNPs content was varied of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% by
weight. The dielectric and electrical properties were measured by LCR meter with various frequency of 1 to 100
kHz. The morphology, structure and crystallinity were observed by using SEM, FTIR and DSC. The polarization
as a function of external electric field was investigated by P-E loop instrument in 40 MV/m with varying
temperature from room temperature to 140 oC. Furthermore, electrocaloric effect was measured by indirect method
by calculating adiabatic temperature change (∆T) with help of Maxwell relation. The experimental results show
that dielectric constant of P(VDF-HFP)/GNPs composites was increased by increasing the GNPs content but
conductivity is kept constant with low loading, far away from the percolation threshold. The area of P-E hysteresis
loop was increased by increasing the temperature that refers to conductivity enhancement. Moreover, the ∆T of
the P(VDF-HFP)/GNPs composites is higher than the pure P(VDF-HFP) copolymers that leads to higher
electrocaloric effect as well. Increasing of the ∆T of P(VDF-HFP)/GNPs composites will be discussed based on
their microstructure, phase transition and crystallinity. As conclusion, adding GNPs nanofillers to P(VDF-HFP)
copolymer matrix can improve dielectric constant as well as electrocaloric properties which has capability for
refrigeration cooling system.
Keywords: electrocaloric properties, dielectric properties, P(VDF-HFP) copolymers, graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs)
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Abstract
Graphene is an allotrope (form) of carbon consisting of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a
hexagonal lattice. Graphene has many unusual properties. It is the strongest material ever tested, efficiently
conducts heat and electricity and is nearly transparent. The objective of this research was to study electronic
transport property in two dimensional of graphene at low phonon energy with substrate (SiO2) about Resistivity
and Relaxation time with different temperature (T) and density of electron (n). We use standard scattering theory
to calculate the phonon scattering in case of 100 K, 150 K, 200 K, 300 K and density of electron (n) at n = 1, 3, 5
x 1011 cm-2. We can conclude that 1/relaxation of graphene with substrate SiO2 is depend on T3 and substrate SiO2
effects to graphene by decreasing relaxation time and increasing resistivity.
Keywords: graphene, relaxation time, resistivity, two dimensional
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Abstract
In this research, the effects of calcination temperature and reaction time on the photoluminescent properties
of ZnO nanorods prepared by hydrothermal processes were studied. Morphology, crystalline structure and
photoluminescent properties of the prepared samples were analyzed by scanning electron microscope (SEM), Xray diffractrometer (XRD) and fluorescent spectrophotometer. The study found that a reaction time of 5 hours on
a glass slide and calcination at 500oC was the best preparation condition. The prepared ZnO nanorods were
aligned without direction and distributed throughout the substrate. The average diameter of the prepared ZnO
nanorods was 91.96  21.16 nm. The prepared ZnO nanorods comprised a hexagonal crystalline structure with an
emission peak in the UV range
Keywords: photoluminescent, ZnO nanorods, hydrothermal, emission
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Abstract
Fibrous material has been recognized for a long time for the ability to absorb sound, but its acoustic
resistance is still in question. In this research, polyvinyl acetate (PVA) adhesive is used as a matrix, while natural
fibrogranular material (fiber and grain), coconut fiber and natural wood sawdust, are used as filler components.
To make 5×5×2 cm sample sheet, the fixed amount of 50 mL PVA liquid adhesive and 32 g PVA powder adhesive
are mixed together to form the matrix component of the composite. For the filler components, a fixed amount of
10 g coconut fiber is treated in varied NaOH solution where the concentration of NaOH varies by 0, 30, 60 and
90%. In addition, the quantity of fine natural wood sawdust filler is varied by 5, 10 and 15 g. Acoustic transmission
loss has been measured. Transmission loss of each sample shows that sample with higher amount of %NaOH
treatment shows better sound resistance compared to those with less percentage of NaOH treatment. However,
sample with 15 g sawdust with 90% NaOH treatment of coconut fiber show poorer result than the sample with
60% NaOH.
Keywords: natural fibrogranular composites, acoustic absorption, coconut fiber, sawdust
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Abstract
In this research of study mechanical and physical properties of particleboard made with scirpus grossus
and coconut fiber. The particles were manually mixed at a weight ratio of A (100:0), B (90:10), C (75:25), D
(25:75), E (10:90) and F (0:100) and glued adhesive with methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) 7% (by weight).
Physical and mechanical properties were evaluated following Thai industrail standard (876-2547). To measure
the mechanical properties, 6 samples were tested to determine the modulus of rupture – MOR and modulus of
elasticity– MOE by using samples with a nominal size of 250×50 mm and physical properties, 3 samples were
tested to determine the were determined: density, water absorption (WA), thickness swelling (TS) and moisture
content (50×50 mm). The physical properties result of all ratio is according to the standard, which the highest
density, moisture content, thickness swelling and water absorption are C (849.01 kg/m3), E (6.22 %), E (7.88 %)
and D (9.85 %) respectively. The mechanical properties result of Modulus of rupture (MOR) for proportion to D,
E and F have a higher than standard, while A, B and C are lower. All ratio for modulus of elastic (MOE) are lower
than standard. The ratio of F is the highest modulus of rupture (21.60 MPa) and the highest of modulus of elastic
is A (360.20 MPa). The experimental investigation indicated that the excellent particleboard properties are
obtained with a mixture ratio of E (90:10)
Keywords: particleboard, coconut, scirpus grossus, Mechanical and physical properties
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Abstract
The Nitrogen doped (N-doped) activated carbons (CN-based) materials derived from coffee grounded waste using
a two-step method with high-efficiency chemical activation with KOH and ZnCl2 and following by nitrogen
doping. The waste coffee grounded biomasses were calcined using a tubular furnace including carbonization, and
doping with heteroatom (N-atom doping) under nitrogen atmosphere. The Morphological, structural and textural
properties were characterized by SEM, XRD, Raman and BET techniques, respectively. The as-prepared materials
possess a large specific area, unique structure. KOH activation results in higher BET surface area and pore volume
than ZnCl2 activation carbon materials. For ZnCl2 activation carbon materials, N-doping process effect the BET
surface area and pore volume with temperature. Electrochemical performances were investigated by cyclic
voltammetry, galvanostatic charge/discharge and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The N-doped
activated carbon materials showed a high specific capacitance for both KOH and ZnCl2 chemical activation. The
capacitance performance is improved by producing a pore structure with KOH activation and N-doping process
enhances the supercapacitor performance of ZnCl2 activation carbon materials. The x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, XPS, results confirmed the attachment of Nitrogen atom on activated carbon surface. Moreover,
attributing to worldwide availability, renewable nature and low-cost, N-doped activated carbon prepared from
waste coffee grounded has a good potential in energy conversion and storage devices.
Keywords: nitrogen doped, activated carbons, waste coffee grounded, biomasses
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Abstract
Nafion is a commercially available electrolyte membrane for proton exchange membrane fuel cell
application because it has an advantage of a high proton conductivity. Nafion membrane is normally fabricated
by solvent casting or extrusion process. From the previous study, electrospinning technique was used to prepared
SPPESK membrane, this method was able to make membranes which showed higher proton conductivity than
that of cast membrane up to 1.3 times. It was due to a nano-scale through-plane proton conductive channels along
a thickness direction of a membrane. In this work, we will focus on Nafion/SiO2 composite membrane preparing
by electrospinning technique. Electrospinning conditions such as components of ink solution, voltage and distance
between nozzle and substrate will be studied in order to obtain nanofiber proton conducting channel. After that
electrospun membranes will be characterized fuel cell related properties for example mechanical, thermal and
electrochemical properties. Finally, membranes will be tested in a single cell to examine an electric generation
efficiency.
Keywords: proton exchange membrane, electrospinning, nafion composite
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Abstract
Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have been explored as antimicrobial material. It is used to be an anti-smells
spray for clothing. However, this spray is still challenging because a loss of silver nanoparticle during a washing
process causing a decrease of anti-bacterial performance. There are several researches involving a stability of
AgNPs, this problem can be solved by adding a binder in order to increase robust immobilization of AgNPs and
control silver ion release. The binders should have a specific interaction with both the nanoparticle and fabric
surface such as covalent bond, ionic or dipole-dipole interaction. The binder is interesting include chitosan, citric
acid and gallic acid. Therefore, we will focus on type, a ratio and stability of binder. In addition, study the
antimicrobial activity against both E. coli and S. aureus of AgNPs will be carried out. Experimental preliminary
result from the Fourier transform infrared spectrometry of AgNPs colloid solution showed that spectrum is similar
to the tannic acid spectrum. It confirmed adhesion between nanoparticle and tannic acid as stabilizing agent. The
characterization including SEM, TEM, XPS, antimicrobial ability and stability testing will be further investigated.
Keywords: silver nanoparticles, coating, antimicrobial, binder
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Abstract
An efficient ion-conductive membrane is important to a performance of polymer electrolyte membrane
fuel cells (PEMFCs). In this work, metal organic frameworks (MOFs) was synthesized by zinc oxide, 1,2,4triazole and phosphoric acid. It has 2D layered structure extended hydrogen bonds between the layers. It
demonstrates intrinsic proton conductivity with direction parallel to the layers, as interpret by impedance studies
of powder. The proton hopping mechanism was found with the Grotthuss fashion by rotation of phosphate ligands
that are horizontal on the layers at reasonable space. Nafion® has received a considerable amount of attention as
a proton conductor for PEMFCs because of its thermal and mechanical stability. However, Nafion® shows lower
efficiency at high temperatures and low humidity condition. At high temperature, the membrane cannot retain
water, which is an important part of the proton transport. As a result, MOFs have a good thermal stability and
highest ion-conductive, which is suitable to prepare a composite with Nafion®. The properties of composite
membranes related PEMFCs application will be characterized including water retention, swelling thermal stability
and ion conductivity. Finally, the membrane will be tested in fuel cell in order to investigate an electrical
generation.
Keywords: fuel cell, MOFs, proton conductor, Nafion
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Abstract
Study mechanical and thermal properties of high-density polyethylene composite materials reinforced with
borassus fruit fiber using by the dissolution-reprecipitation technique. Composite materials consisting of
polyethylene were mixed with borassus fruit fiber in the ratio of 10 g 20 g 30 g 40 g and 50 g. Tensile strength
and elongation of composite materials consisting of polyethylene were mixed with borassus fruit fiber can be
divided into 2 groups. Group 1 Composite Materials consisting of polyethylene were mixed with borassus fruit
fiber in the ratio of 10 g have the highest tensile strength. Group 2 composite materials consisting of polyethylene
were mixed with borassus fruit fiber in the ratio of 20 g 30 g 40 g and 50 g have the approximate tensile strength.
The highest elongation is in the ratio of 50 g. The morphology showed the dispersion of fiber is unsteady and the
seam between fiber and plastic is quite lot. Results of thermal properties showed the temperature of melting in the
high-density polyethylene composite materials reinforced with borassus fruit fiber is not change. Thermal
decomposition between polyethylene composite materials reinforced with borassus fruit fiber and fiber have
similar feature.
Keywords: borassus fruit fiber, composite materials, high-density polyethylene
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Abstract
The supercapacitors are expected to represent the future of energy storage unit equipment due to their good
performance on both the energy density and the power density. This paper is the first presentation of the
mathematical form of the supercapacitor, which consists of LaCoO3 Nanofibers electrodes and carbon nanotube
electrode (CNT) as well as the electrical and concentration channels, the dynamic model used to determine the
impact of the thickness of CNT electrode on the performance of supercapacitors in COMSOL Multiphysics. The
results showed that when changing the scanning rate from 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 V/s, current and voltage
increased. But the time to change the current density is reduced by a scanning rate of 0.001 V/s. The range of
voltage changes from -0.4 to 0.4 V in the period of 1,500 s and when adding the position of the length, the
concentration will gradually decrease. The present model is conclusively verified to be effective and successfully
provides a methodology to optimize the cell size in various applications.
Keywords: modeling, simulation, nanofiber, electrode, supercapacitor
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Abstract
To engage the young generation in archaeometry and provide a preliminary classification of ancient
potteries, smart phones were used to analyze fine-paste ware dated back to 13th-14th centuries of maritime
southeast Asia. Commercial mobile application named 'Colorimeter' on an Android smartphone (OPPO F9)
distinguished the potsherds from 5 different archaeological sites based on the CIE L*a*b* color scale. The three
values, i.e. darkness to lightness (L: 0-100), greenness to redness (-a* to +a*) and blueness to yellowness (-b* to
+b*), were obtained on the application after focusing a crosshair on the potsherd. At least two positions on each
potsherds with similar color were inspected. The Different clay sources were effectively characterized by the
variation in b* value and the potsherds from Kok Moh (KOM), an ancient pottery production site in Satingphra
of Songkhla province exhibit the highest b* value corresponding to their light brown appearance. Much lower a*
and b* values are obtained in the artifacts from Kota China (KTC) in north Sumatra of Indonesia, comparable to
the potsherds excavated from Thao Khot (TK) and Suanluang (SL) temples in Nakhon Si Thammarat province.
The similarity in potsherd colors from different archaeological sites could be used as a supporting evidence on
trade routes in 13th-14th centuries of maritime southeast Asia. However, it is noted that the much higher L* of
81.1 was measured on the light SL specimen. Interestingly, the cross-sectional study of the artifact from Otein
Taung (OTT) of Myanmar reveal outer layer with very high a* value, consistent with the reputation of red finepaste ware consumption in this area. To standardize this color classification, the reading from the smartphone was
compared with the Hunter Lab spectrophotometer (MiniScan EZ).
Keywords: archaeometry, archaeological sites, fine-paste ware, colorimeter, smartphone
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Abstract
An emerging trend in the development of smart electronics has great attracted the interest of scientists and
engineers to fabricate hydrofluorpolymer composites that provide the large dielectric property and electroactive
phase. This work has investigated the effect of calcium chloride (CaCl2) on morphology, structure and dielectric
properties of poly(vinylidenefluoride-hexafluoropropylene) (P(VDF-HFP)). The CaCl2/P(VDF-HFP) composite
films was prepared by a solution casting method. The addition of CaCl2 can obviously induce the formation of
the electroactive β-phase in P(VDF-HFP) films without any modification of P(VDF-HFP) chains or mechanical
stretching treatment. The microporous composite films have better properties, such as high flexibility, thermal
stability, β-phase fraction (97%) and dielectric constant (17), than the unfilled one.
Keywords: electroactive phase, poly (vinylidenefluoride-hexafluoropropylene), calciumchloride, crystallinity,
dielectric constant.
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Abstract
Thermal paper is a special type of paper that is coated with chemicals on the paper layer to change color
when exposed to heat. When discovering fingerprints by using chemical reagents such as ninhydrin solution with
thermal paper, it shows black staining background on the heat-sensitive front side. Thus, the latent fingerprints
cannot be discovered. In this study, we have reported the first utilization of ninhydrin with water glue in different
ratios for the development of latent fingerprints on the thermal papers. The results showed that at 0.020-0.060
g/mL of water glue in ninhydrin solution reduced the black strain after tested with thermal paper and made the
appearance of the fingerprint more clearly. So, the detectable minutiae can be used for visualization and
identification of latent prints. Using an Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS), it is showed between
59-87 points of minutiae. As the results, this method could be used as an alternative method to developing latent
fingerprints with non-hazardous materials, reduce costs and easy to find.
Keywords: latent fingerprint, ninhydrin, water glue, thermal paper, automated fingerprint identification System
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Abstract
In the present day, scintillation materials play a major role in medical radiation detection. They are used in
CT scan, PET scan and SPECT scan. In this work, we studied scintillation response of the CdWO4 (CWO) crystal
and compared with the Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO) crystal. We tested energy resolution and light yield values using
photomultiplier tube (PMT) readout. The gamma source was aligned along the cylindrical axis of the crystal and
the PMT. The energy spectra were recorded using a PC-based multichannel analyzer (MCA). From the results,
we found that the energy resolution of 6.5% obtained from the CWO crystal is better than that of 9.3% obtained
from the BGO crystal at 662 keV gamma-ray energy. The CWO crystal shows much more light yield than the
BGO crystal about 2 times. In the energy range from 32 keV to 1,408 keV, the degree of light yield nonproportionality of 0.13 obtained from the CWO crystal is also better than that of 0.19 obtained from the BGO
crystal. The photo-fraction of both crystals was also discussed.
Keywords: BGO, CWO, energy resolution, light yield, scintillation
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Abstract
We synthesized and investigated the physical and structural properties of calcium alumino-silicate glasses
systems: (60 – x – y)SiO2 – 2.5Al2O3 – 10CaO – 17Na2O – 10K2O – 0.5Sb2O3 – xSm2O3 – 0.1Eu2O3. The
samples were prepared using melt quenching method. The measured density using means of Archimedes’s
principle and the calculated field strength increased with increasing of Sm2O3 contents. The structure of the
glasses was characterized using the Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The results showed that the change
in the network structures of these glasses depends on the concentration of Sm2O3.
Keywords: calcium alumino silicate glasses, physical properties, structural properties, Sm2O3 doped
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Abstract
The highly order arranged TiO2 nanotubes were synthesized by anodization process to be used as
photoanodes in photoelectrochemical cells for hydrogen production by water splitting. In this study, the high
surface area activated carbon was deposited on the surface of TiO2 nanotubes to enhance the performance of TiO2
nanotube photoanodes by the simple electrochemical deposition. In order to investigate photocatalytic water
splitting, the electrolyte carbonate salts with NaHCO3 additive reagent 0.25 M at pH 8.2 were used to make a salt
bridge between two electrodes. The photocurrent curves were recognized by the linear sweep voltammetry
techniques. Moreover, the structure, morphology, and optical properties of the photoanodes were investigated by
XRD, SEM, EDS and UV-vis to interpret the mechanism of the activated carbon on TiO2 nanotubes interfaces.
Keywords: TiO2 nanotubes, activated carbon, anodization, water splitting
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Abstract
Tin oxide (SnO2) nanostructures have been synthesized by a simple chemical route. The morphology and
crystallization of the samples can be controlled by changing the mixed solution of tin chloride. The precursors
were calcined at 600oC for 2 h in air to obtain the SnO2 nanorods and nanoparticles. The phase composition of the
samples was investigated by XRD and electron diffraction analysis. The results confirmed the formation of a SnO2
phase with tetragonal structure. The optical properties of the nanostructures were investigated by UV-vis
spectroscopy. The estimated band gaps of nanorods and nanoparticles were 3.39 and 4.23 eV, respectively. The
results revealed that the morphologies and band gaps of the samples varied with the mixed solution of tin chloride.
Keywords: Tin oxide, nanorods
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Abstract
Fe-doped TiO2 hollow nanospheres with various Fe-dopant concentrations (0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.00 mol%) were
prepared using carbon spheres as templates. After calcination, the carbon template was totally removed. The
obtained hollow structure TiO2 were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
and ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis). XRD analysis results revealed that the crystallite size and
crystallinity of the samples decreased with increasing Fe-dopant. The morphology and particle size were
investigated by SEM and TEM techniques and the results showed that dopant concentrations had a significant
influence on an average particle size. The average diameter of hollow spheres decreased from 146.92 to 61.57 nm
with increasing Fe-dopant. The UV-Vis absorption spectra exhibited that the absorption edge of Fe-doped TiO2
hollow nanospheres was shifted toward the visible light region with increased Fe content. The energy gap (Eg)
was decreased from 2.85 to 1.84 eV when the dopant content increased from 0.25 To 1.00 mol%.
Keywords: carbon sphere template, hollow nanospheres, Fe-doped TiO2.
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Abstract
A study on the molecular mechanisms of natural rubber reinforcement due to the addition graphene planes
was carried out by molecular dynamics simulations. Simulations of pure natural rubber (Polyisoprene; PI) and
Polyisoprene-graphene composite (PI-GRA) were performed and analyzed for their glass transition temperatures
(Tg). In the simulations, simulated annealing technique was used to change the temperature from 100 K to 300 K
in order to observe the glass transition from the point where the sudden increase in volume and sudden decrease
in density were observed. Glass transition temperature (Tg) from the molecular dynamics trajectory of pure PI was
207.9 K, close to the value Tg = 211 K obtained from the experiment. Also, we found that glass transition
temperature (Tg) increased to 220.1 K when adding graphene planes into the PI matrix. In addition, further analysis
of MD trajectories showed that the overall density of pure 16-mer cis-1,4-polyisoprene at low temperature (100
K) is higher than the density at high temperature (300 K) and the threshold density for glass transition was 929.4
kg/m3. For PI-GRA at 100 K, density of the whole system was higher than the threshold density, which showed
that the whole polymer was in glass phase. However, at 300 K, the network of PI molecules nearby the graphene
planes were orderly organized and possessed higher density than the threshold density, which showing the
properties of glass. In the middle area, PI molecules were arranged disorderly and has a lower density than the
threshold, showing the properties of rubber.
Keywords: molecular dynamics simulation, simulated annealing, cis-1,4-polyisoprene, glass transition temperature
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Abstract
Activated carbon materials have been used in the fabrication of supercapacitor electrodes. Because of their
a high porosity, large surface area, good thermal and chemical stability. Activated carbon was produced from a
part of banana through a single step chemical activation process. Parts of the dried banana stem, lamina, bunch,
and peel were impregnated using potassium carbonate (K2CO3) solution as activator was 1:1 by weight before
carbonized by Argon atmosphere at 800°C for 2h. Banana-based activated carbons were characterization by x-ray
diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and Brunauer Emmett and Teller surface area (BET)
technique for carbon structure, morphology, and specific surface area, respectively. The effect of banana parts
activated carbon were investigated to electrochemical properties for supercapacitor application. Three-electrode
system configuration in 6M KOH as an electrolyte, cyclic voltammetry (CV), Galvanostatic charge-discharge
(GCD), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique was explained. The stability of bananabased activated carbons as electrode material was also investigated with 1000 cycles.
Keywords: activated carbon, banana, K2CO3, supercapacitor
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Abstract
Supercapacitor has been the interesting in electric energy storage system. Supercapacitors carbon electrode
was synthesized from a Sacred Lotus Leaf. The none activated carbon sacred lotus leaf powder (CSLL) and the
carbon sacred lotus leaf were mixed potassium hydroxide (KOH) in the ratio of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 which white
instead CSLL, CSLL-1:1, CSLL-1:2 and CSLL-1:3, respectively. The structural, morphological properties and
element component were analyzed with x-ray diffraction (XRD) technique, the Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FESEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), respectively. Electrical properties were
measured by Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Charge – Discharge techniques. JCPDS 01-072-2091 data file
confirmed the carbon-like (110) plan at 2theta of 29.43°. CSLL-1:1 and CSLL-1:2 showed high crystalline sizes.
Morphology of CSLL-1:1 and CSLL-1:2 samples exhibited corrosion of surface clearly nevertheless carbon
cluster adhered continuously on surface affect to higher the surface area. Carbon element of CSLL, CSLL-1:1 and
CSLL-1:2 samples were obtained as high as of 74.5, 79.3 and 76.0% by atomic, respectively which it was suitable
characteristic of activated carbon electrode. The highest specific capacitance of CSLL-1:2 electrodes displayed
approximately 40.85 F/g at the scan rate of 20 mV/s. Moreover, the charge – discharge time of CSLL-1:1 and
CSLL-1:2 electrodes showed the long discharge time more than the discharge time of CSLL-1:3 and CSLL
electrodes. The performances of electrode demonstrated with charge-discharge of 1, 500 and 1,000 cycles found
that the CSLL-1:1 and CSLL-1:2 electrodes exhibited high stability. The suitable conditions ranges depicted
between from the CSLL-1:1 to CSLL-1:2 ratios; furthermore a sacred lotus leaf can fabricate the carbon electrode
for supercapacitor.
Keywords : Sacred Lotus Leaf, supercapacitors, KOH Activation
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Abstract
This research aimed to study the mixing ratios of fly ash and rice husk ash on the physical properties and
thermal conductivity of soil geopolymer block. Fly ash to rice husk ash ratios for this experiment were 100:0,
80:20, 70:30, 50:50, 30:70, 20:80 and 0:100 %wt. respectively. The properties analysis of soil geopolymer block
such as the compressive strength, water absorption, apparent porosity, bulk density and thermal conductivity were
tested. The results indicated that soil geopolymer block of 80:20 %wt. at 28 days of curing gave the maximum
compressive strength of 131.43 kg/cm2. The minimum water absorption of 7.70%, minimum bulk density of
2,056.34 kg/cm3, minimum apparent porosity of 15.64%, minimum thermal conductivity of 1.8674 W/m.K, were
obtained. The compressive strength of soil geopolymer block increased up to 87% and the thermal conductivity
decreased down to 35% compared to commercial cement block. The compressive strength, the water absorption
and the bulk density of 80:20 %wt. mixture was in accordance with the standard product community at 602/2547
that can be used in construction applications.
Keywords: soil geopolymer block, physical properties, thermal conductivity
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Abstract
This research studied and synthesized of nano-silica aerogel from sodium silicate preparing from bagasse
ashes (BA) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The first step in the synthesis of silica gel is a bagasse ashes
preparation. To prepare the bagasse ashes, bagasse being clear dried before incineration at temperature of 700 C
for 5 h. Resulted BA were subjected to react with aqueous NaOH solution and, then, filtered with No.41 ashless
filter paper to obtain sodium silicate. Sodium silicate was then reacted with HCl solution at room temperature for
18 h to obtain as-synthesized silica aerogels. As-synthesized aerogels were then dried at 115 C under ambient
pressure for 24 h. Experimental results showed that synthesized silica aerogels have irregular amorphous structure
with particle smaller than 0.3 m. This study also found that the gel structure is more dominant than the particle
structure. Besides, the color analysis revealed that the synthesized aerogel is high purity. Finally, nanoparticles
with high properties can be synthesized from BA under ambient pressure drying.
Keywords: silica aerogels, ambient pressure drying, bagasse ash, nanoparticles
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Abstract
Graphene has attracted great interest for its excellent mechanical, electrical, thermal and optical
properties since its discovery. Among several methods for growth of graphene, chemical oxidation and
exfoliation of graphite to form graphene oxide (GO) and subsequent reduction to reduced graphene
oxide (rGO) is considered suitable for inexpensively producing graphene sheets in large amounts. In
this study, we use this method, together with vacuum filtration, to successfully synthesize “freestanding” GO films, determining the optimal conditions under which good quality films can be
fabricated. Due to the large amounts of oxygen functional groups, the as-synthesized GO is an electrical
insulator, exhibiting very high resistance (in M range). We demonstrate that by using a thermal
reduction process, we are able to reduce the overall resistance of these films to under a few kΩ. The
structural transformations of GO and rGO upon reduction is verified by Raman spectroscopy, XRD,
FTIR and SEM. Interestingly, a large change in conductance due to elimination of functional groups
from carbon planes occurs at an intermediate temperature range (300 – 400 C), suggesting concurrent
and maximum rates of H2O, CO and CO2 desorption. The graphitic domains of rGO are expected to
become large enough to promote hopping of charge carriers, causing an appreciable increase in
conductance. These observations therefore provide valuable insights on the thermal reduction process
of GO. Of particular importance is the successful production of “free-standing” rGO films with
excellent electrical conductance that can be used in flexible electronics, energy storage devices,
biomedical devices, gas sensors, and other applications.
Keywords: grapheme, graphene sheets,
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Abstract
Active magnetic regenerators (AMR) are one of prominent alternative refrigeration cycles with a potential to
replace conventional refrigerators based on compressed vapor-liquid systems. The magnetocaloric effect of the
magnetic bedding solid is at the center of the AMR operation. This work focuses on the numerical investigation
of the AMR performances based on the particular designs of multilayered magnetocaloric beds of 10 layers with
the total lengths of 50 mm and 80 mm. The numerical method was based on solving a set of relevant partial
differential equations with an interpolating scheme to incorporate the entropic effects of the magnetocaloric beds.
Key performance parameters of the two designs were compared against one another. It was found that the choice
of 80 mm total bed length yielded only slightly higher performances which implies minuscule economical return
in changing the design bed length from 50 mm to 80 mm. The developed numerical scheme allows for the further
study of influence of fluid volume flow rate, operating frequency, and utilization to the AMR performance.
Keywords: active magnetic regenerator; magnetocaloric effect; refrigeration cycles
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Abstract
Recently, hollow-core fibers have been brought to the attention of the photonics research community
because of their capability of very high transmission capacity. Several fiber parameters regarding the transmission
capacity have been extensively studied. Loss is the first and foremost parameter that was examined. Equally
important parameter and still in an early stage of the investigation is the birefringence of the hollow-core fibers.
In this study, the high birefringence in the hollow core with nested antiresonance nodeless fibers (HC-NANF) is
proposed for the investigation. This model is specifically designed for terahertz guidance made from TOPAS
copolymer. Using finite element method (FEM), the initial simulation results reveal that a number of the inner
tubes and tube thickness play an important role in the loss at the operating frequency around 1 THz. However, the
tube separation has no significant effect on the effective material loss. In addition, there is no birefringence
existing in the straight fiber model. In order to achieve high birefringence, the proposed fiber is bended at a
particular radius. The result shows that the bending gives rise to the changes of the effective refractive indices in
the horizontal and vertical directions of the core leading to a significant birefringence in the hollow-core fiber.
Finally, the orthogonal birefringence obtained from HC-NANF design is found to be higher than 10-4.
Keywords: hollow-core fibers, HC-NANF, high birefringence, terahertz, waveguide
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Abstract
Metamaterials (MMs) are the artificially engineered materials that can exhibit particular electromagnetic
properties such as negative refractive index, left-hand behavior, extraordinary transmission, negative Doppler
effect, etc. With this fascinating characteristics, applications of MMs into the terahertz regime (0.1-10 THz) are
of great and increasing interest in the last few years. Several devices such as the perfect lens, invisibility cloaking,
perfect absorber and transmission have been designed and fabricated for practical use in the THz band based
system. In this study, a model of a metamaterial absorber (MMA) for terahertz application is proposed and
investigated. The 3-layer structure of MMA is composed of matching layer, dielectric and continuous metallic.
The simulation results obtained from the finite element frequency domain (FEFD) method show that this structure
of metamaterial absorber gives 3 high absorption peaks (>90%) at 2.09, 3.43 and 3.86 THz at a normal incident
angle. Especially, at the peak of 3.43 THz, it is found that the absorption is insensitive to the azimuthal angle
adjustment and changing of the incident angle over 45o.
Keywords: metamaterial absorbers (MMAs), terahertz regime
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Abstract
The objective of this research was to create a light source to study the effects of five wavelengths on plant
tissue culture from light-emitting diode by compensating the light absorbed due to lids of the planting bottle and
the height of the rice (Riceberry) between conventional LED lighting system and compensation LED lighting
system. The light intensity of both systems was measure to compare the intensity of light pass through the lid. The
experiment was measure percentage of transmission of the lid using a spectrometer to calculate the photon flux
density (PPFD) that be compensated. The rice was planted into a glass bottle inside the culture medium and control
temperature at 25°C. The light intensity required to be at 50 𝜇𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚 𝑠 for 16 hours a day. The rice was
planted between 2 conditions that are a system that is not compensated and compensated. The results of the
experiment when measuring the PPFD in the compensation LED lighting system was 60.2 𝜇𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚 𝑠 and the
conventional LED lighting system was 18.6 𝜇𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝑚 𝑠 .The plants that grow in compensation LED lighting
system have better higher elongation.
Keywords: light-emitting diode, photon flux density, plant tissue culture
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Perovskite Solar Cells: GPVDM Simulation Approach
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Abstract
The perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have been extensively interested and its performance has rapidly
increased up to 24.2%. Layer thickness and charge mobility are crucial for high-performance perovskite solar
cells. In this paper, we study the effect of layer thickness and charge mobilities on some parameters in perovskite
solar cell based on structure of FTO/TiOx/SnO2/FAIMABrPbI2PbBr2/Spiro-OMeTAD/Ag by using the GPVDM
(General-purpose Photovoltaic Device Model) software. The simulation results show that the best optimized
power conversion efficiency of 23.88% can be obtained. The optimal layer thickness in the simulation of TiOx,
SnO2, FAIMABrPbI2PbBr2, Spiro-OMeTAD are 50 nm, 30 nm, 400 nm, 30 nm, respectively. The optimal electron
and hole mobilities of photoactive layer are 210-5 m2V-1s-1 and 210-6 m2V-1s-1, respectively. Comparative study
of simulation and experiment are observed, that performance of 15.93% of efficiency can be experimentally
achieved, however the model of this solar cell is observed 18.43% of efficiency by simulation.
Keywords: perovskite, GPVDM, layer thickness, charge mobility
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Abstract
The pyroelectric detector is used for measuring infrared radiation. It has uniform response covering wide
wavelength from 0.001 µm to 1000 µm and can measure the high-power level of radiation at room temperature
operation. In this research, we calibrated the pyroelectric detector by using a tungsten light bulb as an infrared
source. Properties of blackbody radiation from the light bulb are investigated. The interested properties include
the spectral distribution and the relation of radiation intensity to heating temperature. The most radiation emitted
from the light bulb lies in infrared wavelength. The pyroelectric detectors were calibrated against a pyroelectric
joulemeter with known responsivity. The results of this study will be applied to the measure of the radiation
produced from the accelerator-base radiation source at the PBP-CMU Electron Linac Laboratory.
Keywords: pyroelectric detector, blackbody radiation, calibration
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Abstract
Plasma treatment techniques are widely used to improve surface wettability of Polysulfone membrane.
Near-atmospheric pressure plasma jet is another plasma source that become an interesting tool for modification
of polymer surface due to their many advantages such as compact, easy to use and no need vacuum system. This
research generated plasma jet with a 30 watt of RF power supply. Argon gas was used as a working gas with the
flow rate of 5 L/min. Polysulfone membrane was prepared via dry/wet phase inversion method and was treated
by the jet plasma at different treatment time in the range of 1s – 240 s. The treated membranes were rested for 3
hours after treatment. After that, they were characterised for surface wettability by using water contact angle
machine. The results show that the water contact angle decrease sharply at the first interval of time range from 1s
-20 s. After that, the trend of water contact angle will slowly decrease with some fluctuating in the interval of 20
s – 240 s. This result shows the appropriate time for membrane treatment was around 60 s which gave a low water
contact angle and short period of treatment time.
Keywords: plasma jet, surface modification, PSF membrane
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Abstract
Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite materials, e.g., CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPbI3) have been used as photon
absorber layer in the emerging solar cell technology. The two-step spin coating technique has been employed to
fabricate the absorber films. It has been found that the use of anti-solvents plays a crucial role on the growth of
the perovskite crystals. Chlorobenzene (CB) and Toluene (TO) were chosen as the anti-solvents that were applied
after spin-coating of Methylammonium Iodide (MAI) solution in the second step of the two-step process. The
amount and the elapsed time of the application of anti-solvents after spinning MAI solution were varied and
studied for the crystal growth of perovskite films as well as the performance of the perovskite solar cells (PSCs).
It was found that 50 l of CB applied at 5 s after spinning MAI solution yielded the best solar cells parameters
with the best efficiency of 16.8%.
Keywords: perovskite solar cell, spin – coating, anti – solvent
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Abstract
Titanium aluminum nitride thin films were prepared by DC reactive magnetron Co-Sputtering. Titanium
and aluminum were used as sputtering targets. Deposition occurred under argon and nitrogen gases ambient with
the flow rate of 4.0 and 2.5 sccm, respectively. Films were deposited under changing of sputtering current for Ti
and Al targets. It is found that when the sum of the sputtered currents of the Ti and Al targets is the same, the film
thickness is nearby similar. The element of Ti in film increased as sputtered current of Ti increased, resulting in
lower percent of transmittance because Ti showed as the good absorption film. Under the Ti / Al ratio of 1.31 /
1.00, the normal solar transmittance percentage (Tavg) was 61.01%. In contrast, the higher of Al content showed
the higher the light transmittance. Under coating the film with the sputtered current of Ti of 500 mA and Al of
400 mA that was a condition where the film had a high light transmittance percentage. It was found that when the
coating time was increased, the thickness of the film increased and surface structure was induced to be greater
grain size and showed columnar structure. Coating time of 15, 30 and 60 min. showed the average grain size of
28, 46 and 57 nm, respectively and the average thickness of 196, 268 and 357 nm, respectively. while, Tavg were
73.01 54.70 and 25.97%, respectively. The film with coating time of 60 min. was formed in crystal structure of
TiAlN with (111), (200) and (200) plane. Under this coating condition, the films are suitable for consideration in
the application of optical and structural properties.
Keywords: TiAlN, co-sputtering, titanium aluminum nitride, high transparent, thin film
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Abstract
This study focused on an investigation of Thai students’ comprehension of vectors using the model analysis
technique, which is based on the matrix representation of quantum physics. This technique displays students’
knowledge states and the probability of applying each mental model to solve a given vector concept. A wellknown vector concept test in physics education research named the Test of Understanding of Vectors (TUV) was
translated into Thai language and validated by a group of physics lecturers. It was administered to 651 first-year
engineering students at Prince of Songkla University via online system at the beginning of the first semester. The
three common mental states of vectors were identified as correct, popular incorrect, and other models. Model
estimation of the model analysis revealed that although 54% of the students correctly answered the vector addition,
they still had difficulty with vector subtraction. Theoretically, both topics are considered as identical concepts.
The students had inconsistent ideas on vector subtraction as reported by eigenvalues < 0.65. Moreover, they
demonstrated equal distribution in using the three mental models to solve the dot product of vectors. The most
common incorrect idea was that a dot product resultant was a vector quantity. The initial knowledge states of the
cross product were in an incorrect model region involving confusion between calculating magnitudes of the cross
product and the dot product, and incorrectly applying the right-hand rule to locate a direction of the cross product.
Overall, the findings will guide instructors which common vector ideas should be revised and how. The vector
concept plays an important role in physics learning since it is embedded in several physics topics as a learning
mechanism.
Keywords: vectors, model analysis, misconception, university students
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Abstract
The objective of this research is to study and develop affordable physics experimental set to enhance
learning capabilities. To determine the speed of the ball by using in – house ballistic pendulum, the gyro sensor
can accurately measure the angle formed when the ball is shot into the pendulum which has a hole drilled. The
sensor connects to Arduino board and the process controlled by Arduino Software (IDE). When calculated using
angle values and actual rotational inertia of the pendulum and compared the values obtained from the sensor with
the values from direct measurement of the angle, it was found to have low discrepancy. This makes it possible to
be further conducted and used as the experimental set in the classroom.
Keywords: ballistic pendulum, Gyro sensor, rotational inertia, Arduino
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Abstract
The purposes of physics laboratory courses are not only to increase students’ understanding on physics
concepts but also to develop their scientific laboratory skills. Among the skills, the aim of this study was to train
the science teachers on how to promote the experimental design skill in their class. This was viewed as an essential
skill for enhancing students’ higher thinking levels which corresponded to preparing students for the twenty-first
century. The skill consisted of five sub-skills which were linking physics concept, defining measurement
variables, clarifying an experimental procedure, selecting equipment and materials, and minimizing errors. In the
training program, there were 22 teachers who had experiences in teaching science and physics over 5 years. The
content of training involved to heat capacity relating to the teachers’ interest. The guided worksheets were the key
of training intervention. They were designed based on the sub-skills dealing with the guided inquiry strategy
which could lead learners to solve the problem as they were formerly tried out with. The steps of training consisted
of (1) providing a key problem—finding the specific heat capacity of one-bath coins to the teachers (2) asking
them to present ideas on how to solve the problem (3) asking them to present how to transfer their experimental
design ideas to students (4) asking them to do the experiment by the guided worksheet steps and analyse about
designing the worksheets (6) asking them to present their lab result and reflect their analysis. From the observation
and analysis of worksheets, we found that most teachers spent most time in linking physics knowledge to solve
the problem. Many teachers had misconceptions about heat transfer and closed system. Only 6 teachers could
design and conduct their experiment to solve the problem correctly. However, all of them could reflect and agreed
that the need for designing laboratory to enhance students’ experimental design skill were the five sub-skills.
Keywords: experimental design skill, guided inquiry based learning strategy, laboratories, heat transfer
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this research was to compare learning achievement of students taught by using
the effect of formative tests before and after the instruction. There were 69 students of the first year
undergraduate to enroll the Science for Everyday Use course in the first semester of academic year of
2018. The research instruments were used as follow. (1) The course specification, (2) The pretest and
posttest in details of daily chemicals, nuclear and radiation for use, electricity generation and electrical
equipment, and light and sound. The statistics were based on frequency, percentage, means, standard
deviation and the t-test. The results of this research were as follow: 1.) The learning method using
pretest and posttest and information feedback made the learning achievement scores of the students
statistically significantly higher than before toward significant increased at the .05 level and 2.) The
development of learning achievement scores of students trends to continuously increase.
Keywords: learning achievement, formative test, measurement and evaluation
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Abstract
The thermal conduction is the one of most important characteristic property. Not only for most engineering
materials but also for industrial-food materials, for instance, rice, meat, milk, and etc. Therefore, the phenomenon
that revealed the uniaxial media propagating of thermally conductive energy pass through the sirloin meat is the
point of view for this presentation. The experimental conditions were including: First, the sirloin meat was
prepared with dimension of 30 mm × 30 mm × 30 mm and used as the testing sample. Furthermore, this prepared
sample was used associated with the insulated-sheet and insulated-wall of aluminium foil for reducing of other
thermal effects including: convection and radiation, respectively. Second, the metal-plate temperature was raised
up to the average surface temperature at 150 0C. Third, the thermocouple (TC) type K equipped with IC-MAX6675
and interfaced using Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) Model B were used for measuring of temperature gradient that pass
through the bulk of sirloin meat. Then, the surface temperature of sirloin meat was increased and the temperature
was measured in opposite to the thermal-contacting surface, respectively. Consequently, it was found that the
modelling based on using of the uniaxial media propagating of thermally conductive energy can be used associated
with the homogenous and isotropic medium approximation. Finally, the performance of learning from this
practical experiment was inspected using of 5Es with active-based learning which was presented in the discussion
section.
Keywords: thermally conductive energy, uniaxial media, 5Es, active-based learning, raspberry Pi 3
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Abstract
This research invented a small scale with no cost experimental set to determine the speed of sound in the
air by resonance method. Equipment consisted of a bubble tea straw with label measuring scale, a full plastic
water bottle and the n-Track Tuner (iOS) or Guitar Tuner (Android) application for generating sound waves.
Sound waves were sent down a bubble tea straw filled with an air. The waves reflected back up the straw from a
water surface and interfered with the waves traveling downward. By properly adjusting the water level, a
resonance condition could be established. By knowing the frequency of the sound wave and the position of the
water level for two different resonant lengths, the speed at which sound waves travel through the air was found.
In this experiment, the frequency was specified 1,500 Hz at 24 oC, 26 oC and 30 oC respectively. The sound speed
which was calculated was 345.0, 347.0 and 349 m/s respectively. The standard value of sound speed at the same
temperature was 345.4, 346.6 and 349 m/s respectively. The percentage error value of the sound speed was
calculated to compare with the standard value of sound speeds was 0.1%, 0.1% and 0% respectively. This an
experiment was effective and could be efficiently used in educational physics. Moreover, it is low cost, easy to
use, and portable. Students also can prepare the equipments themselves.
Keywords: DIY, small scale, speed of sound, resonance
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Abstract
An Arduino, one of the most popular microcontroller platforms, is widely used in teaching and learning
STEM. It is really open source software and hardware, huge community, low cost boards and peripherals, and
simple programming language. This research aims to develop an Arduino-based physics investigation of the
simple harmonic motion (SHM) of mass on a spring. This rich cross curricular STEM activity integrates
electronics, computer programming, physics, and mathematics in a way that is both experimentally exciting and
intellectually rewarding. The experimental data are collected with the help of an HC-SR04 ultrasonic distance
sensor and an Arduino Uno board. The data are then graphed and analysed using Microsoft Excel in real-time.
The experiment data can be used to investigate Hooke’s law. The elastic constant of the spring, k = 1.65 N/m, is
very close to the value determined from the period of the SHM. This Arduino-based investigation of SHM can be
help the students to improve both their experimental and theoretical skills.
Keywords: Arduino board, ultrasonic sensor, simple harmonic motion
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Abstract
Over several decades, many physics teachers have taken a crucial responsibility for improving conceptual
understanding of students. To enhance students’ understanding, generally they have adopted an alternative
teaching approach to classes. However, such that approach does not always yield positive learning outcomes.
Many research reported that a teaching and learning sequence was one of the essential factors needed to take into
account. In this study, the teaching and learning sequence was proceeded by 5E inquiry based learning which was
grouped as active learning. Therefore, the goal of this study was to analyze the teaching and learning sequence
for Newton’s third law designed by a pre-service teacher together with the physicists’ comments on that sequence.
This was viewed as the initial phase of research in finding a suitable framework for future training pre-service
teachers about how to design a teaching-learning sequence. The teaching and learning sequence was implemented
to the two classes of grade 9 students. From the analysis, we found that the teaching and learning sequence were
complicated and some physics situations were not clear. To help support the students’ conceptual understanding,
all unclear physics situations were refined and corrected in line with physicists’ comments to be used in the classes
but remained the primary structure of such that designed sequence. The standardized test about force was
administered to the students after completing the lesson. The results were found that the designed sequence yielded
low learning outcomes even were taught with the interactive engagement. This was the evidence shown that the
teaching and learning sequence affected students’ leaning and there was a need about seeking a framework to help
pre-service teachers in a process of designing a teaching and learning sequence.
Keywords: teaching and learning sequence, newton’s third law of motion, pre-service teachers
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Abstract
The projectile tube experiment was a simple apparatus that consisted of a one-meter PVC tube, a 1200watt hair dryer, a hard sheet of paper, and a ping pong ball. The study aimed to analyze students’ responses before
and after learning an activity about the concept of projectile. The participants were 30 grade 10 students who were
purposively selected in the second semester, academic year 2018. The research tools consisted of learning lesson
plans and a multiple-choice learning achievement test. The class activity was conducted by using Interactive
Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs) method with Tracker Video Analysis. The results showed that the experiment set
worked perfectly and could be used for learning the projectile conception. The students’ achievement score was
significantly increased at a statistical level of .05 and the average of students’ normalized gain which was in a
medium gain regime.
Keywords: Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs), projectile experiment, normalized gain, Tracker,
high school physics
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Abstract
Teaching physics experiment in school is used to illustrate and visualize, motivate, demonstrate, and verify
or investigate a physical phenomenon in order to understand the nature of it. In most cases the experiment is
presented by a teacher or carried out by students according to a set of pre-arranged instructions. However, the
limited time spent on experimentation in the class seems not to be adequate to develop the students´ experimental
skills and physics concept. This research was aimed to develop students’ experimental skills and concept of
projectile motion by students constructed and conducted experiments by themselves. The participants were 13
grade 10 students at Nikompattanawit school, Yala province, during the second semester of the 2018 academic
year. The assessment tool for analysis students’ experimental skills and projectile motion concept is a three-stage
task worksheet. The students’ experimental skills were classified into three stages; crystallization stage,
completing stage, and integration stage. The research found that The average score of the pre-test scores of 25.96%
and post-test 75.00% showed that the mean score after the study was higher than the average before the study,
which was significantly different at the level of .05 with t = 10.234 (t0.05 , 5 = 1.782). The learning gain in projectile
motion concept was measured by Hake Method is equal to 0.66 which was in medium gain.
Keywords: projectile motion, experimental skills, high school physics, projectile motion concept
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Abstract

Critical thinking and problem-solving skill are crucial for the 21st century. Game-based learning (GBL) is
a powerful teaching strategy for fostering these students' skills. GBL can reinforce knowledge and bridge the gap
between what is learned by creating dynamic, fun, and exciting learning environments. This research developed
a card game called "Motion Blitz" for teaching the physics concept of motion in one and two dimensions. The
Motion Blitz, a quick matching card game, consists of a deck of "Motion Card" about a picture of motions in daily
life and "Motion Symbol" displaying a path of motions: linear, projectile, circular, rotational, rolling, and simple
harmonic motions. To play the game, one player starts by flipping over one of the "Motion Cards", then
simultaneously everyone tries to figure out the proper "Motion Symbol" to grab. Figure it out and grab the right
one to get the card/point. After playing, the teacher uses questions to stimulate student thinking and help students
construct scientific knowledge. Finally, the 12 questions according to Bloom's taxonomy was administrated to
students. Questions classified according to different cognitive levels and ranging from low-level thinking
(knowledge, comprehension) to high-level thinking (application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation). Data
analyses showed that Motion Blitz ability to elevated students' thinking level, over 90% of students at a low level
and 59 at a high level approximately. In addition, data indicated students' thinking became lower as a higher level
of thinking.
Keywords: card game, motion blitz, physics motion, student’ level thinking, questioning approach
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Abstract
The Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs), teaching involves predicting the outcome of an
experiment, conducting an experiment, and reflecting on the outcome. In this research, three simple experiments
using household stuff were designed to investigate the buoyant force. First, the students were engaged with how
Cartesian diver works. Then, the students determined the buoyant force from the different level of soda cans
submerged in liquid. Finally, the students investigated the density of liquid from the sink and float eggs. The
participants were 40 grade 11 students who were purposively selected in the first semester, the academic year
2018. The research method followed a one group pretest-posttest design. The assessment tools consisted of the
set of three 3-tiers conceptual questions and the students’ problem-solving skills test. The conclusion is drawn
from pre- and post- data comparison. The ILDs produced more gain in both conceptual understanding and
problem-solving skills.
Keywords: buoyant force, interactive lecture demonstrations (ILDs), problem solving skills
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Abstract
In forensic science, yaw mark is one of the interesting evidences from the traffic accident. It caused by a
vehicle wheel slides on the surface of the road when the speed before braking of the vehicle is high enough.
Therefore, prediction of the vehicle speed is important to compare with the legal maximum speed. This research
focused on the simulation of a car's braking on a curve using the radio control car. High-speed video and Tracker
Video Analysis (Tracker) software were used to investigate the positions and speeds of the radio control car. The
braking path from Tracker software was assumed as the yaw mark in the real accident scene. The equation of the
braking path was investigated using the total least-squares spiral curve fitting. The speeds of the car for each
position of the braking path were calculated by the method from Daily’s research and the new method modified
from Daily’s research. The predicted speed was compared with the one measured from Tracker. The results were
similar at the beginning of the braking path, but increasingly different when the speed of the radio control car
decreased. Moreover, the modified Daily’s method can investigate the speed better than the Daily’s method for
the speed based on a clothoid spiral fitting and Archimedean spiral fitting. Findings from this study can be used
to develop instructional materials for intermediate mechanics to demonstrate a real application.
Keywords: Yaw Mark, high-speed video analysis, spiral curve fitting
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Abstract
The purpose of this research was to develop Van de graaff for studying electrostatic phenomena. The
researcher conducted a study of the properties of household materials that were scrubbing together and can cause
static electricity. Then design and create the Van de graaff electrostatic generator and test the electrostatic
phenomena. The results of the research showed that the Van de Graaff generator consists of a hollow metallic
sphere made of metal basin which put on the top of PVC pillar. The belt is made of nylon stockings passes through
PVC and pulley which is connected to motor of fan. Two combs made of wire are place at the top connected to
hollow sphere and the bottom connected to ground. The motor drives the belt scrub with PVC, the nylon belt lose
electron to ground through bottom comb and the positive charges are repelled on towards the belt. Then the
electrostatic induction makes the top comb to acquire a negative charge and the outer side of the sphere consists
of positive charges. When we put the conductor close to the sphere an electrical discharge spark. If person touching
the Van de Graaff, it transfers the charge to the person make their hair stands up.
Keywords: Van de graaff, electrostatic, instruction media
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Abstract
Students’ view about physics is difficult because of its abstract and involvement of mathematics. One of
the most difficult topics is a simple direct current circuit. Physics education research shows that students learn
better when they construct their own understanding of scientific ideas within the framework of their existing
knowledge. To accomplish this process, students must be motivated to engage with the content actively and be
able to learn from that engagement. The purpose of this research was to compare the grade 6 students’ scientific
concept about simple direct circuits before and after participating in STEM activity involved in the building
circuits from play dough. Twenty questions form the Interpreting Resistive Electric Circuit Concepts Test were
selected to evaluate students' reasoning regarding direct current resistive electric circuits. Findings revealed that
the score of students working with the difference conditions after learning was higher than that before learning
significantly. However, analysis on learning progress showed that the group that had to create more works had
higher normalized gain than the group that created less works. When analyzed the work with rubric criteria, it
illustrated that more conditions caused more complex and diversity to the work. In short, the condition or situation
set to students affected work creation.
Keywords: STEM, play dough circuit, simple direct circuit
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Abstract
We have developed an apparatus to present the new technique for Planck’s constant determination. The
photoelectric experiment was demonstrated using inexpensive LEDs. The light intensity of LEDs was measured
by using a light sensor model BH1750 and Arduino with LabVIEW interface to produce an illuminance-V curve.
This can be used as a high accuracy multi-meter but far cheaper than that. Several LEDs at wavelength of 402,
467, 565, 602 and 655 nm were examined. The results lead to a value for Planck’s constant of with an uncertainty
of 1.123%.
Keywords: Arduino, BH1750, LabVIEW, LED, Planck’s constant
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Abstract
The experiment in charging or discharging of a capacitor (C) through a resistor (R) is fundamental
importance in order to study electronics. We have developed an alternative procedure to measure the voltage drop
across capacitors (Vc) as a function of time (t).The apparatus controlled by an Arduino Uno microcontroller board
and LabVIEW interface is very simple to set up in physics laboratory. The exponential linear and associating
functions were used to fit the data for either discharging or charging. We found that in series circuit, the sum of
individual voltage drop of each capacitors was found to be equals to the supply voltage. Meanwhile in parallel
circuit, the voltage drop was found to be equal to the supply voltage. In this study, the time constant (τ) is less
than 2% compared to that of in theory.
Keywords: Arduino Uno, LabVIEW, RCs Circuit
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